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He's YOUR Radio Parts Dis- 
tributor, serving you every day of 
the year. Your Radio Parts Dis- 
tributor cheerfully gives his time o 

and attention to YOUR problems. 
His stock of excellent radio gear 
makes his store a veritable sleigh 
load of values. Yes sir, he's an 
honest - to - gosh Santa Claus to 
every Ham who knows him. We 
are as proud of our Distributors as you are. They represent the cream 
of the industry. We acknowledge their acclaims, and the praise of 
all amateurs, who know Taylor Tubes' "More Watts Per Dollar" 
value. Taylor Tubes and Taylor policies are built on customer satis- 
faction and four square dealing. We sincerely appreciate the compli- 
ment of top sales that you, the amateur, and our mutual friend, your 
Distributor, have given us during 1937. Our hats are off, as are those 
of the Amateur, to the Amateur Radio Parts Distributor -- Long 
may he serve. 

TAYLOR TUBES EXTENDS HEARTIEST 
* SEASON'S GREETINGS* 

Warren Taylor Frank Hajek, W9ECA Rex Munger, W9LIP 
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GRAY FINISH 

No matter what receiver you are now using, if 
you desire to boost the signal strength and at 
the same time decrease the image response of 
your present reception, give the DB -20 pre - 
selector a trial. 

Adaptable to Practically Any Type of Receiver 
-especially those having a low impedance 
(commonly termed a doublet input) Circuit. 

BLACK FINISH 

HERE ARE THE DB -2o DESCRIPTIVE DETAILS 
(if Frequency coverage is from 9 to 550 meters 

(550 KC to 32,000 KC) coinciding with the 
range incorporated in the 2ME-69 and other 
receivers. 

Q( Average gain of the two stages of tuned circuits 
is uniform between 20 to 25 db. when used in 
conjunction with the RME-69. 

(J Signal to image ratio averages 50,000 to 1. 

1¡ Power supply is self-contained, not depending 
on the power from the receiver. 

Ef Input circuit is so designed that either a single 
wire Marconi type antenna or a doublet type 
may be used. 

(J( Output impedance of the unit is approximately 
300 ohms so that direct connection may be made 
to the input of the RME-69 without mismatch. 

(¡j The DB -20 has its own gain control in addition 
to the regular six band switch and finger-tip 
control mechanism. 

(J The cabinet is identical in design and finish to 
the regular RME-69 cabinet and matches it in 
every detail. 

()( The entire unit is rigidly built and tested to 
RME specifications. Cabinet size 91/4" high, 
91/2" wide, 101/2" deep, either black or gray 
crinkle finish. 

(]l The tubes used in the DB -20 are two 6K7 
amplifiers and one 80 rectifier. 

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC., 306 First Av nu Peoria, Illinois, U. so A. .3. 
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BELIEVE ME! THIS NEW 1938 "RADIO" 
HANDBOOK CAN'T BE BEAT! 

This great handbook by RADIO (successor to the Jones Radio Handbook-written 
by Frank C. Jones and the Technical Staff of RADIO) , in three short years has become 

a tradition in, and the standard text of amateur and shortwave radio. 

No other radio book contains so much hitherto unpublished material nor so much 

information between two covers. Over 500 pages; it is a library in itself. This 

edition, as usual, is brand new, completely rewritten and revised. 

It contains the latest theory, simplified, and uptotheminute constructional data on 

receivers and transmitters, from the smallest to the largest. New equipment is shown 

throughout. 
ONE DOLLAR, FIFTY CENTS 

in continental U. S. A. 

Elsewhere, $1.65 or 7s. (danadian postal notes and British postal orders accepted.) 

1Ri\1) 
TECHNICAL PUBLISHERS 1460 BEVERLYBLVD. LOS ANGELES 

.7. 
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RUTARY 11111-- Hi lilt11\1" 
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Dg 

JOHN D. KfAUS,'` W8JK 

Figure 1. The "60=foot rotary flat -top 
beam" used on 14 Mc. at W8JK. The ro- 

tary structure or gondola is turned by a 

remotely -controlled reversible electric mo- 

tor located near the base of the 50 -foot 
supporting pole. 

"Beam" coverage in all , directions can be ac- 

complished by using a number of fixed beam 

antennas arranged for different directions. Some 

type of rotating beam antenna is another pos- 

sibility. To be of practical size when used on 

14 Mc., rotary antennas must be restricted to 

simple types with limited gain. The controllable 
directivity feature, however, makes them very 

useful. 
The flat -top beam antennas described in the 

March and June issues of RADIO' give gains 

which are high for arrays of their size. It 

seemed that if a 60 -foot flat -top beam could be 

made rotatable, one could have at once both the 
advantages of a rotary array and fairly high 
gain. With this in mind, the constructidn 
of a 60 -foot rotary structure was undertaken. 
It proved to be a formidable task and many 

Saturday afternoons and many evenings were 
put in before the structure was completed. 

Figure 1 shows the finished structure or 

gondola supported on the top of a 50 -foot pole. 

Results with this array were so unexpectedly 
good that we became curious to know how a 

30-footf rotary flat -top might perform. Being 

*Arlington Blvd., Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
1"A Small But Effective 'Flat - Top' Beam," J. D. 
Kraus, RADIO, March, 1937, p. 56, and June, 1937, 
p. 10. 

smaller, it would be much easier and more prac- 
tical to construct. After about a month of op- 
eration with the 60 -foot flat -top, it was re- 

placed by the 30 -foot rotary structure shown in 

figure 2. Since the smaller rotary is probably of 

more practical interest, it will be described first. 

The 30 -Footer 

The dimensions for the 30 -foot rotary are 
given in figure 3A. This antenna may be used 
for both 14 Mc. and 28 Mc. band operation 
with the same beam pattern having a maximum 
of radiation in both directions broadside to the 
antenna. If used on 56 Mc., the pattern has 4 

lobes, similar to the pattern of a full -wave an- 
tenna. For coverage in all directions on the 14 

and 28 Mc. bands, rotation through 180 de- 
grees is necessary and on 56 Mc. through some- 
what more than 90 degrees. 

tThe terms "60 -foot" and "30 -foot" flat -top are used 
in the sense that these are their approximate lengths. 
A 60 -foot flat -top operated on 14 Mc. is a 4 element 
or 4 half -wave array, and has been referred to as a 

two -section flat -top. The 30 -foot array on 14 Mc. is 
a 2 element flat -top (single section, center fed) and 
on 28 Mc. is a 4 element (or 2 section) flat -top beam. 

11 
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Figure 2. The "30 -foot" rotary flat -top at W8JK. This beam operates on both 14 and 28 Mc. with the same bi-directional pattern. The wires of the flat -top are 
almost 60 feet above ground. 

The spacing on the flat -top wires when the 
antenna is used on 14 Mc. is one -eighth 
wavelength and on 28 Mc. is one -quarter 
wavelength. This change will produce 
very little difference in the operation. The 
data given by Browne, who first showed 
the advantages of close -spaced antennas, 
indicates that when the currents in two 
wires are 180 degrees out of phase, the 
optimum spacing for maximum gain is 
about one - eighth wavelength. Over a 
range of spacing from one -sixteenth to 
one -quarter wavelength, however, the 
change in gain is not large, being less 
than one decibel. Accordingly a flat -top 
antenna designed for one -eighth wave - 
wavelength spacing on one band is very practical 

'Directional Antennas," G. H. Brown, Proc. 
I.R.E., Jan. 1937, p. 95. 

12 

to use on other bands as well. If the spacing 
becomes too small a fraction of the wavelength, 
however, it appears that losses due to high cur- 
rents and high voltages at different parts of the 
antenna might become important. 

A 30 -foot flat -top beam designed for funda- 
mental operation on 28 Mc. has a spacing of 4 
feet 4 inches. This antenna can be used on 14 
Mc. the same as the one of figure 3A, the dif- 
ference being that the spacing on 14 Mc. is one - 
sixteenth wavelength instead of one -eighth. 
With the extra close spacing of one -sixteenth 
wavelength, the impedance of the flat -top at 
voltage nodes becomes extremely low and at 
current nodes extremely high, making the array 
a bit awkward to feed, so that if one intends 
to use the rotary on both 14 and 28 Mc. the di- 
mensions of figure 3A are recommended. 

Some of the characteristics and advantages of 
the 30 -foot flat -top may be listed as follows: 

1. As much or more gain in both di- 
rections broadside on 14 Mc. as is ob- 
tained in the one preferred direction 
when using a half -wave antenna with a 
reflector spaced one -quarter wavelength 
behind. 

2. All elements of the antenna are 
driven. There are no reflector adjust- 
ments to make. 

3. For a given height above ground, 
the radiation is at lower, more effective 
angles than from either a half -wave an- 
tenna or a half -wave with reflector. The 
lower angle radiation gives the effect of 
even more gain. 

15' 15' 

8'8* 

2' 

14 mc. 28 mc. 56 mc. 

X 

7mc. 14mc. 28mc. 

Figure 3. Dimensions of the flat -top beam antennas used in the rotaries. Both antennas are suited for multi -band operation. The type of pattern of each for different bands is indicated at the right. Feeders hook on at F, F. 

4. Multi -band operation, with the 
same type radiation pattern on 14 and 28 
Mc. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



Gear 
support 

14" ring gear 

5. The dimensions are not critical. 
6. The gain over a half -wave antenna 

is about 4.5 decibels on. 14 Mc. and about 
6 decibels on 28 Mc. 

7. High front -to -side signal strength 
ratio, over 23 decibels, or a power ratio 
of over 200 to 1. 

8. 180 degree rotation for coverage in 
all directions on 14 and 28 megacycles. 

The dimensions for a 60 -foot rotary flat -top 
are given in figure 3B. This antenna is de- 
signed for use on 14 Mc. but might also be 
used on 7 Mc. with the same bi-directional 
pattern. 28 and 56 Mc. operation is also pos- 
sible, the pattern having 4 main lobes on these 
frequencies. The gain of the antenna on 14 

Mc. is about 6.5 decibels (a gain of 4.5 in 
power) . 

The dimensions of a flat -top beam antenna 
are not critical. If the antennas of figure 3 are 
inconveniently long, they may be shortened by 

a number of feet with little change in perform- 
ance. For example, the "60 -foot" array as ac- 

tually constructed was shortened from the di- 
mensions of figure 3B so that each flat -top wire 
was about 26 feet instead of 30 feet long. The 
lengths given in figure 3 are the recommended 

Gondola 

111\ 

1. 

shaft 

Longeron 

eel - 1o" le ..' 
. pulley 

4ó16j' Worm 

wee - 
3/8", 
pipe 

ee! 

4i4/ ere 

/. 
Wooden 

pole 

END VIEW 

Figure 5. Detail 

3/4" 
pipe 

Guy rope 

Drive 
rope 

Ring 
gear 

Guy 
ropes 

.o' 

TOP 
VIEW 

34, 

is' o" 

Figure 4. Dimensions for the "30 -foot" rotary 
showing construction of the supporting gondola. 

Feed Systems 

One compensates for any changes in the di- 
mensions of the flat -top when the antenna is 
tuned up; i.e., by locating the short on the 
matching stub or by tuning the Zepp. feeders if 
the latter are used. Thus, the dimensions of 
figure 3 will be satisfactory for any frequency 
in the 14 or 28 Mc. bands, if the antenna is 
tuned up for the particular frequency used. 

The feeding of the 30 -foot rotary can be ac- 
complished in a variety of ways. Zepp. feeders 
are especially practical if one expects to use the 
rotary on both 14 and 28 Mc. With feeders a 

ondola 

\ "Longeron 

6" 
Spreaders 

Feeders 

%220° arc 

Spring 

10" pulley 

3/8" pipe 

of center portion of gondola structure, showing method of support and drive. 
gondola turns on a 1 -inch shaft fastened to the pole. 

values. If a rotary of even smaller size is de- 
sired, one should consider the Smith "Signal 
Squisher".3 This antenna is only about 15 feet 
square on 14 Mc. 

The 

multiple of about 35 feet long (measured from 
3"A Simple `Signal Squisher' ", W. W. Smith, 

RADIO, April, 1937, p. 53; May, p. 16; July, p. 
49; November, p. 83. 

13 
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Figure 6. The center of the "60 -foot" gondola mounted on the pole, 
showing the ring gear and worm drive. The outrigger pipes are for 

guy ropes. 

the point where they hook on to the flat -top), 
one can use series feed at the transmitter on 14 
Mc. and parallel feed on 28 MVIc. 

If a matched impedance line 
matching stub is necessary. The stub will be an 
odd multiple of one -quarter wavelength long. 
(about 35 feet) . After locating the short by 
shock -exciting the antenna and adjusting the 
short for maximum current, using a sensi- 
tive r.f. meter in series with the short, 
the transmission line is hooked on two 
feet or less above the short (for a 600 
ohm line) and adjusted for minimum 
standing waves. A detailed description 
of this procedure was given in RADIO for 
June, 1937 (p. 13) . 

For 28 Mc. operation, it will be neces- 
sary to repeat the tuning -up procedure for 
locating the short and transmission line. 
On this band the shorting wire will be 
about 8 feet farther up or farther down 
the stub. After the short and transmission line 
positions have been located for both 14 and 28 
Mc. operation, the points on the stub may be 
marked so that the short and line can be shifted 
quickly when changing bands. 

The 30 -foot rotary of figure 2, as used on 14 
Mc., has a "stub" about 70 feet long, making it 
convenient to tune up the antenna while stand- 
ing on the ground after the structure has been 
raised. In very damp weather, some detuning 
may be noticed due to wetting of the spreaders. 
Retuning is accomplished by moving the short 
and line a few inches along the stub (usually 
up). 

Pin 

Located part -way down the pole is 

a hinge with a glass towel bar exten- 
sion. The feed line is fastened to the 
bar. The hinge permits the line to 
swing through 90 degrees at this point 
while the gondola goes through 180 
degrees. 

Mechanical Construction 
The structure for supporting the 

flat -top antenna may vary greatly in 
design. The design to be described 
is only one of many practical arrange- 
ments for making the flat -top rotatable. 

Figure 4 shows the design of the 
rotating structure for the 30 -foot 'flat- 
top beam antenna. In the side views 
(figure 4A, and also figures 1 and 2) 
one may note a resemblance in the 
structure to the famous water -craft of 
Venice. For this reason, the structure 

is called a "gondola". By placing most of 
the supporting structure considerably below the 
flat -top, the radiating part of the antenna is 
well in the clear. Also the radiating portion 
is about 7 feet above the top of the pole or 
tower supporting the structure, giving added 
height to the flat -top. 

Washer 

Upper f 
bearing 

Gondola 

I" coldrolled 
steel shaft 

t 

mEtP///I/// 
floor 

is used, a 

I" floo 
brochets 

I" nipple 

Pole 

1" nipple 

k -I4" ring gear 
Figure 7. Detail of the gondola support and drive. 

Welded 
joints 

The dimensions for the gondola are given in 
figure 4. It is about 34 feet long by 9 feet wide 
over-all. The long members or longerons are 
18 -foot pieces of 1 x 1 inch redwood. The 9 
foot spreaders or cross -arms holding the flat -top 
are 3/4 x 3/4 inch clear white pine. These two 
sizes are used for most of the structure. All 
cross -bracing, however, is of 1/2 x 3/4 inch clear 
white pine. These dimensions are net. 

The method of bringing the feeders down 
and through the center of the gondola is also 
shown in figure 4. Six-inch ceramic spreaders 
are used for insulators both in the flat -top and 
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Figure 8. The "60 -foot" rotary flat -top mounted on the 50 -foot pole and ready to go up. 

Figure 9. The "60 -foot" rotary from below. 

feeders. The insulator at the middle of the 
center. 9 -foot cross -arm is made of two 6 -inch 
spreaders placed end to end. This long spread- 
er is fastened at an angle of 45 degrees with the 
horizontal at the center of the cross -arm, and is 
the only insulator in the cross -over of the flat- 
top wires. The feeders connect to the flat -top 

at this spreader also, so that harness at the mid- 
dle of the antenna is reduced to a minimum. 

The Drive System 

A more detailed view of the center of the 
30 -foot gondola and of the drive system is giv- 
en in figure 5. The drive is rather crude, but it 
is simple and it works. The photograph of fig- 
ure 6 shows the center section of the 60 -foot 
gondola which is much similar in construction. 
Figure 7 gives further details of construction 
and drive. All joints are made with machine or 
wood screws. The longerons, extending from 
the center to either end, are drawn up slightly 
by tension on the flat -top wires. 

Two bearings are located at the center of the 
gondola. Both are constructed of a short length 
or nipple of 1. -inch pipe (inside diameter 1.05 
inches) screwed into a 1 -inch floor bracket. 
Both upper and lower bearings are fastened to 
the gondola as shown in figure 7A. The bear- 
ings turn on a 1 -inch cold -rolled steel shaft 
which is strapped to the pole. The shaft ex- 
tends down the pole about 5 feet. A floor 
bracket at the top of the pole and the lower 
bearing floor bracket of the gondola act as 
thrust plates to carry the weight of the struc- 
ture. The gondola turns on the shaft which 
remains stationary. 

The gondola is rotated by a 14 -inch ring gear 
fastened to its floor by a number of brackets as 
shown in figures 5, 6, and 7. The gear used is 
a Ford V-8 flywheel ring gear. The gear is 
driven by a worm on a 1/2 -inch shaft turning in 
bearings supported by brackets to the pole. The 
worm's chief function is to hold the gondola in 
position when the worm shaft is not being 
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X 
turned. The worm used fits the ring gear fair- 
ly well and is a Boston steel worm (type 
GH1076) . The shaft is turned by a 10 -inch 
pulley. Both worm and pulley are pinned -.o 

the shaft. The bearings holding the worm 
shaft are made from pipe fittings. Short pieces 
or nipples of 3/8 inch pipe (inside diameter 

Figure 10. Horizontal field strength pattern of the "60 - 
foot" rotary, showing the broad coverage of the beam 
broadside to the array and sharp nulls off the ends. The 
front -to -side power ratio is several hundred to 1. The 

pattern of the 30 -foot array is much similar. 

0.49 inches) were screwed in 18 inch "T" fit- 
tings and drilled out to take the '1/2 inch shaft. 
A spring (see side view in figure 5) insures a 

good mesh of worm and gear. The brackets 
supporting the ring gear were made high 
enough that the pulley could pass below the 
floor of the gondola. They are made of 1 -inch 
angle iron and flat stock welded as shown in 
figure 7B. 

A heavy sash -cord drive rope passes over the 
worm shaft pulley and runs down alongside the 
pole to a motor drive and idler system near the 
base of the pole. Figure 7C shows the detail of 
this part of the drive. Two small pulleys or 
idlers turn independently on a shaft loaded by 
an adjustable weight to keep the rope tight. The 
drive rope from the worm shaft pulley at the 
top of the pole passes down and around one 
idler pulley, up over another 10 inch pulley, 
back down and around the other idler, and up 
again to the worm shaft pulley. 

The 10 inch pulley near the base of the pole 
is pinned to a 1/2 -inch shaft, which is driven by 

a similar pulley having a V -belt drive from a 

small motor. A small box on the pole holds the 
motor. It is a 110 -volt a.c. or d.c. one -sixth 
h.p. motor with a built-in 14 to 1 gear reduc- 
tion. A four wire underground line using two 
pairs of lead -covered cable, runs from the mo- 
tor to the station. One pair of wires connects 
to the motor armature (brushes) and the other 
to the field. At the station the two pairs con- 
nect in series with the 110 volt line. By revers- 
ing the armature pair with respect to the field 
pair (or vice versa) using a double -pole -double - 
throw switch, the motor can be run in either 
direction. 

The drive motor operates under normal load 
at such speed that the gondola turns quite lei- 
surely, about the speed of the second hand of a 

clock. So far no indicator mechanism has been 
installed to tell in which direction the gondola 
is, it being necessary to watch it from the win- 
dow of the station. A number of 3 volt flash- 
light bulbs are used at current maximum points 
in the flat -top, forming a new "constellation" 
in the sky, so that the gondola's position can be 
observed at night. Due to the large currents 
which flow in the flat -top, the bulbs need to be 
shunted across considerably less wire than 

Beam 

2°to 4° 

7 
Beam 

Zepp feed 
or X/4 stub 

Figure 11. Close spacing beam ("vertical 
flat -top") for 56 Mc. 

would be the case on a single half -wave antenna 
operating with the same power. 

Figure 8 shows the method of supporting the 
gondola prior to raising. The gondola in this 
photograph is the 60 -footer. The pole in the 
foreground is pivoted close to the base of a rigid 
35 -foot "telephone" pole. Block and :.tackle, 

[Continued on Page 78] 
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GROUND 3YTEVS 

Broadcast stations during re- 
cent years have changed from the 
old T antennas to the new ver- 
tical -mast radiators. Higher pow- 
er installations have been using 
an antenna slightly longer than 
a half -wavelength mainly for its 
"anti -fading" property- the 
high -angle radiation causing the 
sky -wave being smaller in rela- 
tion to the low -angle "ground - 
wave" radiation. Low power 
stations have found the cost of this anti -fading 
antenna prohibitive and unwarranted because 
signal deficiency or interference from other 
stations will limit the service area b(.1 ,;,..e. 

the "fading wall" is reached. These stations 
have used quarter -wavelength antennas, but 
R.C.A. engineers have founds that even 1/8 
wavelength antennas are practical if a suitable 
ground system is employed. 

Antennas on the order of 1/8 wavelength -- 
33 feet for 80 meters and 66 feet for 160 me- 
ters-would make possible push-button beams of 
the three element type suggested by Dawley2 or 
the four element type used at W9PZ and pic- 
tured on page 43 of the RADIO Antenna Hand- 
book. The experimental datai also provides 
us with considerable information about ground 
systems for better radiating efficiency. 

The accompanying diagram shows the inten- 
sity of radiation in the horizontal plane for var- 
ious antenna heights. The best antifading an- 
tenna is 190 electrical degrees long, or slightly 
longer than one-half wavelength (180°) . This 
length of antenna will give the strongest hori- 
zontal radiation, relative to high -angle radiation 

'G. H. Brown, R. F. Lewis, and J. Epstein, 
"Ground Systems as a Factor in Antenna Efficiency," 
Proc. I.R.E., June, 1937. 

2Ray L. Dawley, "Push Button Antenna Directivity," 
RADIO, June, 1937. 

ea4 egicience 

Ilg ELMER 11. CONKLIN, W9FM 

Some rather interesting and 
helpful results have been un- 
covered by Messrs. Lewis, 
Brown . and Epstein of RCA 
Communications in regard to 
the importance of a good 
ground system for low frequen- 
cy transmission. The results of 
their experiments that will per- 
tain to amateurs on 2 Mc. and 
4 Mc. work have been set 
down by E. H. Conklin in the 
accompanying short article. 

which is reflected back to earth 
at a relatively near point. The 
strongest horizontal radiation 
disregarding the sky wave is 

shown to occur with a vertical 
antenna 230° long, or about % 
wavelength. It is seen that the 
usual quarter -wavelength verti- 
cal antenna (90°) is well down 
from the nose of the curve and is 
not much better than consider- 
ably shorter antennas. 

The diagram shown is based on constant ra- 
diated power and does not give consideration t -o 

changes in loss which may occur. With a short 
antenna the earth currents rise to a high value 
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near the base of the antenna, causing consider- 
able loss if the ground system is poor. In a test 
of this condition, the power losses were meas- 
uredl for two antenna heights used at a fre- 
quency of 3000 kilocycles - midway between 
our 2 Mc. and 4 Mc. bands. With 15 radial 
wires buried six inches and 0.4 wavelength long 
(135 feet), an 88° antenna-just under a quar- 
ter wavelength-showed a loss of 447 watts out 
of an antenna input power of 1000 watts. A 
220 antenna-one-sixteenth wavelength long -- 
showed 745 watts loss out of the kilowatt ! 

Tests were then conducted to determine the 
losses with various lengths and numbers of 

[Continued on Page 82) 

1`Associate Editor, RADIO. 
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To detect any strains that may exist in the gloss 
envelope, glass blanks as well as finished tubes 
are placed on the screen of the polariscope. The 
reflecting mirror then indicates in varigated hues 

any defects that may be present. 

Trimming the fluorescent screen of a 2 -inch 
cathode-ray tube. The skilled workman removes 
the surplus chemical coating around the sides, for 

a neat perfect -circle screen. 

intricate and tedious stem mounting for cathode- 
ray tubes. On the stem or glass -and -metal sup- 
port, the various elements must be assembled and 

spot-welded in place. 

eatitode-Pae 

oscioscEs 
iss Ihe mc.:zi+'.y 

RADIO takes its readers on a pictorial 
tour through a laboratory where these 
indispensable electronic devices are 

manufactured. 

(Photos courtesy Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.) 

One of the dozens of glass blowing operations in 
the making of cathode-ray tubes. The glass - 
worker is here shown blowing into the exhaust 

tube to form the exhaust port. 

Automatic stem -making machine which forms th( 
intricate support of metal and glass for the ele. 
ments of the cathode-ray tube-the electron gui 

and the controlling and deflecting electrodes. 
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Bombarding the cathode-ray tubes during exhaust. The heavy coils carry high -frequency current. The 
high -frequency magnetic field causes the metal parts within each tube to glow at incandescent tempera- 
ture, as the bombarding coils are held in close prox imity. This heat effect causes the metal parts to give 

up their occluded moisture and gases for a more thorough exhausting of the tube. 

Oscilloscopes on the assembly line. Skilled mechanics and electricians assemble and wire these instru- 
ments step by step from bare chassis to finished job. 

Completed oscilloscopes undergoing a thorough 
test prior to packing and shipping. These instru- 
ments ore operated for hours to make certain 

that they will function properly in actual use. 

Final tests on 3 -inch oscilloscopes. Each instru- 
ment is thoroughly tested and adjusted under 
actual operating conditions before placement in 

its cabinet. 
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An Improwed 
System of FILTIIHE TMH 

For a long period of time there has been 
need for a really stable power supply; one that 
is stable with respect to variations in load, line 
voltage, and ageing of components. In addi- 
tion, such a power supply should be fairly flexi- 

ble. It should be capable of use as a plate 
supply where a reasonable current drain may 
be encountered and as a potential supply where 
the current drain may be very low or even neg- 
ligible. Also, the output voltage of the unit 
should be adjustable over a reasonable variation 
without affecting the stability. 

In recent years there have been published a 

great many partial solutions to the problem. 
Each one of these solutions has been ineffectual 
under= some conditions of operation. Either 
the system was dependent upon constant line 
voltage for its stability or it was dependent 
upon constant current flow or some other con- 
dition that is undesirable in practice. Some 
systems using gaseous discharge tubes (874's, 
neon tubes, etc.,) were satisfactory enough from 
the standpoint of stability but were definitely 
limited from the flexibility angle. The vol- 
tage is determined by the drop across the regu- 
lator tubes so it must be some integral multi- 
ple of (most commonly) 90 volts. 

A system recently introduced by the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories* seems to embody all 
the features to be desired of such a power sup- 
ply. The electrical layout of the system can 
conveniently be divided into three sections: 
the high voltage supply, the variable -drop re - 

*Bell Laboratories Record, May, 1937. 

C-16 pfd., 450 volt 
elect. 

R-2 megohms, 1 

watt 
R0-100,000 ohm 

variable resistor. 
R3-50,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R{-25,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R5-Stabilizing resis- 

tor, 10,000 to 40,- 
000 ohms 

CH -20 hy. 100 ma. 
filter choke 

Ifl110N 
sistance element, and the d.c. amplifier that sup- 
plies the control voltage. The primary source 
of stabilization (in other words, what the stabi- 
lization puts its "feet" on) is a small B bat- 
tery which serves only as a source of constant 
potential. In other words there is no actual 
d.c. drain from this battery ; the life of the bat- 
tery in service would be the same as the so- 
called "shelf life." 

The system is very accurately stabilized; rea- 
sonable changes in load, line voltage, or tube 
characteristics will change the output voltage 
less than one per cent. In fact, with ordinary 
variations in the parameters concerned, the out- 
put voltage change will remain well within one 
per cent. 

A multitude of uses for the arrangement im- 
mediately present themselves: power supplies 
for frequency standards, beat -frequency oscil- 
lators, multi -vibrators, self-excited and crystal 
controlled oscillators where stability is of prime 
importance, in fact for any type of an instru- 
ment where variations in supply voltage would 
have a detrimental effect. 

Looking at the power supply from the out- 
put terminals, it acts, up to its maximum cur- 
rent capabilities, almost as if the voltage were 
being obtained from a freshly -charged high - 
voltage storage battery. In other words, the 
unit supplies very well -filtered direct current 
and it, in turn, acts as if it had a very low in- 
ternal resistance. While a good power supply 
of from 300 to 500 volts may show an ef- 
fective internal resistance of 500 to 2000 ohms, 

{Continued on Page 841 
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flUD O THHNSFURV[R 

By E. F. KIERNAN,* W6E00 

Over a period of several months while doing 
development work on audio amplifiers, the 
writer had occasion to investigate the charac- 
teristics of various transformer components. 
Methods of altering some of them, principally 
the frequency response, were revealed. This 
discussion will be limited to methods of modi- 
fying the frequency response of finished units 
rather than to the original design procedure. 

Although the design of an audio transformer 
fixes its frequency response to a considerable 
extent, it is possible to modify the response by 
a judicious selection and arrangement of the 
adjacent circuit elements. 

In figure 1, the solid curve represents the 
frequency response of an "ideal" transformer, 
"ideal" signifying either a theoretical design or 
an actual sample measured under such condi- 
tions as to give a false indication of its pe - 

formance. The dotted extensions represent 
exaggerated departures from the "ideal" as are 
often encountered in practice. 

High -Frequency Response 

Considering the high -frequency response, a 
pronounced peak, such as that indicated, is due 

*631 No. Santa Anita Ave., Burbank, Calif. 
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to resonance between the leakage inductance and 
the distributed capacity of the windings. This 
condition may become aggravated when the 
unit is used in conjunction with a tube having 
low plate resistance. It is essential, therefore, 
that the response -curve data be taken under 
actual working conditions. Uniform response 
at the higher frequencies is essentially a matter 
of design, however, and the resonant peak may 
be flattened out by shunting a resistor of from 
250,000 to 100,000 ohms across the secondary. 
Figure 2 shows this. The response becomes 
more nearly uniform at the expense of a slight 
amount of gain. 

A factor having a very pronounced effect on 
the high frequency response of an audio trans- 
former is the polarity of the secondary winding. 
In figure 6 the dotted curve shows the effect 
of reversing the connections to the secondary 
of a certain transformer. This transformer had 
its primary wound next to the core with the 
start connected to the plate of the preceding 
tube. The finish of the secondary (wound over 
the primary) should connect to the grid of the 
following tube. This assists in keeping the 
by-passing effect of the capacity between the 
two windings as low as possible. 
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100 1000 
CYCLES PER SECOND 

The better grades of transformers manufac- 
tured by reliable concerns are generally flat with- 
in one or two db up to at least 10,000 cycles. 
It is essential that the individual units have as 
small a deviation as possible, preferably less 
than one db, as the deviation is generally ac- 
cumulative; a two stage amplifier having an 
input, interstage, and an output transformer 
each down one db at a given frequency, would 
have an accumulated drop of three db. 

It might be well to add a word of caution 
regarding the interpretation of gain or loss 
ratios in terms of the decibel. The writer had 
occasion to track down a matter of five watts 
missing from an expected total of thirty from 
the output of a certain amplifier. The "inser- 
tion loss", (a factor seldom mentioned by the 
manufacturer) of the output transformer 
amounted to approximately .95 db. This rep- 
resents a voltage loss of but 10%, but in terms 
of power, 20%, which could hardly be called 
negligible in any case. 

The "Lows" 

The low -frequency response is primarily de- 
termined by the primary inductance of the 
transformer. To secure high values of pri 
mary inductance, various high permeability al- 
loys may be used in the core. These core ma- 
terials enable the manufacturer to build com- 
pact units with remarkably flat response over 
the audio spectrum. When using such units, 
certain precautions must be observed in order to 
obtain the desired results. The magnetic prop- 
erties of the core material undergo marked 
changes when subjected to mechanical shock er 
excessive values of flux density. They are not 
suitable for applications exposed to heavy vi- 
bration, jars, etc. Definite limits must be ob- 
served in the amount of flux generated in the 
core material by the d.c. flowing to the tube. 

This factor limits applications to those involv- 
ing small values of d.c. or to push-pull units 
with balanced currents in the split primary. 
Parallel feed to the tube plate through either an 
inductance or a resistor is often used to elimi- 
nate the effects of the d.c. in the primary. In 
figure 4 is shown the response with and with- 
out d.c. in the primary of a typical interstage 
unit. 

In conjunction with the parallel feed it is 
often possible to utilize resonance in the pri- 
mary to obtain a flat or a rising low frequency 
response. The desired result is secured by 
using a blocking condenser of the proper ca- 
pacity in series with the primary. Figure 5 
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shows a three -stage amplifier and the variations 
in response afforded by changing the blocking 
condenser values. 

Similar effects may be obtained by inserting 
resonant circuits in the parallel feed to the tube 
plate. Such arrangements are applicable to 
resistance coupled amplifiers as well. In figure 
6 the dotted line gives the rise in bass response 
due to the resonant circuit shown. Various 

90 

FIGURE 7 

aç 
ap 

3 

other combinations have been used from time 
to time to provide variations in response for 
specific applications. 

The selection and application of transform- 
ers depends upon the particular installation 
under consideration; however, there are cer- 

[Continued on Page 83) 
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At the present time, a great amount of 
magazine space is devoted to the design of V 
and rhombic antennas. Angles and distances 
are being tossed around promiscuously, and 
yet few of us have paid much attention to the 
methods of measuring these angles and dis- 
tances. It is difficult to select a spot for such 
an antenna, as it is scarcely worthwhile to 
hire a surveyor to determine whether it will fit. 
It is somewhat of a nuisance to erect all but 
the last leg of a rhombic and find that the dis- 
tance and the wire don't coincide. Even if we 
were all surveyors, surveying is a slow and 
exact science, which ham radio is not. There 
must be simpler methods some place. 

It is at this point that the Army comes to 
the rescue. The best place to find a general 
is behind the lines. But the fighting is directed 
by the general. And how does he know how 
to direct it if he doesn't know where the enemy 
is? It's all very simple. A certain part of the 
Army is selected to make maps. These maps 
are taken back to the general. The general 
points his pudgy finger at Hill 235 and says, 
"Take that point immediately!" The general's 
location behind the lines is then very con- 
venient. If Hill 235 is too hard to take, the 
boys just make up another map and let it go 
at that. 

But it takes real genius to make up a con- 
vincing map at a minute's notice. These maps, 
of course, aren't always accurate. But with 
the help of trigonometry (that is, the mathe- 
matics of triangles), military methods of de- 
termining the physical characteristics of a plot 
of ground are sufficiently simple and accurate 
to be useful to ham radio. So let's see what 
it's all about. 

In any surveying' operation, two standards 
are necessary. The first is a standard of distance, 
and the second is a standard of angular dis- 
placement. The foot, yard, meter, rod, and mile 
are a few of the standard units of distance. 
Angles are normally measured in degrees. 

Measuring Distance 

The common way to measure distance 
accurately is by means of a steel tape. The 
degree of accuracy thus obtained, however, is 

By C. B. STAFFORD,' W9KWP 

usually far in excess of the requirements of a 
preliminary antenna location survey. A cloth 
tape is the usual method, but it is susceptible to 
stretching and shrinking to a much more serious 

A B 
FIGURE 1 

degree than is a steel tape. Composition tapes 
of wire and cloth are relatively cheap and 
probably more nearly approach the desired 
accuracy than any of the other types. But pacing 
is probably good enough for most of us. In 
some cases, such as the distance between the 
tops of two trees, it is not possible to measure 
by applying the standard directly, and more 
advanced methods must be used. 

Fortunately for us, the length of the average 

*241 South Grant, West Lafayette, Ind. 
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man's pace is approximately the same as that 
of two of our standards of length, the meter 
and the yard. This makes it possible to 
approximate distances as being nearly equal to 
the number of paces. It might be well here 
to differentiate between the "pace" and the 
"stride". The pace is one step and is used 
in civilian surveying. The "stride" is two 
consecutive steps and is used chiefly in military 
survey work. The latter has the advantage of 
a lower total number for a given distance, while 
the former may be used more conveniently for 
the meter or yard approximation. 

Measuring Your Pace 

There is no easy way to predict the length 
of your pace. The only alternative is to measure 
it. The way to do this is to mark off some 
convenient distance several hundred feet long, 
or use a football field. Pace off this distance 
and record the number of paces. Repeat this 
process of pacing and recording until you have 
three consecutive values for the distance which 
agree to within 2 or 3 per cent of each other. 
This will usually occur on the third or fourth 
trip. In this way, you eliminate three of the 
variables involved. The four variables are 
ground conditions, wind resistance, fatigue of 
the person doing the pacing, and slope or grade. 
Try to pick ground which is level and in about 
the same condition as that which you intend to 
survey. Choose a calm day if possible. Walk 
back and forth over the course, rather than just 
taking values in one direction. In this way, 
you counteract most of the variables. After 
pacing off a standard distance, the distance di- 
vided by the number of paces will naturally 
give you the length of your average pace. This 
figure might well be entered in your log book. 
Thus, to determine an unknown distance, step 
it off twice in opposite directions, average the 
results, and multiply by the length of your 
standard pace. If the ground is level and there 
is no wind, you may get just as good results 
by pacing the distance only once. 

Measurement of "Unpaceable Distances" 

The main objection to the measurement of 
lengths by pacing is that the method can only 
be used in the direct measure of approximately 
horizontal distances. This is just an involved 
way of saying that not even our super -experts 
can accurately pace up the side of a 90 -foot 
mast. Gravity appears to be one of the few 

laws not repealed in the last decade or so. 

Therefore, we must employ other means for 

measuring vertical distances. There are two 

general methods: direct measure by dropping 
a tape from the top and measuring the tape, 

or using a tape already measured; and indirect 
measure, or triangulation (don't let this word 
scare you) . The Pythagoreans used this method 
at such an early date (about 540 B.C.) that 
not even Swiss yodeling had been invented for 

communication; George Washington used it, 

and we all know he wasn't very smart, or he 

could have lied out of that cherry tree incident. 
So it shouldn't be any great difficulty to men 
who push Q -signals and electrons all over the 
globe. 

All that you will have to know about tri- 
angles for this type of surveying can be put 
in a few words. Most have had this in plane 
geometry or advanced arithmetic. 

Fundamental Trigonometry 

If two triangles have the same shape, though 
not the same size, they are said to be "similar," 
and the respective sides of one are proportional 
to those of the other. Figure 1 shows two such 
triangles, ABC and abc. If the angles of one 
are the same as the angles of the other-which 
happens in similar triangles then the ratio 
of the sides BC to AC is the same as the ratio 
of sides be to ac. If we choose a right triangle 
with the 90 degree angle at B, then we can 
readily calculate tables to give us quickly the 
ratio of one side to another for each possible 
angle at A. The angle at C is always 90°-A. 
The ratio is expressed as a decimal. The terms 
sine, cosine, etc., found in trigonometric tables 
are merely tables to tell which sides are used 
to form the ratio. If side AC is opposite the 
90° angle, B, and we wish these ratios for a 
given angle at A, the sine of the angle is the 
side opposite A, BC, divided by the hypotenuse, 
AC. The cosine is the side adjacent A, AB, 
divided by the hypotenuse, AC. The tangent 
is the opposite side divided by the adjacent 
side, or BC/AB. These ratios are given in 
columns 2, 3 and 4 of :Table I, for the angles 
in column 1. Inasmuch as any triangle can be 
divided into a couple of right triangles, these 
ratios become very useful. 

Let's try the table on a V antenna two wave- 
lengths on a side and an angle of 70 degrees 
between the legs. On 14 Mc. the sides would 
be about 130 feet long. In figure 2 we have 
pictured the antenna, adding two dotted lines 
AB and CD dividing the V into two right 
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triangles ABC and ABD. In one of these 
triangles the angle at A is one-half of the 700 
between the legs, or 35°. Therefore we can 
obtain the length BC by multiplying 130 feet 
the side AC --by the sine of 35 degrees. Here 
is the algebra: 

BC 
- _-_ sine < CAB 
AC 
BC ____ AC x sine < CAB 
BC _- 130 x 0.536 
BC 69.68 feet. 

Multiplying BC by 2 we obtain the dis- 
tance CD, and can therefore erect the V beam 
simply by cutting the two 130 foot wires and 
spacing the ends 139.34 feet apart, without any 
necessity to measure angles. Don't forget, how- 
ever, to add the insulator and halyard length 
at the far end to the leg length before making 
the calculations if you want to know how far 
apart to put the poles. 

If you want to know how long your lot must 
be, which is represented by the line AB, then 
multiply the leg length by the cosine of 35 
degrees, which is 0.8192, and you have the 
answer. Here is the algebra: 

AB 
cosine < CAB 

AC . 

AB - = AC x cosine < CAB 
AB ___ 130 x 0.8192 
AB -_- 106.5 feet 

The same method can be applied to tilted 
wires on masts of unequal height, as shown in 
figure 3, by considering only the part of the 
taller mast above the height of the shorter 
mast. Knowing AB and BC, BC/AB gives the 
tangent of the angle at A, and thus from the 
table the actual angle can be obtained. Then 

PROTRACTOR 

-STRING 

2 

TOPVIEW 

SúMPLIFIED TRIGONOMETRIC TABLES 
Angles of every 3 degrees 

Angle in Sine Cosine Tangent 
Degrees Side opposite Side adjacent Side opposite 

Hypotenuse Hypotenuse Side adjacent 

o 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
3 .0523 .9986 .0524 
6 .1045 .9945 .1051 
9 .1564 .9877 .1584 

12 .2079 .9782 .2126 
15 .2588 .9659 .2679 
18 .3090 .9511 .3249 
21 .3584 .9336 .3839 
24 .4067 .9136 .4452 
27 .4540 .8910 .5095 
30 .5000 .8660 .5774 
33 .5446 .8387 .6494 
36 .5878 .8090 .7265 
39 .6293 .7772 .8098 
42 .6691 .7431 .9004 
45 .7071 .7071 1.0000 
48 .7431 .6691 1.1106 
51 .7772 .6293 1.2349 
54 8090 .5736 1.4281 
57 .8387 .5446 1.5399 
60 .8660 .5000 1.7321 
63 .8910 .4540 1.9626 
66 .9136 .4067 2.2460 
69 .9336 .3584 2.6051 
72 .9511 .3090 3.0777 
75 .9659 .2588 3.7321 
78 .9782 .2079 4.7046 
81 .9877 .1564 6.3138 
84 .9945 .1045 9.5144 
87 .9986 .0523 19.0813 
90 1.0000 .0000 

Table I 

the side AC can be determined as with the V 
antenna. 

To measure the height of a vertical object 
on reasonably level ground, a stick, some a- 
rithmetic and the sun come in handy. If the 
side BC in the large triangle in figure 1 repre- 
sents a mast of unknown height, and if the 
shadow of the top at the moment falls at A, 
then of the triangle ABC the side AB can be 
measured along the ground. Using a stick of 
convenient length, bc, measure its height bc 
(when standing up straight) and the length of 

BC bc 
its shadow, ab. By proportion, 

SIDE VIEW 

FIGURE 4 

AB ab 
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bexAB 
and BC . If the mast's shadow is 40 

ab 
feet, the stick's shadow 4 feet and its height 

5 feet, then the mast is 50 feet tall, as follows: 

bC x AB 5 x 40 
BC _ - 50. 

ab 4 

BOARD i 
YARD \ 

.- 
/ --- -----____ ' / 

E2e---- - - - - - - --F 
FIGURE 5 

Measurement of Angles 

The measurement of angles in preliminary 
location surveys is best accomplished with the 

use of a surveyor's transit. But like astronomical 
telescopes, their cost is prohibitive to the 

amateur, and they are not easily borrowed. But 

if angles must be measured, the cheap drawing 
protractor can be used. For making a lot of 

measurements, a protractor can be fastened to 

a board with thumb tacks, so that one edge of 

the protractor is along the edge of the board. 
A weighted string can be arranged to be 

stretched at any angle. Place the board on a 

tripod or a box and sight along the above men- 

tioned edge in the direction of one leg of the 
angle to be measured. Now when you sight 
along the string for the other leg, the string 
crosses the protractor at the proper angle. This 
is portrayed in figure 4. In measuring vertical 

angles, just let the string and weight fall like 

a plumb line, tilt the sighting edge of the board 
to the desired elevation and read the pro- 

tractor where the string crosses it. 

"Mapping -out" Your Lot 

If you want to make a scale drawing of your 

available space, put a sheet of paper on a draw- 

ing board and set the board on a tripod or box. 

Mark a point on the paper where you wish to 

start the drawing, and take the board to the 

spot indicated in the yard, which we shall call 

"A." Place the board in a position so that 

north on the paper will be about the same as 

true north, and sight along a ruler laid on the 

paper toward several important objects in the 

yard, drawing a line on the paper after the 

rule is properly laid on the paper. Then move 

to one of the other objects, which we shall call 

"B". Set up the board so that the rule, when 

along the previously drawn line AB, will be in 

line with the first point A when you sight 
along it. Point B can be marked on the line 

AB, preferably at a distance having some scale 

relation to the measured distance between 
points A and B. Now without turning the 

board, sight on the other objects of importance 
and draw lines from B toward them which, by 

intersecting lines from point A, will locate all 

positions on the map. You won't even have 

to go to the other objects unless you want tc 

check the accuracy of the angles on the paper, 

BOARD IN 
POSITION 

/ / 
/ SCALE DRAWING 

NEW ANTENNA 

B 

FIGURE 6 

N. 

/ \ / i 
7 / t --LOCATE MAST HERE / D N 

PEG O' 10 PEG 

or can't see all points from both A and I 
You now have a scale map. The procedut 
just described is illustrated in figure 5. 

If one of the points you want to locate 
the place to erect a new mast, just reverse tf 
process by drawing the mast on the paper in i 

proper position and locate the spot by sigh 
ing along the drawing at pegs placed in ti 
ground for the purpose of marking the inte 
setting lines. This is illustrated in figure 6. 

The methods outlined here are not free fro. 
error, but they are simple enough to hand 
and be of practical value to all of us. And u 
til wavelength shrinkers are developed, it w 
be a sane policy to know whether your elabora 
or simple array will fit before trying to co 
struct it. 
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The recent disastrous floods in the middle 
west have awakened the entire amateur frater- 
nity to the necessity of having available reliable, 
portable radio equipment. While excellent 
apparatus may be constructed using either B 

batteries or a storage battery, the power output 
is always pretty well limited. A reasonably high 
power output necessitates the use of some type 
of a.c. supply, which, surprisingly enough, may 

be easily constructed by the amateur himself 
from an old automobile generator. 

Two different types of a.c. generators may be 

constructed, either a self-excited type or a sepa- 
rately -excited one, the first generating its own 

current to excite its field and the latter requir- 
ing a separate source of excitation. The self- 

excited type is preferable when the driving 
power is to be obtained from a stationary en- 

gine, while the separately -excited generator is 

more adaptable to being driven from the fan 
belt of a car since the necessary field excitation 
is readily available from the car battery. 

The most popular type is the self-excited 
generator, which, together with its engine, may 
be put in operation at any desired location, 
particularly where a car cannot be driven. An 
additional factor is the greater economy in the 
running expense. 

An excellent booklet published by S. W. 
Duncan, 408 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, Ill., en- 

titled "Autopower" is the basis for the construc- 
tion of the generators described. A few changes 
have been made which appear to make the gen- 
erators more suitable for radio work. The spe- 

cial slip ring and other material may be ob- 

tained from the same address at a reasonable 

*Police Dept., Santa Barbara, Calif. 

AEU SUPPLIES 

By GEO. M. GRENING* 
W 6IIAU 

Complete 500 -watt self-excited power plant. The motor 
is an antique that was bought for a "song" and over- 
hauled to put it in shape. The pulley on the motor is 

from a Model B Ford generator. 

price. For further information and the con- 

version of other types of generators, you are 

referred to this booklet. 

Dodge -4 Generator Used 

By far the most suitable generator for radio 

work is the old four -cylinder -Dodge combina- 
tion starter -generator. The usual junk yard 

price on these is $3.00. They were made in 

two types. The earlier type, known as the Model 
G, may be identified by the fact that the end 

plates are held in place with four hexagonal 
nuts. The later, or GA type, has its end plates 
fastened with small bolts. 

The GA model has a better grease retain- 
ing ring than the G but has the disadvantage 
that it may require work on the brush holders 
as described later. The Model G has a plate 
in the end which can be conveniently used for 
a ground brush collector ring. On some of 

the early Model G's, however, the armature slots 
have no lip to hold wedges in place, the wires 
being held in by bands around the armature 
slots. Avoid this type if it is encountered. 

The generator may be burned out as long as 

the bearings and commutator are in good con- 
dition since only the frame is to be used. 

The Tearing -down Process 

Completely disassemble the unit, removing 
armature, brushes, field coils and poles. Clean 
everything thoroughly in gasoline. The only 
possible difficulty in this respect lies in remov- 
ing the eight bolts which hold the field poles 
in position since they have been prick -punched 
to prevent their loosening. The task can be 
accomplished, however, by placing a drift punch 
in the bolt slot and striking smartly with a ham- 
mer to jar the bolts loose. If the. heads are 
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damaged by this operation, replace with new 
ones. 

Cut the wires joining the field coils together 
and remove them. 

All wire must be removed from the arma- 
ture, which may be accomplished by cutting 
through the wire with a hacksaw, close to the 
end of the slots and directly behind the com- 
mutator risers, after which the wedges may be 
driven out of the armature slots and the wire 
peeled out. There is a wooden spool mounted 
on the shaft between the rear of the commuta- 
tor and the slots. Be careful that this is not 
damaged by the hacksaw, since it is to be left in 
place. 

Using a hacksaw blade with the teeth ground 
off to form a knife edge, thoroughly clean all 
the old insulating paper from the slots. 

At the completion of these operations, you will 
have several pounds of copper which may be 
sold to a junk yard to help defray the generator 
cost. 

New field coils and a new armature are now 
to be wound. The first operation in winding 
the field coils is to construct a form similar to 
that illustrated. This form may be rotated in a 
hand drill whose handle has been clamped in 
a vice. It can be taken apart to remove the 
winding after completion. To facilitate this 
removal, four nails are located at the inside cor- 
ners of the winding which may be pulled out 
and the finished coil removed. The outside 
dimensions of the spacing between these nails 
is 338" by 11/8'. The winding ;slot is 13/16" 
wide. Dimensions of the end plates are 334" 

61/4". 
A length of friction tape is laid into each long 

side of the form so that it may be wrapped 
around the wire to hold it together after com- 

Competed frame with new field 
coils in place. Right end plate 
shows ground brush plate and 
"hot" a.c. brush holder. D.c. 
brush holders shown on the left 
end plate. Model GA with 
model G ground plate installed. 

pletion of the winding and during the time be- 
tween its removal from the form and the taping. 

Winding the Field Coils 

Saw a slot in one side of the form in which 
to place the start of the wire. Tightly wind on 
180 turns of number 15 plain enameled wire for 
each of the four coils in the self-excited type and 
200 turns per coil of no. 17 s.c.e. in the separate - 

The 
can 
this 

complete seif -excited armature. The ground brush just be seen on the inside of the collector ring; bears against the ground brush -plate shown in the 
figure above. 

ly-excited job. Wind the first few layers evenly 
and jumble the balance as evenly as possible. 
Carefully remove the coil from the form and 
wrap with either 1/4" or 1/2" cotton tape, lapping 
this tape well. When the number 15 plain 
enameled wire is used, tape with either two 
layers of cotton tape or one of cotton and one 
of empire cloth or linen tape as it is called. 

It is advisable to secure some sleeving to 
cover the leads from the coils for better insula- 
tion. Run this sleeving along the ends so it 
will be held in place by the tape. Wind ail 
coils in the same direction. 

Form the completed coils by bending care- fully, to fit the curve of the frame. The final forming may be done by bolting the coil into. 
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the frame by means of the pole -piece. Be care- 
ful in this operation that the insulation is not 
damaged. Dip the completed coil in baking 
varnish and bake dry or put four coats of white 
shellac on the entire coil to impregnate the 
windings. 

Assemble the coils in the frame, having the 
leads from each coil in the same relative posi- 
tion. 

Field Coil Connections 
If the generator is to be self-excited or sepa- 

rately -excited from a 6 -volt auto generator, con- 
nect the field coils in series, the outer wire of 
one connecting to the other wire of the next 
and the inner to the inner of its adjacent one, 
so the current flow through each coil will be 
in an opposite direction from the next one. 
When excited from a battery, connect in two 
banks of series -parallel. If the connections are 
properly made, running a compass around the 
frame, with a battery connected to the fields, 
should show alternate north and south poles. 
If it does not, reverse the connections on the 
wrong field coil. This is very important. 

The winding form for the field coils. Spacing between 
the sawed-off nails, 33/8" and 11/8" (outside). Winding 
slot, 13/16" wide. End plates, 33/4" by 61/4". The tape 

used to bind coil before removal is shown in place. 

When separately -excited, connect one end 
of the field coils to the frame and bring the 
other through one of the original insulated ter- 
minals. One of these terminals may be 
grounded, so inspect and remove the ground 
if necessary. The exciting current will con- 
nect between this terminal and the frame. 

If self-excited, connect one end of the field 

Brush -holder plate from model GA showing method of 
slotting to allow an adjustment of the holder. 

coils to the movable brush and the other to 
the fixed brush which is closest in a clockwise 
direction, looking at the brush assembly from 
the outside of the frame. Remove the third 
brush entirely. No polarity need be observed 
for the excitation. 

The field current of the generator, separately - 
excited, is about 51/2 amperes and, with the fol- 
lowing described construction, about 3 amperes 
on the self-excited outfit. 

If directly excited with a 6 -volt generator, 
adjust the third brush on that generator so the 
a.c. generator delivers 110 volts into the rated 
load when it is driven at 2000 to 2300 rpm. 

Armature Winding 

Since the self-excited type is the more popu- 
lar, the winding of the armature will be given 
more in detail, followed by the procedure for 
the separately excited one. 

Before winding the armature, it is advisable 
to turn the commutator down if grooved and 
undercut the mica between segments. While 
turning it down, it is as well to have the risers 
smoothed up. Test between segments for 
shorts. With a single hacksaw blade saw a 
slot in each riser deep enough to take two 
pieces of number 20 wire. 

Number each slot of the armature in some 
convenient manner, starting at any point. There 
are 25 slots. 

The commutator segments must now be num- 
bered in the following manner. Place a hack- 
saw blade over slot four so that it is paral- 
lel to the shaft. Sight down on the commuta- 
tor, and the segment which is in line with it 
will be segment number 7. Counting counter- 
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clockwise around the commutator, mark seg- 
ment number 1. 

Cut 25 strips of .010" insulating paper into 
134" by 3-13/16" pieces and lay one in each 
slot to insulate the windings from the slots. 
The ends of these strips should project out of 
the slots slightly. 

The D.C. Winding 

Using number 20 s.c.e. wire, start the d.c. 
winding by soldering one end of it into seg- 
ment number 1 after sleeving long enough to 
reach from this segment to the armature slot 
has been slipped over the wire. 

Pressing the wire down against the wooden 
spool on the shaft, bring it over to armature 
slot number 1, laying it in this slot, thence 
around the back and through slot number 7 to 
the front again. Continue winding into slots 
1 and 7 until there are three turns in these slots. 
On coming out of slot 7 on the end of the 
third turn, cut the wire long enough to be sol- 
dered into segment 1'3. Place sleeving over 
the end, the same as at the start of 'the winding 
and solder to segment113. 

Starting at segment 2, solder the wire' to'thii 
point and wind the same three turns into 'slQ1 s 
2 and 8, coming out eó 'segment 14. Usê tb.+ 
sleeving as described above, on all these :d.c. 
windings. 

Continue the same procedure all the, way 
around the armature, advancing one segment 
and one slot for each three turn winding. When 
segment 13 is reached, it will be found that the 
end of the first coil will have been soldered in 
this segment. Simply sweat this second wire 
into the same segment and continue. 

While this entire procedure looks very com- 
plicated on paper, with the work in front 
of you and following these directions it is im- 
mediately apparent how to proceed and no 
trouble should be experienced. 

At the conclusion of the winding, you will 
have 25 separate coils each consisting of three 
turns, the start of one coil and the finish of an- 
other soldered into the same slot, while in each 
armature slot there will be six lengths of wire. 

Before placing the a.c. winding on the arma- 
ture, use a piece of 1/8" fibre or bakelite whose 
sharp edges have been rounded slightly and 
tamp the d.c. coils down in the slots. Cut a 
narrow slip of insulating paper slightly wider 
than the slot and lay on top of this d.c. winding, 
bending the edges so they can be forced "down 
between the wire and sides of the slot, irïsulat- 

ing this winding from the a.c. one which is to 
be laid on top of it. Do this to each slot. With 
fishcord, wrap a number of turns around the 
end of this d.c. winding, between the commu- 
tator and armature slots, to hold the ends down 
against the centrifugal force which will be 
present. 

The A.C. Winding 
The a.c. winding is made of number 16 s.c.e, 

With two hacksaw blades together, saw a slot 
in the shaft on the opposite end from the com- 
mutator and solder one end of the wire in this 
slot. From this point, carefully wind 21 turns 
in slots 1 and 3, pressing the wires down lightly 
but firmly into the slots as you progress. Upon 
coming out of slot 3 with the 21st turn, bring 
it over to slot 25 and wind 24 turns in this 
and slot 4. Continue to slot 24 and 5 and wind 
12 turns in these slots. 

Upon completion of this procedure, you will 
have one coil, consisting of three windings. Lay 
the wire from slot to slot, fairly close to the ends 
of the slots, to permit room for the slip ring to 
be mounted on the shaft. 

Again tamping the wire down into the slots, 
fold the edges of the .010" insulating paper 
over, so they lap over the top of the wire in 
each slot and force a wedge made of either 
heavy fibre or the regular wooden wedges used 
by armature winders into each slot except the 
two with but 12 turns each. These wedges 
should be of a thickness sufficient to hold the 
wire down firmly. 

At the end of the 12th turn in slot 5, go 
to 9, and in this and slot 7 wind 21 turns in 
the opposite direction from the windings just 
completed. Jump to 10 and 6 and wind 24 
turns, thence to 11 and 5 and place 12 turns 
in these slots, ail in the same direction. 

This will make 24 turns in slot 5, 12 of 
which are in one direction and 12 in the oppo- 
site. Again press the wires down, lap the in- 
sulating paper and drive wedges in. 

From slot 11, reverse the direction of wind- 
ing and go to slots 15 and 13, placing 21 turns 
in these slots. Continue to 16 and 12 with 24 
turns and thence to 17 and 11 with 12 turns. 
Wedge this coil in place. Reverse the wind- 
ing coming out of slot 17 and put 21 turns in 
21 and 19, then 24 turns in 22 and 18 and 12 
turns in 23 and 17. 

Upon completion, you will have four coils, 
each consisting of three smaller coils, the wire being continuous from start to finish. Each 
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coil will be wound in an opposite direction from 
its adjacent one. Slots 23 and 24 will have 12 
turns each, while slots 2, 8, 14 and 20 will be 
empty as far as the a.c. winding is concerned. 
Fill slots 23 and 24 and those with no wire in 
them full of wedges. Make the final wedge 
in slots 2, 8, 14 and 20 long enough to project 
over the coil center and help hold it in place. 

The Collector Ring 

Unless you have machine shop equipment, it 
is preferable to buy the special slip ring and 
brush holder as mentioned previously. The 
combination sells for $3.25 and includes a 
ground brush to prevent the bearings acting as 
a conductor for the a.c. The illustration of the 
armature, however, shows the design of the col- 
lector ring clearly. Mount this slip ring on the 
shaft at the opposite end from the commutator, 
shimming if necessary, and tighten the set 
screws securely. 

Solder the end of the a.c. winding to one of 
the bolt heads which hold the brass ring onto 
the bakelite disk. 

Saturate the armature with bakelite varnish 
and bake well. An alternative is to saturate it 
with five coats of white shellac to help hold the 
wire in place and impregnate the windings 
against moisture and grease. 

Assemble the armature in the frame, packing 
the ball bearings with grease. Replace the end 
plates and insert the a.c. brush. 

A Few Precautions 

There is not much insulation on any of the 
wire, permitting more turns in the given space. 
Use great care so that this insulation is not dam- 
aged in any way during the winding process. As 
an additional help in getting the required num- 
ber of turns in the slots, don't bend the wire 
where it lies in the slots. Place each piece 
straight and force down to- the bottom. 

Take your time and use care on the whole 
job. Armature winding is a trade in itself and 
unless you are an expert, do not hurry. If any 
difficulty is encountered, go to a motor rewind- 
ing shop and ask them to show you how the 
wire is placed in the slots and how the wedges 
are inserted. 

Checking the Unit 

Upon completion, take the generator to an 
automobile electrical shop and ask them to place 
it in their generator tester which is equipped 
with an electric driving motor, universal chuck 

Complete self-excited generator. Note a.c. brush holder 
and the filter condenser to which it is attached. The 
two insulated terminals on the top connect to the 6 - 

volt field and are brought out for battery charging. 

and tachometer. Move the regulating brush as 

close to the other brush as possible. 
To build up the residual magnetism which 

may have been lost in the construction process, 
connect the positive end of a storage battery to 
,the stationary brush and run the generator up 
to 1,000 rpm. Momentarily touch the negative 
terminal of the battery to the movable brush 
and it will start generating. If not, reverse the 
battery leads and try again. If it still does not 
function, look for the trouble elsewhere. Dur- 
ing this process, the generator should be run 
in a clockwise direction, facing the commutator 
end. 

Put a 500 watt load, which may conveniently 
be a lamp bank, on the generator and run the 
speed up to 2100 or 2200 rpm. Adjust the 
voltage to 110 by means of the movable brush. 
The frequency will be around 70 to 80 cycles, 
a great advantage in radio work, since the 
higher the frequency, the better the filtering in 
the power pack of the transmitter and receiver. 

Changes for a Separately -Excited Field 

To wind the armature for a separately -excited 
field, use number 15 s.c.e. wire, leave the d.c. 
winding out and use the same number of turns 
and procedure as given for the self-excited type. 

Solder a heavy wire around the commutator 
risers, soldering each segment to this wire. End 
the a.c. winding on this band so the frame will 
be one connection and the entire commutator 
the other. No slip ring is necessary on this type 
since the commutator is being used in its place, 
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erator and motor can now be mounted on a 
board with slots cut in the board to permit 
moving the generator for correct belt tension. 
An alternative is to construct a mounting for 
both engine and generator from angle iron. 

A further improvement may be provided by 
mounting the generator on an adjustable "mo- 
tor rail" similar to that illustrated. This has 
the advantage that belt tension is quickly ad- 
justed and the generator may be removed from 
the baseboard for ease of transportation. 

Adjust belt tension until the output voltage 
is stable. A light bulb should burn without 
flicker. 

Mount a double convenience outlet box on 
the base to make connections to the load. A 
5 or 6 ampere fuse should also be incorporated. 

One major precaution. Never fill the gas 
tank with the engine running. The danger of 
explosion and fire is too great. 

Automobile Drive 

If a separately -excited generator is to be used, 
driven by a car engine, a four -inch pulley on 
the generator, bearing against the fan belt, will 
permit the full output to be obtained with an 
engine speed of 800 to 1,000 rpm., equivalent 
to a road speed of 25 to 30 m.p.h., at which 
speed the engine will be delivering sufficient 
horsepower and running smoothly. 

While the actual mounting must be worked 
out by the individual, means should be pro- 
vided to disconnect the generator from the en- 
gine when not in use. A 250 -volt a.c. volt- 
meter should be installed adjacent to the hand 
throttle. Adjust to proper voltage by adjusting 
speed of the engine. Incorporate a switch to 
disconnect the car battery from the field coils. 

When the generator is connected, never 
"gun" the engine. Increase and decrease speed 
gradually. 

Voltage Regulation 

Returning to voltage regulation, it is possible 
to replace the engine governor with a more 

sensitive electro -mechanical one. This may be 
constructed on the solenoid principle by using 
a soft iron core 3/8" to 1/4" in diameter and plac- 
ing two windings on the coil in opposite di- 
rections. The first winding is made of fine wire 
and is connected across the 110. It should have 
a resistance between 200 and 400 ohms. The 
second, wound on top, is of heavy wire and is 
in series with the load. With no load, the 
magnetism holds the plunger in and closes the 
throttle. As the load increases, the current 
through the series winding increases and bucks 
the shunt coil, a spring then pulling out the 
plunger which opens the throttle. No exact de- 
scription can be given of the coil, it being nec- 
essary to work it out for each type engine. 

An automatic method of keeping the voltage 
constant (figure 1) particularly when a phone 
transmitter is used, is to adjust the voltage to 
110 with the transmitter on. A relay is then 
incorporated, which will cut in a lamp bank, 
of a wattage equal to the difference between the 
drain with the plate power on and off. 

This simple method of keeping the load con- 
stant at all times is not, however, applicable to 
a c.w. transmitter, owing to the small time in- 
terval between minimum and maximum load. 
For such a transmitter, the best device to use is 
an auto transformer. When incorporated, the 
proper step-up tap is selected to give 110 volts 
with the full load of the transmitter on the 
generator. A s.p.d.t. relay is then installed to 
connect the transmitter to the line (figure 2) 
when the key is up, and to the auto transformer 
when the key is down, giving 110 volts in both 
positions. Other electrical arrangements, using 
an auto transformer to obtain good regulation, 
readily suggest themselves. 

A convenient method of connecting the relay 
in the transmitter circuit, to secure full auto- 
matic operation, is in the plate return or ca- 
thode circuit of the tube or tubes being keyed. 

The general conclusion should not be drawn, 
however, that all installations require voltage 
regulators. It is only when the current drain 
on the plant, with all apparatus on, approaches 
the maximum capacity, that such regulating de- 
vices are necessary. On transmitters having 
an input up to 50 or 75 watts on the final 
stage, it is almost always possible to operate 
without any extra regulation. The generator 
may be set to deliver 125 volts with key up 
and even though it may drop to 105 volts with 
key depressed, no noticeable trouble will be ex - 

[Continued on Page 81] 
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Schematic of the Amplifier 

C1-50 µpfd. per section split stator 
C2-35 mild. per section, 2000 volts 
C3, C4-"800 -type" neutralizing condensers 
Cy, C6-.002 to .006 pfd. mica by-passes 
V1, V2 -808's. Similar tubes could be used 

R1 -500 -ohm, 20- to 30 -watt grid leak 
R2-50 ohms, 10 watts (can be omitted) 
RFC-2/2mh., 500 ma. r.f. choke 
Ti -7.5 volt, 8 amp, filament transformer 

(primary rheostat not shown) 
Coils-See text for description 

Perhaps it may seem a little redundant, our 
showing another high -frequency push-pull am- 
plifier after having had one in the two previous 
issues, but we believe that the constructional 
excellence of the one shown herewith merits 
its presentation. The unit is well laid -out, leads 
are short and direct, and the grid and plate cir- 
cuits are completely shielded from each other. 
The photographs and diagram are self-explana- 
tory making a long constructional description 
unnecessary. To quote from Mr. Colvin's 
letter: 

"The filament transformer mounts on the 
chassis and voltage is controlled by a rheostat 
in its primary. This rheostat is mounted under 
the chassis and its shaft can be seen protruding 
just in front of the filament transformer. A 
flexible drive brings the control to the front 
panel. 

"The grid tuning condenser also is controlled 

* c/o Omaha and Council Bluffs St. Ry. Co., 
Omaha, Neb. 
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from the front panel by a flexible drive; its con- 
trol is mounted in a symmetrical relation to 
the one that operates the rheostat. It will be 
noted, by looking at the main front view, that 
this allows the grid circuit to be laid out very 
symmetrically. 

"Satin -finished aluminum forms the chassis 
and the separate mounting base for the plate 
circuit. To preserve the finish after the sand- 
blasting, the chasses were sprayed with clear 
lacquer. It will be noted that the plate circuit 
is an entirely separate unit and can be easily 
removed. Also, simply by lengthening the ver- 
tical supports that hold up this smaller chassis, 
any of the larger medium -power r.f. tubes with 
the plate cap on top may be substituted. 

Top view of the plate -circuit 
shelf showing the tank cir- 
cuit, antenna - coupling link, 
and flexible -strip plate -cap 

connectors. 

"All r.f. circuits are wired with no. 8 soft - 
drawn copper wire. Coils are wound of the 
same material (those for 28 Mc. are shown in 
the photographs) . The antenna link is made 
variable by a simple method which the photo- 
graphs clearly indicate. Inasmuch as W9VHR 
is only operated on 10 meters, plug-in coils 
were not considered necessary. For the sake 
of simplicity, however, the grid coil is mounted 
upon a plug-in base. 

"The feed -through insulators along the front 
of the chassis take care of the grid and plate 
meters which are mounted on the front panel 
of the amplifier and are always connected in the 
circuit. The voltmeter plugs into an open- 

[Con:inued on Page 81] 

Three-quarter side view of 
the complete amplifier show- 
ing the general layout of 
the stage. The neutralizing 
condensers, filament trans- 
former, and grid circuit can 
be seen in their proper re- 

lation to one another. 
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By 

A. F. PENNIWELL,s 

wiEZH-IGIIL 
x,. , .ellie. 

Wherein the writer, a "ham" who has gone to 
sea at his chosen vocation, tells of one of the 
lesser -known branches of professional radio 

operating. 

Probably the term "Tuna Clipper" is un- 
familiar to the greater number of readers so I 
will explain that they are boats equipped to 
travel far in quest of this necessary ingredient 
for cans labelled "Tuna." The "Northwestern" 
(ábove) on which I am at present employed as 
radio operator -fisherman, is perhaps representa- 
tive of the 60 -odd radio equipped vessels of 
the tuna clipper fleet. She is 127 feet in overall 
length and is deisel engine powered, equipped 

r with complete refrigeration and is otherwise 
fitted for cruises up to periods of better than 
two months at sea. 

A crew of about sixteen men is generally car- 
ried. Four of them, namely the Skipper, Chief 
Engineer, Chummer and Cook do not actually 
handle fishing tackle as they have plenty of 
other duties that keep them busy during the 
spells of fishing. On most boats, Sparks is ex- 
pected to fish when the fish are running, do- 
ing his radio job at other times. 

All fishing is done with a nine or ten foot 
pole and a four or five foot line terminating in 
an imitation squid, which is a steel fish hook 
with feathers and skin tied around the hook. 
Only when fishing is very slow is live bait used 
on the hooks. When a school of tuna, dashing 

*2838 S. Gaffey St., San Pedro, Calif. 

around furiously feeding on the bait thrown 
overboard, starts hitting the hooks there is 
action plenty. The hooked fish is swung over 
the fisherman's head, the line is slackened and 
the barbless hook clears the fish's mouth and 
the fish drops into the bin behind the fishing 
racks. The hook is immediately swung down 
into the water again, ready for the next one. 
One man can handle up to about a 35 -pound 
tuna alone, but if he has been fishing 30 to 
35 pounders all day he knows he has done some 
work. When they run 15 to 20 pounds one can 
fish them all day without becoming too tired. 
Tuna that weigh between 35 and 60 pounds 
require two men to handle them, each man 
having a pole and line with the two lines 
joined at a single hook. Larger fish, 60 to 150 
pounds, require a similar rig with 3 poles and 
3 lines. This is the hardest kind of fishing and 
requires perfect synchronization of the three 
men. 

When the bins and deck are full, or when 
the fish are apt to be damaged by the hot sun, 
fishing must stop and all hands turn to in get- 
ting the fish into the hold and iced down. They 
are packed into the refrigerated hold in alter- 
nate layers of fish and crushed ice. On a heavy 
fishing day, involving 60 or 70 tons of tuna, 
this is anything but a picnic. 
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Fast and furious fishing in a school of one- 
polers. The writer is the second man from the 

near end of the fishing rack. 

Lower California to the Galapagos Islands 

The lengths of the trips vary greatly, depend- 
ing on the season of the year and the success in 
finding good fishing conditions. The shorter 
the trips the more that can be made and the 
higher the pay check. The majority of the 
crews are paid on the profit sharing basis, no 
fish, no pay, and vice versa. During the months 
between May and October the fish are generally 
to be found on the banks off Lower California 
(Mexico) and it is during this period that the 
shorter trips are made. During the other 
months the boats generally run either to the 
Galapagos Islands, on the equator about 700 
miles off Ecuador and 2500 miles south of San 
Diego, or to Central American waters off Guata - 
mala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and 
Panama. The headquarters of most of the boats 
going into the latter waters is generally Punta 
Arenas, Costa Rica, where bait is usually abun- 
dant and supplies can be secured. Oftimes 
however, it is necessary to go to Balboa, Canal 
Zone, for fuel. This is the Pacific Coast en- 
trance to the Panama Canal and there are many 
points of interest to be visited. 

The Rodio Equipment 

Enough of fishing for the present and to the 

radio equipment. The transmitters used are 
reminiscent of the pre -crystal control days, when 
you used to hear that 60 to 120 cycle drone of 
the self-excited rigs with a.c. power supply. 
However, most of the tuna clippers use 500 
cycle power supplies with the resultant higher 
pitched notes. 

The rig on the "Northwestern" is self-excited 
for ease in changing frequencies and consists of 
a pair of HK354's in a TNT circuit with the 
modification of a very small variable condenser 
across the grid coil for some variation of grid ex- 
citation. It is run normally at about 750 to 800 
watts input. Holding the key down for several 
minutes colors the plates only a slight pink, so a 
goodly proportion of the watts are going some 
place. 

Plate supply is furnished by a motor generator 
putting out 130 volts of 500 cycle a.c. which is 
stepped up to 2500 volts and rectified with a 
pair of 866's. These rectifiers are lit with a 
regular 60 -cycle filament transformer, with no 
ill effects on the transformer. Due to the not - 
so -good line regulation, a compensated keying 
system is necessary to keep the filament voltage 
up. This is in the form of another contact 
on the keying relay which shorts out part of 
the generator field resistance resulting in higher 
a.c. output while the key is down. Incidentally, 

Ready to knock off fishing to stow and ice down the fish in the foreground. Care must be taken that the fish are not allowed out in the sun for more than a short time. 
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no amount of filtering has removed all the 
generator hash from the receiver, so it is nec- 
essary to shut off the "jenny" while receiving. 
When starting up again the filaments of the 
866's are heated only a few seconds before 
punching the key, to avoid keeping the other 
fellow waiting too long. In spite of this rough 
treatment, a pair of good 866's will last from 
8 to 12 months. 

Antennas 
The antenna is the old standby, an off -center - 

fed Hertz. As the space for antenna erection is 
rather limited, there being only 40 feet between 
the two masts, the flat -top is continued down for 
about 18 feet at about a 120 degree angle, 
paralleling and only a few feet away from an 
iron stay. Similar antenna -space trouble is en- 
countered on most of the other clippers. 

The other wavelengths used, 48, 24, and 27 
meters, have no harmonic relationship to 36 
meters for which the antenna was cut so the 
antenna is necessarily a compromise to these. 
However, `believe it or not" the single wire - 
fed Hertz seems to work fairly well on 24 and 
27 meters using it as an end -fed Hertz clipped 
directly on the tank coil. Of course the efficiency 
is low but as long as the Pacific Coast land sta- 
tions can be worked from Panama, no kick is 
forthcoming. High efficiency is hard to secure 
due to cramped quarters and the other factors 
above mentioned. 

Reception, and Lack of Reception 

The receiver used on the Northwestern is one 
of the well-known SW3's equipped for 6 -volt 
operation. On the 36 -meter band the ham 40 - 
meter coils are used to spread things around a 
bit. As the shack is right above the engine 
room with its ice -machine motors, d.c. genera- 
tors, electric pumps, blowers, fans, grinders, 
drills, etc., most of which are running all the 
time and each contributing its part in the. gen- 
eral electrical racket, you can imagine what a 
job it is to insure any kind of decent reception. 
Scattered throughout the ship there are a large 
number of electric fans and above deck there are 
also the photo -electric automatic steering de- 
vice with its electric motor and four relay cir- 
cuits, and the electrical fathometer with its two 
rotary converters and synchronous motor. 

The nearest thing to a remedy for the QRN is 
constant cleaning of the various commutators 
and adjustment of the brush -tensions, and the 
use of a good noise -avoiding receiving antenna. 
This antenna is a flat -top strung in the clear as 

much as possible and fed to the shack with a 
commercial 70 -ohm cable with matching trans- 
formers at each end. A couple of phasing coils 
in the line with bucking fields give a further 
reduction in noise. 

Added to all the above -mentioned local 
racket, there is also the infamous static of the 
tropical regions. When the ship goes through 
one of these electrical storms, reception of any 
kind is often impossible. During the first 
static storm that I encountered, the noise was 
tremendous and so much like that caused by a 
faulty d.c. motor or generator that I proceeded 
to accuse the engineer of having something hay- 
wire in the engine room. He tested with me 
for a half hour, shutting off everything in turn 
including the main generating units without 
results, until I happened to touch the antenna 
lead with a neon bulb and it lit up brillantly. I 
called the engineer, showed him and made vari- 
ous excuses for my ignorance. He said nothing 
much but walked off, shaking his head and no 
doubt muttering something about another 
"sparks" that had made one trip too many. 

If you think the 40 -meter ham band is the 
only crowded spot, take a listen some early eve- 
ning on the mobile -marine 36 -meter band be - 

The "Northwestern's" radio equipment. The com- 
posite transmitter is at the far end of the table 
and the frequency meter is just above the type- 

writer. 
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The "Belle Isle" Disappearance 

In the four years that I have been in the fish- 
ing fleet, there has been only one boat that has 
disappeared completely, the "Belle Isle." She 
sailed from San Pedro, carrying a new radio 
operator and 13 other men. She was seen try- 
ing for bait off San Diego and after leaving 
there was never heard from again. It was a 

month before any uneasiness was felt due to 
her quietness, for often when the Skipper thinks 
he has lined up some good fishing spot, he will 
not allow the radio operator to go on the air, 
fearing some slip that will give away their loca- 
tion and bring other fishing boats to chisel in. 
The opinion is that she was top-heavy and 
caught in a heavy beam sea, turned turtle and 
sank with all on board. 

Emergency Radio Calls 

There are numerous interesting happenings 
that occur in this kind of radio operating, and a 
few of the incidents in the past few years among 
the tuna fleet may be of interest. While on the 
clipper "Navigator" a member of the crew was 
taken seriously sick of on intestinal ailment and 
for the next few days nearly fifty medical mes- 
sages were handled with the Marine Hospital 
in New York, via the RCA station at Chatham, 
Mass. Nothing seemed to help and so it be- 
came a case of getting him to a doctor as soon 
as possible, although the nearest port was about 
six days run for us. However, WCC at Chat- 
ham, Mass., found out that the Yacht "Orion" 
was at the Galapagos Islands near us with a 

doctor aboard, but with no short-wave appara- 
tus. So that night WCC managed to raise the 
"Orion" on 2000 meters, and then relayed mes- 
sages back and forth between the two of us, 
although we were only about 80 miles apart. 
The next morning as we came alongside the 
"Orion" their doctor came aboard and worked 
with the man. The doctor worked all day, but 
was unable to do much with him, so he advised 
us to get the man to a hospital just as soon as 

possible. In the meantime I had managed to 
load up some SW -3 b.c. coils, and the operator 
on the "Orion" had hooked up a small s.w. 
receiver, so we were able to work each other. 

The next night the "Orion" hooked up with 
a British liner heading toward Panama from 
Australia and told them of our predicament, 
so they agreed to take the sick man into Balboa. 
As they had already passed the islands, they 
turned about and steamed back 12 hours in our 

direction while we proceeded at full speed 
toward them. We were due to meet at about 
midnight but because of rough seas and heavy 
rain, we were unable to find them until about 
1 a.m. The operator on the steamer, having no 
regular s.w. equipment, had dragged out a 

small discarded receiver and worked it over so 

that we were able to communicate for about 3 

hours before we found each other. Even at that 
early hour the rails were lined with passengers 
and crew to watch us make the transfer. Two 
days later the man was in the hospital in Pan- 
ama where he recovered. 

Just about a year ago the clipper "San Lucas" 
sank off Cape San Lucas, the southern tip of 
Lower California. Although she had sent out 
her SOS at about 10 p.m. the night before, we 
didn't find out about it until the next morning. 
The call had been picked up by NOJ, a Coast 
Guard station and also by KPH. We on the 
"Fisherman" were just returning from a long 
cruise and were about 300 miles from the scene 
of the sinking, and of course turned to head 
for the position given, as did several other fish- 
ing vessels and some steamers. A Coast Guard 
cutter rushed down from San Diego but no 
trace of any wreckage could be found. The next 
day we received a flash from the cutter that the 
crew of the sunken ship had reach San Jose del 
Cabo, Mexico, about 120 miles from where 
they sank, in their small motor launch and skiff. 
Two days later we picked them up there and 
took them to San Pedro. It seems that a seam 
had opened up in the bottom of the ship and 
the pumps available were unable to keep the 
water from rising in the engine room. As soon 
as the water reached the main generator, no 
radio apparatus was usable as, in the case of 
most of these boats, there was no auxiliary 
power available. 

International Incident 
Because they claimed that our permits for bait 

and fishing in Mexican waters were no good, 
fifteen tuna clippers were picked up and held in 
Magdalena Bay by Mexican patrol boats. We 
didn't know what it was all about as we had 
obtained the permits from Mexican officials in 
San Diego. After being held in the bay for two 
days, all fifteen clippers were herded out of the 
bay by three patrol boats, heading us south for 
an unknown destination. We were warned to 
silence all radio apparatus and that any boat 
using its transmitter would have its radio 

[Continued on Page 85] 
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Tite4m-Gigvd fEQU ENCV WETER 
By JOHN L. REINARTZ,* W 1 QP 

In this article Mr. Reinarts describes a very 
much simplified method for making accurate 
frequency measurements. The equipment that 
is used is quite simple in design and involves no 
constructional problems; it is the method of 
using this equipment that is new and that 
allows the making of such accurate measure- 

ments. 

"A" s000n 
WI REWOUND 

- I+ FIGURE 2 
MICA 

"B" 
- 25G V. + FIGURE 3 

Whenever we build a frequency meter, it is 
always with the desire to have it cover all of 
the amateur frequency bands as well as the in- 
between spectrum, should that be found de- 
sirable. When such a frequency meter covers 
the wide ranges mentioned, it becomes obvious 
that the primary range of the instrument will 
have to be from 1500 to 3000 kilocycles, so 
that harmonics thereof will cover any of the 
higher frequencies. The 1500 kilocycles that 
the dial then covers is much too great to allow 
accurate reading even with a vernier, as a 

single division of a conventional dial would 
be 15 kilocycles and a single division of the 
vernier would still be 1.5 kilocycles, and there- 
fore much too coarse a reading for even amateur 
use. 

Having a desire to build a frequency meter 
that would allow readings down to plus or 
minus 50 cycles, and yet have the complete 
range mentioned above, I set about to determine 
how such an instrument should be wired and 
yet keep the device within the means and build- 
ing capability of any of us amateurs. The prob- 
lem was to cover 1500 kilocycles with a main 
dial and to cover but 100 kilocycles with an 
auxiliary dial ; then to have the vernier come 
into action on the 100 kilocycle dial and allow 

*Manchester, Conn. 

readings down to 100 cycles, or tenth reading 
of the 100 kilocycle dial, as each division of 
the 100 kilocycle dial would be 1 kilocycle. 

The next problem that presented itself was 
always to keep the 100 kilocycle dial represent- 
ing 100 kilocycles, no matter where the main 
dial had been set. To explain: let it be sup- 
posed that the range to be covered for a given 
test is from 1700 to 1800 kilocycles. The main 
dial is then set for 1700 kilocycles with the 
second dial so set that any rotation of it will 
be toward 1800 kilocycles. We desire that the 
second dial will cover that 100 kilocycles and 
no more nor less. Were we to shunt the main 
dial with the second dial, there would be no 
assurance that the second dial would always be 
the right proportion of the main dial, and it 
actually will not be. Since the dials cover con- 
densers, the same reasoning holds true. For 
different frequency settings of the main con- 
denser, the second condenser would not always 
represent just 100 kilocycles. Our second prob- 
lem then, was to provide means for adjusting 
the ratio of the second condenser to that of the 
main condenser so that the second condenser 
would always represent 100 kilocycles for the 
0 to 100 range dial. 

Methods of Covering the 100 Kc. 

Two methods of obtaining a 100 -kilocycle 
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range on the second condenser present them- 
selves. The first method is to have, in addition 
to the main condenser, two others in series with 
each other and shunted across the main con- 
denser. One of these two condensers allows 
a ratio change of the other condenser so that it 
presents the 100 kilocycle range. See figure 1. 

The second method is to place an inductance 
in series with the main inductance and provide 
means for changing its value with respect to 
the main inductance. The main condenser is 

shunted across both inductances and the second 
condenser is shunted across the second induct- 
ance. If we vary the value of the second in- 
ductance, the combination of capacity and in- 
ductance always allows a range of just 100 

kilocycles. See figure 2. Either method may 
be used, but the writer chose the variable in- 
ductance method, because then there is no need 
to obtain a straight -line -frequency condenser. 

The oscillator came in for attention next. It 
was desired that the oscillator should cover 
from 1500 to 3000 kilocycles, oscillate easily, 
take very little plate current and, of course, be 
very stable. 

The crystal -oscillator circuit devised by the 
writer several years ago met the specifications 
very well and was used. The circuit of the 
oscillator is shown in figure 3. It will be 
noted that there is no grid tuned circuit. The 
cathode circuit which is not tuned, in combina- 
tion with the tuned plate circuit, provides an 
oscillator that takes only between 1 and 2 milli- 
amperes plate current. It oscillates freely over 
the whole tunable range and is of such stability 
that the drift, even when using eliminator 
power supply in place of batteries, is as low 
as 100 cycles in several hours, after the first 15 
minute warming -up period. Because there is 
no tuned grid circuit, the tuning is done in the 
plate circuit, and no complications enter into 
our scheme for dividing up the plate tuning 
system. A type 42 tube or preferably a 6F6 tube 
can be used in the circuit for a.c. operation, 
while for d.c. operation the type 34 tube will 
function very well. 

The Variable Inductor 

Assume that the circuit has been assembled 
and that preliminary tests have been run to 
make sure that the frequency range of the main 
tuning system takes in the range that is desired, 
either from 1500 to 3000 kilocycles, or from 
2000 to 4000 kilocycles for those who do not 
care for the 175 meter band and its frequencies. 

It now becomes necessary to see that the small 
tuning inductance is adjusted so that when it 
is rotated, the secondary dial will cover 100 
kilocycles. (The small tuning inductance can 
best be made in the form of a rotatable coil 
within a larger coil on the same plan as the 
old-fashioned variable tuners or ticklers that 
were once used in broadcast sets. The main 
coil can be approximately 15 turns of no. 18 
d.c.c. wire and the form between 21/2 and 3 

inches in diameter. The tickler coil can be 5 

turns of the same size wire on a form that will 
readily rotate within the larger form, the whole 
being so mounted that the smaller coil form 
becomes controllable from the front of the 
panel.) When we turn the small coil one 
direction, the inductance is reduced and the tun- 
ing range is also reduced. As a result the sec- 
ondary condenser, B, will not cover 100 kilo- 
cycles when rotated from 0 to 100, while if 
the rotatable coil is turned the other direction, 
the B condenser will cover more than 100 
kilocycles. 

To determine when 100 kilocycles are being 
covered by the bandspread dial, B, recourse 
must be made to some kind of a 100 -kilocycle 
standard oscillator. This oscillator can best be 
crystal controlled; one of the small 100-1000 
kc. "Piezo-Electric Calibrators" as made by 
RCA would be ideal. However, since some 
of us will be unable to afford such a unit, a 
homemade 100-kc. oscillator can be constructed. 
It can either be crystal -controlled or self-ex- 
cited; numerous discussions of both types of 
oscillators have been published in the various 
amateur -radio magazines. If the oscillator is 
to be self-excited, it is easily possible to tell 
when it is operating exactly on 100 kc. by ad- 
justing it so that its harmonics will zero beat 
with the various broadcast stations that operate 
on multiples of 100 kc.: 600, 700, 800-1400, 
1500 kc., etc. 

After the 100-kc. oscillator is in operation, 
pick out some point on a high -frequency re- 
ceiver, say 2500 kc.; then start the frequency 
meter and set the secondary dial to zero, cor- 
responding to full mesh of the condenser plates. 
Now tune the main condenser until it comes 
into zero beat with the standard at the 2500 kc. 
point on the receiver. Now tune condenser B, 
and if it tunes more than 100 kc. you will hear 
the beat note as it passes 2600 kc. Adjust the tickler coil slightly one way or the other and retune the main condenser A to 2500 with B 

{Continued on Page 92] 
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Here is the pan-full- 
6L6G's, 35T, and variable - 

frequency crystal 

ft F. ate 

Upon starting out on the job of designing 
an excitation Iine-up for the final amplifier of 
the writer's transmitter, two very important 
questions arose. Since the transmitter was in 
the process of being built, there was only a 

given amount of space available for the oscilla- 
tor, doubler and buffer stages, and yet there 
was a definite amount of grid driving power 
needed for the final amplifier. Therefore, it 
can readily be seen, the job required some 
forethought. 

Of the two considerations mentioned, it soon 
developed that the space situation was going 
to be of primary importance. After all, the 
wattage output of the buffer -driver could be 
varied over a considerable range by merely shift- 
ing the value of plate voltage, but a metal 
chassis simply cannot be stretched and still 
maintain its usefulness as a means of holding 
coils and gadgets in the required relationship 
to each other. Obviously, there was going to 
be a little checker playing done with the parts 
to be used be fore any socket holes were 
punched. 

The circuit design of the exciter transmitter 
was to center around one of the new variable 
crystals-this much had been decided upon the 
acquisition of one of these units. In this day and 
age, the amateur will quickly grasp the benefits 

Hy GEORGE »AVIS,* W6SJ 

of having this means of shifting frequency and 
still maintaining the stability of the fixed crys- 
tal -controlled oscillator. In line with this 
thought, the writer was no exception. Since the 
variable crystal idea works out satisfactorily 
only with 80 -meter cuts, it therefore became 
necessary to plan an oscillator circuit operating 
on that band. For operation on the higher fre- 
quencies a system of doubling or quadrupling 
from the crystal frequency was required. Since 
considerable difficulty had been encountered 
with previous oscillators in trying to get suffi- 
cient third- and fourth -harmonic output to drive 
a buffer, it was decided to rely on doubling 
only and to use enough doublers to get from 80 
meters to whatever bands on which it was de- 
sired to operate. 

The Tube Line-up 

Eighty, forty, and primarily twenty -meter 
phone were the bands particularly useful to the 
writer and thus another requirement had been 
settled upon. The final decision to be made 
before actually going to work was the tube 
line-up, and after much deliberation, it was de- 
cided that there was lots of merit in using 6L6G 
tubes for oscillator and doublers due - to their 

*1634 Keith Drive; Whittier, Calif. 
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Bottom view of the unit showing the numerous 
ports and their careful placement. 

low cost, ease of excitation and high output at 
low plate voltage. For the buffer (or final 
amplifier if the exciter is to be used as a com- 
plete transmitter) a good old favorite, the 
Eimac 35T, was decided upon-mainly because 
there we had a tube which, due to its high 
amplification factor, could be driven to full out- 
put when excited either directly from the oscil- 
lator, or, depending on the frequency desired, 
from any combination of oscillator and first, 
second, or even third (for ten meters) doubler 
tubes. 

Bandswitching 

A reference is made to the circuit diagram 
which shows how the selection of excitation 
was accomplished through the use of a switch 
in the link circuit that couples the grid coil of 
the 35T stage to its source of excitation. 

The oscillator and doubler stages are capa- 
citively coupled. By simply removing the plate 
voltage from the unwanted tubes with the plate - 
voltage switches in the supply leads, it would 
then become necessary only to adjust the link 
switch to pick-up excitation from that stage 
operating on the frequency for which 35T ex- 
citation was required. Thus it is possible to 
eliminate all the fuss of changing coils and 
possibly that of re -neutralizing where a tube 
which ordinarily works as a doubler would be- 
come a buffer -amplifier. 

Mechanical Construction 

Having decided definitely on the tube line-up 
and knowing that there was only a 10" x 17" 
space available for the components, (five tuned 
circuits, four tubes, link -switch, variable crystal 
unit, etc.) there remained to be done only the 
actual laying -out and marking of the chassis 

before assembly could be begun. By using large 
coil shields the job was greatly simplified; 
through their use it was possible to mount each 
tube and its associated circuits close together 
without fear of detrimental interaction between 
the various stages. Since it is seldom necessary 
to readjust the tuning of a crystal oscillator, this 
circuit was placed in the rear corner of the 
chassis. This allows a little more room along 
the front for the setting up of the remaining 
four circuits. 

The link switch was mounted in the middle 
of the group of three 6L6 tubes and wired so 
that the knob would be pointing directly at the 
tube from which excitation was being taken. 
Keeping in mind the necessity of short leads 
for efficient high -frequency operation, it was de- 
cided to mount the plate tank condenser of the 
35T stage upside down and lower it part way 
into the chassis. In this way the coil could be 
placed directly over the condenser without in- 
creasing lead length. Similarly, a desire for 
short connections prompted the placement of 
the neutralizing condenser underneath the chas- 
sis rather than above deck as is more common. 

Metering jacks were incorporated in all of the 
plate circuits as well as in the grid circuit of 
the 35T. It was necessary to insulate these 
sufficiently to withstand the respective plate and 
grid voltages to ground. Ordinary bakelite 
mounting plates were used for this purpose 

The under -chassis view shows the placement 
of the necessary by-pass condensers, coupling 
condensers, resistors, etc. Of particular interest 
and importance is the heavy bus -bar mounted 
in one corner of the chassis and directly under 
the 6L6 stages. It can readily be seen that this 
not only serves as a ground connection but also 
as a very convenient mounting for all the by- 
pass condensers and many of the resistors. 
There is considerable apparatus attached to this 
bus and in order to hold these parts in place 
and keep them from falling into other wiring, 
only a heavy bus can be used. 

Link Switching 
About the only remaining feature which 

might require explanation is the method of 
connecting the links to the switch. A glance 
at the circuit diagram will show that one side 
of all three link -pick-up coils as well as the 
35T grid circuit link coil is common. The 
actual switching is done in the other side of 
these links. This was done primarily because 
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80M. 

Ci, C2, C3-.01 µfd. 
mica 

C4-100 uµfd. midget 
variable 

C5-.0001 µfd. mica 
C6-.01 µfd. mica 
C7-.006 çlfd, mica 
C8-.002 µfd. mica 
C9-50 µµfd. midget 

variable 

C10-.0001 µfd. mica 
Cii-.01 µfd. mica 
C12-.006 µfd. mica 
C13-.002 µfd. mica 
C14, C15 - 50 µµfd. 

midget variable 
C16-.002 µfd. mica 
C17-"800-type"neu- 

tralizing condenser 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

C18-50 µµfd. 3000 
volt variable 

C19-.002 µfd. 5000 
volt mica 

Ri -50,000 ohms, 3 
watts 

R2-20,000 ohms, 10 
watts 

R3-50,000 ohms, 3 

it was difficult to obtain a small switch that 
would disconnect both conductors of the link 
circuit and would be capable of carrying the 
comparatively high currents existing in link 
coupling lines. 

By switching one side only it was possible to 
parallel contacts and double the current -carrying 
capacity of the switch. Incidentally, it is neces- 
sary to take this type of switch apart and recamp 
it for this work as it is intended only to be 
used as a four -pole -single -throw. By removing 
the stop -pin and soldering a flexible pig -tail to 
one of the wiping contacts it is readily con- 
verted into a single -pole -three -position switch 
having paralleled conducting surfaces in each 
of the three positions. 

LINK 
SWITCH 

watts 
R4-300 ohms, 10 

watts 
R5-20,000 ohms, 10 

watts 
R6 - 25,000 ohms, 3 

watts 
R7-300 ohms, 10 

watts 

80,40 OR 20 M. 

R8-20,000 ohms, 10 
watts 

R9-75 ohms c.t. re- 
sistor 

RFC -2 mh., 125 ma. 
chokes 

Coils-See coif table 
X-Variable-frequen- 

cy crystal 

As for the balance of the constructional de- 
tails, ample information can be obtained by a 

study of the various photographs of the unit. 
The remainder of the work necessary to com- 
plete this unit is nothing but straight -forward 
radio construction, all the "tricks" having been 
mentioned in the foregoing description. The 
coil -data table shows coil design for operation 
on the aforementioned three bands. Manu- 
factured coils were used in the working model 
although they can be hand -wound if desired. 
It should be mentioned, however, that regard- 
less of whether you use manufactured coils or 
home-made ones they should be readjusted or 

[Continued on Page 79] 

Coil Chart 

Band Oscillator 1st Doubler 2nd Doubler 35 T. Grid 35 T. Plate 

80 
Close Wound 
No. 22 D.S.C. 

37 T. 
1 Ye Dia. 

Spaced Dia. Wire 
No. 16 Enamelled 

22 T. 
.. 11/4" Dia. 

Spaced Dia. Wire 
No. 16 Enamelled 

1 Z T. 
11/4" Dia. 

Spaced Dia. Wire 
No. 16 Enamelled 

12 T. 
11/4" Dia. 

Spaced l/Z" 
No. 14 Enamelled 

8 T. 
3" Dio. 

40 
Spaced Dia. Wire 
No. 16 Enamelled 

22 T. 
11/4" Dia. 

Spaced 1/4" 
No, 14 Enamelled 

22 T. 
3" Dia. 

20 
Spaced Dia. Wire 
No. 16 Enamelled 

30 T. 
2" Dia. 

Spaced Dia. Wire 
No. 14 Enamelled 

30 T. 
3" Dia. 
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Front view of the rig as seen from the operating position. 
The two high -voltage power supplies are mounted behind the 
large bottom panel, the speech on the next above, then the 

modulator, Bí -Push, and final in order. 
0 48 e 

PHHNE . . 
2edtecQ yrjz jet 

By HAI L. DAW11.EY,'° R'611M6 

In the design, from scratch, of a complete 
500 -watt transmitter for phone and c.w. use on 
the higher frequency bands, one is beset by a 
multitude of conflicting considerations: What 
tubes to use? High or low-level modulation? 
Band -switching or plug-in coils? What type of 
antenna coupling? To include or not to in- 
clude the speech amplifier? Rack -mounted, en- 
closed -cabinet mounted or breadboard? What 
type of control arrangements? On and on we 
could list them. But sooner or later we must 
make up our mind as to just exactly what the 
rig is to contain, how it is to be controlled and 
what it is to be built into. Once we have de- 
cided upon these points the greater part of the 
battle is won. From then on it is just straight- 
forward design. 

In the laying -out of this rig, it was decided 
at the outset that, although it was to be capable 
of handling 500-600 watts input on phone or 
c.w., its cost was to be held within reasonable 
bounds. All the unnecessary gadgets and doubt- 
ful conveniences were eliminated before the 
word "go." 

The transmitter does not incorporate band - 
switching; it is a matter of just a few moments 
to move the "Bi -Push" coils around and to 
change the grid and plate coils in the final. 
Appearance was considered important; the neat 
enclosed -relay -rack mounting is evidence of 
that. This type of mounting is also convenient 
and allows easy accessibility to the various decks 
and stages. High-level plate modulation is used 
for phone and, by throwing a switch, the modu- 
lating equipment may be cut off and the rig 
keyed at somewhat greater input for c.w. use. 

Antenna terminating equipment is not in- 
cluded; it was felt that this could be dispensed 
with since most modern antenna arrangements 
are fed either by twisted -pair or by a medium 
impedance transmission line. Both types of 
lines may be most conveniently fed by means 
of a one- or two -turn link around the final tank. 

Mechanical Construction 
The entire transmitter is housed in an en- 

closed relay rack. The rack was built by Ralph 

*Technical Editor, RADIO. 
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i00 ÁHTTS 
an epuloctecg "zach 

Construeted for W6P116 by 
FAUST It. GONSETT,' W6VR 

Gordon, W6CLH, of Radio Development Labs., 
as were the panels and the sub -chassis. Standard 
drilling is employed on the uprights of the 
front of the cabinet and the panels are drilled 
accordingly. The back of the cabinet is closed 
by means of a hinged door with an electrical 
interlock to remove the plate voltages when 
the door is opened. Also, to make sure that 
someone will not open the door during a trans- 
mission (and also to insure that the tubes and 
crystals will be in the rig after a gang of prac- 
tical jokers, or otherwise, have swept through 
the shack) the back door can be securely locked 
and the key placed in a carefully chosen spot. 

The overall dimensions of the cabinet are 
60" high, 21" wide, and 14" deep. It is finished 
in a dark aluminum -gray crackle. The standard 
19" panels are finished in a somewhat lighter 
shade of the same paint. This combination gives 
a very pleasing effect-the light gray panels 
bordered and enclosed by the darker gray 
cabinet. 

The chassis themselves are finished in the 
same gray aluminum -crackle as the panels. To 
keep from marring the finish, the chassis were 
all completely laid -out, drilled and punched 
before the paint was applied. Then, after the 
painting, the equipment was mounted and the 
unit wired. The front panels were treated in 
a like manner to the chassis ; they also were 
drilled and punched before the painting. 

Connections throughout the rig from one 
deck to another are made by a plug -and -cable 
arrangement for all the low and medium volt- 
age leads, and by porcelain feed -through in- 
sulators for all high voltage. This allows any 
stage to be removed from the cabinet for repairs 
or alterations. Also, since the interstage leads 
are amply long, should it be desirable to operate 
the particular unit outside the cabinet, this can 
in most cases be accomplished simply by short- 
ing -out the protective door switch. 

The Exciter 
The exciter is a "Bi -Push" ; it furnishes ample 

excitation for the operation of the final at full 
input, phone or c.w., on the 3.5, 7, 14, and 

horatorian, RADIO. 
Back view showing the neatly cabled power leads connecting 
the various decks. That blank space to the left of the 
203Z's on the modulator deck might be used as a storage 

space for spare coils, etc. 
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28 Mc. bands. The layout of this unit is al- 
most exactly the same as that of the similar 
rig described in the May, 1937, RADIO. Some 
small modifications have been made, but for 
the most part the descriptions given in the 
previous "Bi -Push" articles' will answer any 
questions that may arise. However, the connec- 
tions for the plug-in coils are shown below. 

160-80-40 M. 80-40-20 M. 10 M. 
PUSHPULL PUSHPUSH PUSHPUSH 

BOTTOM VIEWS OF SOCKETS AND FORMS 

Among the modifications that were made was 
the provision for metering the various stages of 
the exciter by means of a single tap switch, and 
the installation of two sockets for crystals at 
the grid of the first 6A6 with a switch to select 
either one or the other. Both of these changes 
are simple revisions and the complete circuit 
diagram of the transmitter shows them clearly. 

The output of the exciter is brought out to 
a pair of feed -through insulators mounted in 
the back of the chassis. A short link connects 
these to a similar pair mounted upon the back 
of the final shelf. Since the Decker coils as 
used in the exciter have no coupling link wound 
on them, a small two -turn link, mounted by a 
pair of insulators upon the chassis, is coupled 
to the p.p. 6L6G plate coil to bring the output 
to the insulators on the back of the chassis. 

The switch on the right of the front panel is 
the meter switch. The keying jack is also 
mounted upon the front panel and is located 
between the meter switch and the knob for the 
6L6G tuning condenser. 

The Push -Pull T-125 Final 

A pair of Taylor T -125's are used in push- 
pull in the final stage of the transmitter. They 
have quite a high transconductance, hence they 
are easily excited ; the Bi -Push furnishes a re- 
serve of excitation-even when operating on 
28 -Mc. phone. 

The circuit arrangement is conventional in 
most respects although the method of mounting 
the neutralizing any grid -tuning condensers is 
worthy of note. The grid condenser is a Card- 
well Midway, 70 [4d. per section, and is 
mounted vertically (the shaft is horizontal but 
the condenser has been rotated through 9Q° 
around the shaft so that one set of the stator.' 
connections is at the bottom and the other set 

'The Bi -Push Tri -Band Exciter," W. W. Smith, 
W6BCX, RADIO, April, 1937. 

"A De -Luxe Version of the Bi -Push Exciter," F. R. 
Gonsett, RADIO, May, 1937. 

"All Bands with the Bi -Push," RADIO, June, 1937. 

Caption for Circuit Diagram 

Final Amplifier 
C1-50 ppfd. per section, 

6000 volt spacing 
C2-70 mild. per section, 

3000 volt spacing 
C3-16 pfd. 450 -volt elec- 

trolytic 
CN-"800-type" neutraliz- 

ing condensers 
R-10,000 ohms, 100 watts 

slider type 

Bi -Push 
C1-.004 pfd. mica 
C2-100-100 ppfd. midget 

split stator 
C3, C4-150 ppfd. mica 
C5-.004 pfd. mica 
C6-100-100 mild. midget 

split stator 
C7,C1, 500 ppfd. mica 
C9,Cio,Cii-.004 pfd. mica 
C 12--50 ppfd. midget, 1000 

volt spacing, isolantite 
insulation 

C13-.004 pfd. mica 
C14-4 pfd. 600 volt oil 

condensers (2) 
R1-300 ohms, 10 watts 
R_>-5000 ohms, 50 watts, 

wire -wound 
R3-10,000 ohms, 10 watts 
R4-300 ohms, 10 watts 
R5-5000 ohms, 50 watts, 

wire -wound 

Class -B 
T1-10 volt, 7.5 ampere 

filament transformer 

Peak -Limiting 
C1-10 pfd., 25 volt elect. 
C2-0.5 pfd. 400 volt tu- 

bular 
C3-8 pfd. 450 volt elect. 
C,-0.1 pfd. 400 volt tu- 

bular 
C5-10 pfd. 25 volt elect. 
Co -8 pfd. 450 volt elect. 
C7,CR-0.1 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular 
C9-0.5 pfd. 400 volt tu- 

bular 
C1o,C11-0.1 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular 
C 1 o,C 12-8 pfd. 450 volt 

elect. 
C14-0.1 pfd. 400 volt tu- 

bular 
C15-1.0pfd. 400 volt tu- 

bular 
R -5 megohms, 1/2 watt 
R0-5,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R3-50,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R4-250,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R5-250,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R6-10,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R7 - 500,000 ohm poten- 

tiometer 
R8-50,000 ohms, 1 watt 

Final Pow 
C1, C2-2 pfd. 2000 -volt 

filter condensers (4) 
R -500 -watt heater ele- 

ment, used when tuning 
up under low power 

R,, R2-50,000 ohm, 20 - watt resistors 
SW-Full-power reduce d 

power switch 

Modulator P 

C-2 pfd. 1500 -volt filter 
condensers (2) 

R -100,000 -ohm 2 0 -watt 
bleeder resistor 

CH -350 ma. swinging in - 

M1 -0-500 d.c. milliamme- 
ter 

M2-0-100 d.c. milliam- 
meter 

RFC -21/2 mh., 500 ma. r.f. 
choke 

T1-10 volt, 10 ampere 
filament transformer 

T2-Midget b.c.l. power 
transformer, 700 c.t. h.v. 

Exciter 
R6-Two 100,000 ohm, 2 

watt carbon resistors in 
parallel (50,000 ohms) 

R7-200 ohms, 10 watts 
R8-15,000 ohms, 10 watts 
R9-40,000 ohms, 20 watts 
840,11,12-50 ohms, 1 watt 

each 
M-0-200 d.c. milliamme- 

ter 
SW1 - D.p.d.t. crystal -se- 

lector switch 
SW2-Milliammeter selec- 

tor -switch 
SW3-Bios-shorting switch 
T1-6.3 v. at 4 amp. and 

5 v. at 3 amp. 
72-700 v. each side c.t., 

150 watts 
CH - 5-25 hy., 300 ma. 

swinging choke 

Modulator 
T> -300 -watt, multi -match 

output transformer 

Speech Amplifier 
R9--5,000 ohms, 1 watt 
Rio -50,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R,1,R12-250,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R13-2,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R14-250,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R15,R10-250,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R17,R+R-250,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R19--50,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R20-750 ohms, 10 watts 
R21-20,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R22-250,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R23-30,000 ohms, 1 watt 
R24 - 15,000 ohm poten- 

tiometer 
T1 - Power transformer; 

750 c.t., 5 volts 3 amps, 
6.3 volts 3 amps., 2.5 
volts 2 amps. 

T2-11/2/1 ratio interstage 
transformer reversed, 
primary to secondary 

T3-Multiple-match driver 
transformer 

CH1-200 ma. swing choke 
CH -20 hy., 100-200 ma. 

filter choke 

er Supply 
CH1-20 henry, 500 ma. 

filter choke 
CH2-500 ma. swinging in- 

put choke 
T1-2.5 volt, 10 ampere 

filament transformer 
T2-42 0 0 c.t., 500 ma. 

plate 
. transformer 

ower Supply 
put choke 

T1 -2.5 -volt, 1 0 -ampere 
filament transformer 

T2-3100 c.t., 350 ma. 
plate transformer 

50 e 
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FINAL R.F. 

AMPLIFIER 

Ti 

TO 125'S 
FILAMENTS 
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is at the top) . The condenser is then mounted 
upon a pair of small stand-off insulators from 
the chassis. The two bottom stator connections 
go through a pair of rubber grommets and, be- 
low chassis, are connected to the two appro- 
priate connections on the grid -coil socket. 

Then, the two neutralizing condensers are 
mounted upon the top connections of the stators 
of the same condenser. These neutralizers are 
re -vamped "800 -type" condensers, the kind 
whose top plate moves up and down upon a 
thread and whose bottom plate is mounted 
upon about a 1" stand-off insulator. The in- 
sulator for the bottom plate is removed and 
the one for the bracket that holds the top plate 
is reduced from about 21/2" to 1". Then a 
small bracket is made that mounts upon one 
of the stator connections and to it are fastened 
the bottom plate of the neutralizing condenser 
(direct electrical connection) and the 1" insu- 
lator for the top -plate bracket. The amplifier is 
then wired conventionally. The final stage photo- 
graph shows these connections in some detail. 

The grid coil for the final, also of the plug-in 
type and made by Decker, has its link wound 
integral and brought out to the socket. Thus 
the two socket leads are brought out to the 
feed-through's for the excitation from the Bi - 
Push. 

To the left, detail view 
of the main power sup- 
plies. Modulator supply 
on the bottom, final 
plate supply on the shelf 
above. Almost in view, 
tust below the final sup- 
ply, is the row of a.c.- 
line switches that control 

the rig. 

To the right, the final 
amplifier shelf. The grid - 
bias supply can be seen 
behind the plate tank in 
the rear. The trick neu- 
tralizing -condenser grid - 
condenser assembly can 
be clearly seen in the 
foreground. The filament 
transformer, through - 
deck mounted, can be 
seen in the right rear of 

the chassis. 

Grid bias for the tubes is obtained by a com- 
bination of resistor and power supply. The 
small bias supply, as seen to the left of the 
final chassis, consists of a midget power trans- 
former, an 80, a filter condenser of 16 tufd., and 
a bleeder. Since this little supply is capable of 
about 400 volts output and as only 125 volts 
of fixed bias are needed, the tap for the final 
grid return is made to the bleeder about one- 
third of the way up from the ground end. 

With no excitation to the final stage, the 
tubes are biased to cut-off by the 125 volts taken from the tap on the bias supply bleeder. This allows the Bi -Push to be keyed for break-in operation of the entire rig. As the excitation is applied, the 5000 ohms of resistance between 
the bottom of the bleeder and ground acts as resistance bias, assisted by the voltage of the bias pack. Since the majority of the bias, under normal operation, will arise from the rectified grid current of the tubes, it is possible to "get away" with very little filter on the bias pack. That is the reason for the small amount used in this case. 

Also mounted upon the chassis proper of the final stage is the filament transformer for the T -125's. This allows the use of short, heavy connecting leads with a consequent small drop in filament voltage. Also, it allows the 110 a.c. 
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to be conveniently brought up to this deck for 
the bias supply. 

Metering is accomplished by separate milli - 
ammeters in the plate and grid returns. A 
0-500 ma. serves in the plate and a 0-200 ma. 
in the grid. 

Neutralizing 
Due to the symmetry and short lead -length 

of the final stage, it will neutralize very well 
with no direct return in either the grid or plate 
split -stator condenser. However, if an unbal- 
anced load were coupled to the final tank, an 

unbalance might easily arise in the neutralizing 
circuit. To prevent such an occurrence from 
having any possible effect on the neutralization, 
the rotor of the grid condenser has been 
grounded. The plate condenser, however, is 

not returned and is mounted upon stand-off 
insulators. 

No provision has been rxiade for an antenna 
coupling arrangement since, as was mentioned 
at the head of the article, the rig is ' to be 
coupled to the load circuit by means of a link 
around the final tank. 

The r.f. choke between the center -tap of the 
plate tank and the plate milliammeter is one of 
the solenoid -wound h.f. variety. It is especially 
designed for operation on the 28 -Mc. band. 
However, since the rig is designed primarily 
for operation on 28 Mc. and since there is 
really but little need for this choke in a prop- 
erly -designed amplifier, the small amount of 
inductance furnished by this choke will not 
hinder operation. 

The Speech Amplifier 

The speech amplifier used with this trans- 
mitter is the one described in RADIO for last 
month ("Peak Compression-Applied to the 
Speech Amplifier", RADIO, Nov., 1937) . As a 
matter of fact, that speech amplifier was de- 
signed for use in this rig. The only change 
that was required in it after the installation of 
the amplifier in the rig was to place a shield, 
a piece of 20 -gauge sheet steel, over the bottom 
of the chassis. Before this was done there was 
a certain amount of a.c. that was capacitively 
coupled into the speech amp. from the power 
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The Bi -Push and power supply. Excitation for the tinal siege comes our tnr,.uyu tee , ive insulators in the back -drop of the chassis. The two crystals and their switch can be seen to the right of the deck. 

supply immediately below it. The installation 
of this shield completely eliminated the trouble. 

The plate and filament power for the speech 
amplifier come on at the same time and are 
applied when the filaments of the transmitter 
are lighted. However, when the c.w. switch 
on the power supply panel is opened, the power 
is removed from the speech amp. at the same 
time as it is removed from the modulator and 
the modulator power supply. Thus, only the 
units that are actually required are in use when 
operating on c.w.; all others are removed from 
the line. 

The jack for the crystal microphone is 
brought out to the front of the panel. This is 
permissible since the transmitter will be in- 
stalled only a short distance from the operating 
table. If it were to be rem'óte controlled, some 
other means of coupling the speech energy from 
the microphone to the speech amplifier would 
be required. Under most conditions a pre- 
amplifier at the microphone, coupled to the 
speech amplifier through a low -impedance line, 
would be the most satisfactory solution. 

Si 

The Modulator 
A pair of Taylor 203Z's are used in the high- 

level class -B modulator. They operate at 1250 
volts and are supplied their plate voltage from 
a separate power supply. 

There is really very little to describe on this 
deck; there are only the tubes, their filament 
transformer, the Thordarson Multi -Match out- 
put transformer and the plate milliammeter 
mounted upon it. The driving transformer for 
the class -B tubes is mounted on the chassis be- 
low, in the speech amplifier, and the grid 
energy is brought to the tubes through a cable 
and plug arrangement. 

The output transformer is adjusted (by 
means of the taps on the primaries and sec- 
ondaries) so that the two modulator tubes are 
operated into a load of about 10,000 ohms plate -to -plate. Since the final amplifier oper- 
ates normally at 300 ma. with 1800 volts ap- plied, this represents a load condition of 6000 
ohms at 540 watts. By adjusting the trans- former impedance ratio so that the 203Z's are 

[Continued on Page 76) 
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The exciter, built for rack 
mounting, and its power 

supply. 

40 HTT3 ON SIH B ONDS 
Two crystals and five single -winding coils 

cover five bands or one crystal and the same 
number of coils cover four bands, all at full 
power output. By the addition of one coil, 
five meters may be covered at somewhat reduc- 
ed output. These are some of the unusual 
specifications of the exciter -transmitter to be 
described in this article. 

Other features are the fact that all tubes are 
used on all bands except the two lower fre- 
quency ones, 80 and 160 meters, and the desir- 
able convenience that 80- or 160 -meter crystals 
are used in the oscillator stage for output on 
all bands, even down to 5 meters. This is 
highly desirable since the new variable -fre- 
quency crystals are commercially available only 
for operation on the 80 -meter band. 

To get even fair coverage of a 40-kc. wide 
band on ten meters by changing crystals, at least 
five crystals are needed and even then the car- 
rier is limited to only five spots in this band. 
However, there are available on the market sev- 
eral variable crystal units of the 80 -meter AT - 
cut type in which variations of the fundamental 
frequency of 5-kc. or larger are obtainable. This 
variation is accomplished by means of an ad- 
justment of the pressure and air -gap of the 
crystal holder. These units sell for only a dollar 
or so more than a single fixed 40 -meter crystal. 
The saving is obvious; one crystal for one spot 
in the band, or, for a few dollars more, your 
choice of any spot within 40 kc. port 10, 20 kc. 

on 20, etc. 

.2.t 2S2/ 
By M. A. McCOY,* W60MP, ex-W5CXJ 

Since forty meter variable -frequency crystals 
remain flimsy experimental objects, it was de- 
cided to use one of the eighty meter units and 
to design the exciter for "octupling" or dou- 
bling three times instead of twice as is more 
common. 

The final result is quite similar to the "Bi - 
Push" in many respects. In fact, the final 6L6 
stage of the original unit is used intact; only 
the two 6A6 stages have been changed. There 
is little to discard in building the new unit 
from the old, and only a few additional low cost 
parts and a pair of 6L6's to replace the 6A6's 
are needed. Thus, is one desires a variable fre- 
quency crystal on 14 or 28 Mc. with a variable 
gap 80 m. crystal, he need but modify his "Bi - 
Push," to conform to the exciter described here. 

There are no changes in the coils with the 
exception of the jumpers on the forty meter coil 
which have been changed from push-pull to 
push -push arrangement. Additional coils for 
the one -sixty and eighty -meter bands have been 
added and information is given for a five meter 
coil should it be desired. The five prong crystal 

*3228 Estara Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 
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COIL TABLE 

Coil Band Wire 
Size 

No. Turns End Connections 
At Pins 

Jumpers 
From 

Center Tap 
To Pin 

LIA 160 No. 24 66 2 and 4 2 to 1 

and 
4 to 5 

3 

LIB 80 No. 24 34 2 and 4 2 to 1 

and 
4 to 5 

3 

L2 80 No. 24 34 2 and 4 4 to 1 

and 
2 to 5 

3 

L3 40 No. 18 18 2 and 4 4 to 1 

and 
2 to 5 

3 

L4 20 No. 14 8 2 and 4 4 to 1 

and 
2 to 5 

3 

L5A 10 No. 14 4 1 and 3 3 to 5 
and 

1 to 4 

none 

Also needed when using a forty -meter crystal to go to five meters 

L;, B 10 No. 14 4 2 and 4 4 to 1 

and 
2 to 5 

3 

L6 5 No. 12 2 1 and 3 3 to 5 
and 

1 to 4 

none 

socket has been replaced with one of the six 
prong variety for very definite reasons to be 
explained later. 

If 160 -meter excitation is not required from 
this unit, a single eighty -meter crystal will suf- 
fice for all the other bands. But in this case 
the 160 -meter coil is replaced with a second 
eighty -meter coil, L1, with its jumpers arranged 
for push-pull. 

The arrangement, coil placement, etc., for 
different bands is as follows: 

Five and Ten 
For ten meters plug the crystal into Si plac- 

ing the prongs into socket holes 2 and 5. The 
forty -meter coil is placed in S2, the twenty - 
meter coil in S3 and the ten -meter coil in S4. 
The rig is now operating with VT1 as a doubling 
oscillator, VT2 as a single -ended doubler, and 
VT3 with VT4 as a push -push doubler. It is 
practically impossible for the push -push doubler 
to radiate any of the fundamental or odd har- 
monics of the frequency driving it, so this set- 
up makes a safe doubler -final. 

The output in this case with only a three - 
hundred -volt B -supply is a good twenty-five 
watts. With a five -hundred -volt B -supply, and 
with R9 to keep the plates of the first two 6L6's 

at 350 volts or less, the r.f. output from the 
final stage is a good forty or forty-five watts. 

To work the rig on five use the same set up 
as for ten but replace the ten -meter coil with 
the five -meter one. The 6L6's work here as a 
fairly efficient quadrupler with an output of 
fifteen or twenty watts with a five -hundred -volt 
B -supply. 

Twenty 
For twenty -meter operation the crystal re- 

mains in Si and the eighty -meter coil L2 re- 
places the forty -meter coil in S2. The forty - 
meter one moves up to S3 and the twenty -meter 
coil goes into. S4. The rig now operates as a 
6L6 straight oscillator driving a single 6L6 
doubler which drives the 6L6 push -push final 
on twenty meters. 

Forty Meters 
To change to forty meters move the crystal to 

S2, insert the shorting plug (see diagram) in S1, 
move the eighty -meter coil to S3 and place the 
forty -meter coil in S4. Now the shorting plug 
has shorted the cathode coil of VT1 and con- 
nected that tube so that it works with VT2 as 
a push-pull eighty -meter oscillator driving VT3- 
VT4 as a push -push doubler to forty meters. 
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Note that so far every tube has been used for 
every band. 

Output on Eighty 

If it is desired to use the eighty -meter crystal 
and operate the exciter with its output on eighty 
meters, the crystal is plugged into S3 eliminating 
all the coils except the eighty meter coil L1 

which plugs into S4. VT1 and VT2 are elimi- 
nated by placing the meter switch in position 
four. VT3 and VT4 operate as a push-pull os- 

cillator. Note that the eighty -meter coil L2 is 

used when the rig is operated on twenty and 
forty, and that the eighty -meter coil L1 is 

used only in S4 when that stage is the oscillator. 
This is because L2 is connected for push -push 
and L1 for push-pull. 

If a 160 -meter crystal is to be used when the 
rig is operated on eighty, L3 is wound for one - 
sixty instead of eighty meters. Then, with the 
160 -meter crystal plugged into S2, the shorting 
plug in S1, and the 160 -meter coil in S3, the 
eighty -meter coil L2 plugs into S4 to operate 
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tubes 

the final as a push -push doubler to eighty 
meters. It is, in this case, driven by VT1-VT2 
as a push-pull oscillator. 

One -Sixty 

For 160 -meter operation the crystal plugs 
into S3, the 160 -meter coil into S4, and the 
meter switch is placed in position four. VT1- 
VT2 are thus eliminated and VT3-VT4 operate 
as a push-pull oscillator. 

Full Output on 5 

For greatest output efficiency on five meters 
but with no ability to QSY, a forty -meter crys- 
tal may be plugged into S1 and the cathode coil, 
L1, changed to ten turns. The twenty -meter coil 
then goes into S2 and the ten -meter coil is 
changed to correspond with the connections on 
the other push -push coils. It then plugs into 
S3 with the five -meter coil in S4. With this 
arrangement VT1 acts as a doubling oscillator 
to twenty with VT2 a single doubler to ten 
and VT3-VT4 a push -push doubler to five. 
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Back view of the rack -mounted exciter. Note the 
power -supply plug on the left end of the chassis. 

Coils 

Several manufacturers have marketed coils 
designed especially for the original Bi -Push, but 
for the benefit of those who prefer to roll their 
own and who do not have a copy of April 
RADIO the necessary dope is given herewith 
for the original coils and for the special coils 
required by this arrangement. 

All coils are wound on 11/2" diameter forms. 
The five- and ten -meter coils are spaced to be 
1" in winding length. The other coils are 
spaced to cover 13/4". Isolantite or "air wound" 
forms are much to be preferred for five, ten, 
and twenty and are recommended for the rest 
of the bands. 

The Metering -Switching Arrangement 

Seven -prong coil forms could be used instead 
of five and a jumper run between the two extra 
prongs. The cathodes of VT1 and VT2 could 
then be run through the socket S3i so the extra 
jumper would return them to ground only when 
a coil was in S3. This would automatically dis- 
connect the B supply from VT1-VT2 when their 
plate voltage was removed, thus protecting their 
screens from overload. 

The switch S as shown could be replaced by 
a plug -jack system for metering. Seven -prong 
sockets would then be needed to disconnect the 
screens automatically as described above. Also, 
a double -pole -double -throw t o g g l e switch 
would be required to short out Rs in one posi- 
tion, R12 in the other to change VT3-VT4 from 
a push-pull oscillator to a push -push doubler. 
However, S is recommended as it makes a much 

neater metering arrangement and accomplishes 
all switching at the same time. 

When S is in position number one the mil- 
liammeter is in the cathode of VT1. In the 
second position the meter is in the cathode of 
VT2, and in the third position it is in series with 
the cathodes of VT3-VT4. In positions 1, 2, 

and 3 the cathodes not running through the 
meter are connected to ground, R12 is shorted 
out to place full B -supply voltage on the final, 
and Rs is in the circuit thus allowing it to 
bias properly the final for doubling. 

With S in position number four the cathodes 
of VI'1 VT2 are open (thus protecting their 
screens) , Rs is shorted out to bias VT3-VT4 
properly as an oscillator, the cathodes of VT3- 
VT4 pass through the meter to ground, and 
R12 is not shorted out (left in the circuit) . 

Insuring Your Crystals 

The best way of obtaining long crystal life 
is to be certain no strain is placed on the crystal 
from abnormal voltages. For this reason the 
voltage on VT1-VT2 is kept at all times below 
three hundred and fifty volts. With this voltage 
the crystal current is very low when the crystal 
is plugged into S1 or S2. Since neither of these 
stages is keyed, there is no keying strain on the 
crystal. 

When the crystal is plugged into S3 so that 
VT3-VT4 act as the oscillator, the plate voltage 
on these two tubes is lowered by placing the 
switch in the fourth position, thus removing the 
short from R12. When this stage is keyed as 
the oscillator, care must be taken to insure that 
the voltage across R10, the bleeder resistor, does 
not exceed four hundred fifty volts with the 
key up. With the key down it should be held 
below four hundred volts. This is done by ad- 
justing R10 and R12 until the proper voltages 
are obtained. With R12 at approximately 1500 
ohms and R10 at 14,000 ohms a five -hundred - 
volt, well -regulated B -supply will produce about 
450 volts across R10 with the key up and about 
350 volts with the key closed. 

It is recommended that the plate voltage on 
VT1-VT2 be adjusted to 300 volts or lower by 
means of R9. Higher voltages may be used 
under certain conditions, but the strain on the 
crystal will be proportionately greater. 

The Doubling Oscillator 
For those who have had trouble in making a 

doubling oscillator work properly, VT1 as such 
an oscillator in this rig will be a revelation. It 
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is actually easier to make work than a straight 
oscillator, the only critical element being the 
cathode coil. This coil should follow the speci- 
fications quite accurately. It is wound of twenty- 
three turns of number eighteen wire wound one 
and a quarter inches long on a form seven - 
eighths of an inch in diameter. 

This oscillator tunes verb broadly in the plate 
circuit, there being a total absence of the sud- 
den jump into oscillation noticed on straight 
oscillators. However, with the values given here 
it is practically impossible to get the circuit into 
self -oscillation; and at no time does the crystal 
lose control of the frequency. 

This type of oscillator is quite active ; it will 
often work perfectly with the crystal in such a 

poor condition that it will hardly oscillate in a 

straight oscillator. 
A small parasitic choke L9 is placed in the 

plate circuit of VT3, because the high transcon- 
ductance of the 6L6 tube causes a tendency 
toward u.h.f parasitics no matter what the cir- 

cuit design. This choke is wound from number 
eighteen wire with a lead pencil as a form and 
is composed of six turns unless the final is to 
be used also on five meters, in which case it is 

reduced to three turns. It must be placed ex- 

actly at the plate pin on VT,-not an inch or 
so away. 

In order to isolate tuning condenser C2 from 
the crystal circuit when the crystal is inserted 
into S2, it was necessary to connect the con- 
denser from the plate of VT, to pin number 
three of S2. With this method the condenser 
is only from plate to center tap of whatever 
coil is placed in S2. in spite of the reduced 
tuning range of this condenser, the effective 
capacity is ample to tune the entire amateur 
band on any coil. 

Use number fourteen or sixteen wire in wir- 
ing this unit. Number fourteen enameled with 
spaghetti is ideal. In case a wooden chassis is 

used, a common ground (a piece of heavy cop- 

per strip, wire, or tubing) should be run the 
length of the chassis. 

The Power Supply 

The power supply to be used depends on the 

output desired. A supply similar to that used 
on the Bi -Push will be very satisfactory. Any 

well regulated 300- to 500 -volt supply will do 

as long as it will stand a steady drain of 250 

to 300 ma. Be certain that the condensers will 
stand any rise in plate voltage that may be 

brought about by the changing current require - 

Bottom view. The 3 -gang Yaxley switch on the 
left is used as meter switch, and to short out the 
grid leak on VT3-VT4 when they are used as 

oscillators. 

ments of this unit. Because of the common 
filament supply, if the rig is to be keyed it is 

recommended that the filaments not be con- 
nec`.ed to ground except through the r.f. ground- 
ing condenser C13. 

If the power supply does not deliver more 
than 350 volts, R9 and R12 may be eliminated. 
In order to remove the heat that they produce 
from the r.f. chassis, it is recommended that 
these two resistors be mounted on the power 
supply. 

Keying and Modulation 

Keying is accomplished by breaking the ca- 

thode lead VT3-VT4 as indicated in the schema- 
tic diagram. The key is always inserted in this 
jack, J3, regardless of the band of operation. 
T,he small amount of cathode bias on the 
6L6G's is enough to hold the plate current 
within reasonable limits during the tuning pro- 
cess but not enough to allow one of the previ- 
ous stages to be keyed. For this reason the 
final stage is keyed on all bands. 

By using a screen -dropping resistor, it is 

possible, as in the "Bi -Push", to plate and 
screen modulate the 6L6G's from a single wind- 
ing on the modulation transformer. A single 
output winding of 3000 to 3500 ohms is re- 

quired on the modulation transformer. 

Tuning Up 

When the final is used as a push-pull oscil- 
lator, be certain that switch S is in position four. 
Then tune for maximum output. This stage as 

an oscillator will draw from 100 to 200 ma. 
Be careful not to pick the wrong harmonic 

of the crystal's fundamental. An absorption - 
[Continued on Page 90) 
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With the mere mention of the 6L6 as a driver 
possibility, a lot of well-informed engineers 
would probably throw up their hands. But they 
could not have thought of how easily the plate 
impedance of these tubes may be lowered by 
stabilized feedback-and thus to suit them to 

use as excellent class -B drivers. 

By DOUGLAS FORTUNE,* W9Ui'C 

The adaptability of beam power tubes as 
class -B drivers is of particular interest, espe- 
cially to phone operators whose modulators re- 
quire a considerable amount of grid driving 
power. Usually, the driving merits of a tube 
are judged on the basis of power output alone, 
and in these cases the trend is quite naturally 
toward the use of beam power tubes. The choice 
of these tubes is an unfortunate one if they are 
used as ordinary tetrodes; however, if they are 
operated with a certain amount of inverse feed- 
back, the beam power tubes may surpass the 
performance of even the best triodes. 

Assuming that the output of a prospective 
driver tube is adequate to supply the grid losses 
of a given class -B stage, another important con- 
sideration is that the driver tube have low plate 
resistance. Although the power output of a 
pair of 6L6's, for instance, may be sufficient for 
most amateur purposes, the plate resistance of 
these tubes is so high that their use will result 
in severe driver distortion. 

At this point it may be well to review briefly 

* 500 West Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

the requirements imposed on the driver stage. 
A power tube may be considered a source of 
perfect regulation which supplies power through 
its plate resistance. In the case of a driver, 
this power must be supplied to the variable 
impedance of a class -B grid. In figure 1 is 
shown an equivalent class -B grid circuit. 

Power is supplied to RG, the instantaneous 
class -B grid impedance, through RP/N2, the 
equivalent impedance of the driver tubes re- 
ferred to one class -B grid. So long as RG re- 
mains constant, the voltage across RG bears a 
constant relation to laEG (the voltage applied 
to the driver grids) regardless of the value of 
Rp/N2. However, RG does not remain constant 
but varies over the audio cycle, decreasing as 
!IEG increases. The voltage drop across RP/N2 
is thus a variable resulting in a voltage across 
RG which is not proportional to p.EG, and the 
larger the value of RP/N2 the greater will be 
the variation in voltage across RG. The actual 
value of RP/N2 varies directly with the im- 
pedance of the driver tubes and inversely as the 
square of the step-down ratio of the driver 

FIGURE 1 
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transformer. Thus it may be seen, if the class -B 
stage is to be driven properly, that the plate 
resistance of the driver tubes must be low and 
the driver transformer must have as high a 
step-down ratio as possible. 

Plotting Figure 4 

In order to show the effect of high plate 
resistance, a pair of 6L6's operating as tetrodes 
at 300 volts was set up in the circuit of figure 
2, and the value of R was varied from 1000 to 
10,000 ohms. The plate resistance of the 6L6's 
and the turns ratio of the output transformer in 
figure 2 correspond to RP/N2 in figure 1 and 
likewise R to RG. The actual measured values 
of voltage across R with a steady signal applied 
to the 6L6 grids are shown in figure 4, curve A. 

It may be seen that, as the value of R de- 
creases, the voltage across R drops off rapidly 
due to the high plate resistance of the 6L6's. 
Actually, if R were a class -B grid, the wave- 
form of the signal would be rounded off due 
to the fact that at the peak of the wave where 
the value of R is least, the voltage has decreased. 

If, while still retaining its high output capa- 
bilities, the plate resistance could be reduced to 
a reasonable value, the 6L6 would make an 
ideal driver. This reduction in plate resistance 
may be accomplished through inverse feedback, 
by means of which the beam power tube may 
be made to take on the characteristics of a tri- 
ode, the plate resistance of which decreases in 
proportion to the amount of inverse feedback. 

In figure 3 is shown a push-pull circuit with 
inverse feedback. A certain amount of voltage 
developed across the tertiary winding Tl is fed 
back out of phase with the signal applied to 
the grids, the net results being a reduction in 
the amplification factor of the tube and, most 
important in this case, a reduction in the plate 
resistance. The effective plate resistance of the 
6L6 is now a function of the ratio of T1 to T2, 

and it is equal to the normal plate resistance 

of 22,500 ohms in parallel with an impedance 
of T2/GMT1, in which GM is the mutual con- 
ductance of the tube. With 10 per cent feed- 
back, the plate resistance of the 6L6 is 1600 
ohms, which is considerably less than the orig- 
inal value of 22,500 ohms. With 16.6 per cent 
feedback, the plate resistance decreases to 960 
ohms. Higher values of inverse feedback may 
be used with a corresponding decrease in plate 
resistance; however, the necessary grid driving 
voltage may become excessive. 

In order to show the improvement in regula- 
tion obtained by inverse feed-back, 10 per cent 
feedback was applied to the circuit of figure 2. 
The same output transformer was used so that 
any improvement in regulation would be due 
directly to the decrease in plate resistance. For 
ease of comparison, the input signal was ad- 
justed to bring the voltage across the 10,000 
ohm value of R to 100 volts. The values of 
voltage across R are shown by curve B, figure 4. 
It may be seen that there is a considerable im- 
provement in the regulation ; a further improve- 
ment results with 16.6 per cent feedback. 

Since comparatively high voltages may be 
used and the 6L6, the driver transformer may 
have a fairly high step down ratio. It is inter- 
esting to compare the driving merits of the 6L6 
with those of the 2A3. Although the plate re- 
sistance of the 6L6 with 16.6 per cent inverse 
feedback is 960 ohms, which is higher than the 
800 ohms of the 2A3, the value of RP/N2 in 
figure 1 is considerably less for 6L6's due to the 
higher permissible step down ratio of the driver 
transformer. Assuming that the class -B stage 
consists of a pair of 203A's, the driving power 
is 10 watts and the peak grid voltage is 155 
volts. With push-pull 2A3's operating at 300 
volts, the effective value of RP/N2 in figure 1 

is 240 ohms. With 6L6's operating at 400 
volts with 16.6 per cent inverse feedback, the 
value of RP/N2 is only 120 ohms. The peak 
grid -to -grid signal voltage is 112 volts for the 
6L6's compared to the 120 volts required by 
the 2A3's. It may be seen that a pair of 6L6's 
is somewhat superior to a pair of 2A3's, and 
in some cases compares favorably with push- 
pull parallel 2A3's. 

In conclusion, there is one caution to be 
observed in connection with the feedback opera- 
tion of 6L6's as drivers. With regular class -A 
tubes, it is customary to excite the driver grids 
up to the point of grid current in order to 
obtain a high driver transformer step down 
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ratio. However, in the case of the 616's (which 
for driver purposes, operate with a plate to 
plate load several times greater than the opti- 
mum value for maximum power output) , grid 
excitation should be somewhat below the grid 
current point. The maximum allowable grid 
signal may be determined as follows: without 
feedback, the signal voltage Ep developed in the 
plate circuit is equal to l.tEG, where F.t is the am- 
plification factor of the tube and EG is the grid 
signal. With a certain amount of feedback N, 
the necessary grid signal is increased by N4tEG, 
so that the total grid voltage is now NiiEG -}- 

µEG. The amplification factor with feedback 
.tF is thus 

EG P- 

or 
NµEG I- l.tEG N1t + 1 

Now consider a hypothetical curve EG = O 

on the reconstructed plate family of the 6L6 
with inverse feedback. The tube drop due to 
the static current IS is ISRF, where RF is the 
equivalent plate resistance with feedback. The 
difference between the supply voltage E and the 
tube drop is equal to the peak plate signal. 
Thus E - ISRF - f1FE GF, where EGF is the 
peak allowable grid signal with feedback. 

Therefore EGF = 
E ISRF 

and for a push-pull driver 

2(E-IsRF) 
EGF 

Since (IF 

Then EGF 

Nt -}- 1 

2 (E - IsRF) (Nti. + 1) 

E-1 

remembering that RF is the parallel combina- 
tion of RE., the original plate resistance of the 
tube without feedback and 1/NGM. 

Distortion will result if a grid to grid signal 
greater than EGF is applied, although EGF is 
well below the grid current point. In the case 
of 6L6's with 16.6 per cent inverse feedback, 
the maximum permissible value of EGF is 112 
volts, although grid current does not flow until 

the peak grid to grid signal is 152 volts. The 
value of EGF is based on the assumption that 
the 6L6's are operating with full grid excitation 
into an open load. This condition, of course, 
never occurs because, with full grid excitation 
there is a definite load on the 6L6's, and the 
permissible grid voltage is somewhat increased. 
However, to be on the safe side, the maximum 
value of grid excitation is EGF. This limitation 
must be taken into account in the design of 
the driver transformer, so that maximum class -B 
output occurs with a peak driver signal of EGF. 

Rac&oddüieS 
Every VQ3 call is an abbreviation of the 

owner's name. 

W4DLH grows and packs CQ brand to- 
matoes. 

The energy equivalent to that in a pound of 
porterhouse steak would keep a dry -cell tube 
burning continuously for 8 hours. 

We always thought hams were not supposed 
to drink. Now we are sure we were correct. 
A printed list of cocktail recipes in our posses- 
sion is captioned not for amateurs. 

A news item in a Philadelphia daily (tnx to 
W3HCY) says that hams are not permitted 
below 180 meters, but that often they may use 
the "special low of 20 meters." 

A single electron passing a given point in 
one second produces a current of one ten -mil- 
lion million millionths of an ampere. 

A crystal at the yearly tick -rate of a watch 
would generate just a little over a hundred kilo- 
cycles. 

Current is carried through the human body 
by ions instead of electrons. This accounts for the fact that a high frequency current is not as injurious as one of low frequency. When the frequency is high, the heavy ions cannot be dis- placed very far. 
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Let the winds blow. 
VE3QK thrusts out 
his lower lip and de- 
terminedly balances 
himself on the house- 
top to measure the 
voltage at the base 
of VE3WX'S vertical 
antenna. The meas- 
uring device-a neon 
lamp. 

OEPHRTENTS 
Dx 

Yarn of the Month 

Postscripts & Announcements 

56 Megacycles 

The Open Forum 

Radio Literature 
Question Box 
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Following is the frequency list for c.w. stations, although there are a few 'phone 
frequencies listed too, as marked. We do not guarantee the exact accuracy of these, as 
no two hams report a station exactly the same. However, this is more or less an average 
taken from all the reports received. We hope it will help. Cut this list out, add to it 
the one to be published next month. 

7 Mc. 

FP8PX 7020 
VP2LA 7135 
VP3BG 7012 
PK1MF 7018 
ZE1JI 7012 
YS1FM 7028 
UT3AC 7028 

14 Mc. 

UPOL 13995 
CN8AG 13990 
U1AP 14425 
U8 ID 14405-14430 
U9ML 14390 
U9AW 14420 
U9AC 14416 
U6SE 14418 
U3FB 14410 
U5OF 14430 
U9MF 14435 
U6AN 14445 
U9AX 14390 
U9MI 14000 
U5AH 14430 
CR7AW 14300 
VU7FY 14380 
ZC6AQ 14275 
AA5CN 14450 
F2AQ 14420 
TG1S 14430 
PF2DB 14300 
FA8DA 14035 
XU3MA 14070 
VU2FH 14150 
VQ8AS 14130 
VO6D 14400 
VO6JQ 14300 
YV2CU 14400 
YI7LC 14400 
XU8HM 14015 
EA7AV 14420 
VQ8AF 14350 
VQ8AB 14300 
HS1BJ 14070 
FI8AC 14300 
FB8AB 14260 
UX1CR 14420 
HH3L 14320 
FY8E 14425 
YV5AB 14250 
PK1RI 14380 
UK8IA 14300-14370 
VS4CS 14265 
YU7TE 14410-14445 
CN8AR 14320 
HB9CE 14300 
YR5CF 14420 
LY1S 14410 
SU2TW 14400 
FP8PX 14300 
SV1RX 14280 
H H4AS 14325 
HA3Q 14415 

VU2CV 14290 
SU1DB 14300 
ZE1JN 14360 
ZE1JI 14375 
VU2LJ 14300 
ES2D 14350 
SV1KE 14270 
YM4AD 14415 
YR5HC 14415 
MX2B 14300 
LA31 14310 
OK3TW 14380 
VQ8AE 14000 
VS7RF 14320 
YI2BA 14280 
ES8D 14350 
VU2AV 14415 
ZS4A 14385 
VP2LA 14030 
VQ8AG 14430 
ZS3F 14330 
ST2CM 14360 
CT1ZZ 14005 
H B9AZ 14390 
OX2QY 14360 
VE5LD 14030 
FF8AH 14320 
J20Y 14140 
ZA4X 14420 
XZ1S 14260 
VR2FF 14140 
YS2B 14410 
HZ5NI 14410 
XU8AZ 14440 
VQ8AE 14015 
FR8VX 14420 
XU8RL 14320 
KA1CS 14325 
HC1JW 14400 
HP1AA 14300 
FT4AZ 14010 

28 Mc. 

VO3X 28115 
PA1PN 28060 
ON4AU 28020 
G2XC 28025 
GM6NX 28100 
G6RB 28100 
G2PL 28160 
ON4RX 28050 
ON4HC 28040 
OK1PK 28040 
D3DSR 28060 
G5BJ 28225 
PA1AZ 28010 
EI6G 28310 
EI7F 28200 
EI5F 28300 
F3CX 28060 
G6IR - 28030 
OK1AA 28010 
F8E0 28100 
F3KH 28080 
G5QY 27175 
G6YL 28180 

ON4FT 
G6WY 
GM6RV 

28150 
28100 

J28050- 
Ì28250 

F8TQ 28150 
PA1GN 28040 
TF5C 28175 
G2TK 28215 
GW6KJ 28110 
VU2AU 28075 
U9MI 28200 
VU2CQ 28200 
U3FB 28150 
U9AW 28160 
U9ML 28120 
SV1RX 28190 
LA4P 28160 
ZS1AH 28050-28092 
ZT1J 28330-28550 
ZE1JJ 28230 
ZT6Y 28100-28330 
ZT6AU 28200 
ZT2Q 28070 
ZT6AK 28100 
ZU6P 28325 (fone) 
ZS6T 28120 
ZS6AJ 28085 (fone) 
ZE1JR 28175 (tone) 
F8WK 28135 
F8BS 28130 
F8GQ 28075 
G8HS 28470 
F8RR 28200 
G5BD 28500 
OK2MV 28125 
OK3VA 28135 
OK1FF 28040 
CT1KH 28210 
CN8AV 28530 
K5AY 28050 
HR4AF 28350 
EI9J 28220 
D3BMP 28000 
D4FND 28075 
YL2CD 28170 
OH2NM 28300 
OH2NB 28075 
YR5CF 28040 
I1 KN 28260 
YM4AA 28000 
PY1BR 28320(e.w.fone) 
PY3BY 28290 
LA4P 28240 
J3FJ 28050 
OA4J 28300 
LU6AX 28200 
LU5AN 28030 
LU7AZ 28200 
ZL1DV 28125 
ZL1MR 28100 

Fg8ÁQ 
28200 
28000 

LU3DH 28180 
GMSKF 28200 
VU2CQ 28320 
VK5KO 28000 
K5AG 28170 
T12RC 28115 
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HERD. BECKER, W6QD 
Readers are invited to send monthly contributions 
for publication in these columns direct to Mr. 
Becker, 1117 West 45th Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Here we are rolling into the last part of the year. 
Now when you look back doesn't it seem that plenty 
of dx has gone under the bridge? Yessir, I'll bet 
that if we could tabulate all of the good stuff you 
fellows have knocked over we could take their QSL 
cards and when placed end to end would reach from 
W8CRA's shack on the hill to Antarctica . and 
then maybe back again to W1JPE ... 'way back there 
on his Connecticut "farm". Speaking of W1JPE, 
"By" Goodman, reminds me of the few days he spent 
with us around "town", after he had attended the 
Southwestern Division convention in Tempe, Arizona. 
He met a lot of the boys around Los Angeles and 
after seeing the "sights" we put him on the train .. . 

he just did make it, too, as it was pulling out. "By" 
looked like a ballet dancer when he made the flying 
leap for the car platform. 

And now, speaking of the convention, a thousand 
bouquets should be tossed to "Red" Harkins, 
W6BUQ, who put on one of the best conventions 
we ever attended . . . and he did it almost single 
handed. Tempe, a small western town, was with us 
100 per cent. "Red" had the whole town decorated 
and met the train from L. A. with a parade of cars 
including the fire engine. W6BUQ had a program 
that should set an example for others to follow. I 

asked W1JPE if California was the first leg of his 
"Dx Expedition" and his reply, "Phooey, we got your 
dollar." CXW and CUH hopped on him because 
they are both blasting holes in the "layer" again and 
could use a few countries. 

Here is a good spot for a correction. Last month 
we recorded the 'phone WAC of W6NNR in 1 hour 
and 40 minutes as being made on September 28th. 
This should have been September 8th, not the 28th. 
To think, in the eyes of many hams, we could have 
made a prevaricator (?) out of W6NNR. Our apol- 
ogies. Incidently, how many 'phone WAC's have 
been made in this time or less? NNR's was made 
without previous schedules. 

A word from Bob Jardine, G6QX, says he still 
has 35 zones and 75 countries. Bob is doing a bit 
of rebuilding including a couple of new sticks. He 
is also changing his transmitter around some, and has 

installed a Bi -Push exciter. 
W5BB in Austin, Texas, has been doing some swell 

work on both c.w. and fone. He has 38 zones and 

91 countries at present. Some of the best include 
FL8AC, GM6RG, FY8E, HH3L, YVSAB, CR7AW, 
YI2BA, UKBIA, VS4CS, YU7TE, CN8AR, HB9CE, 
YRSCF, LY1S, SU2TW, and XU1CR. W5BB uses 

a couple of 100TH's with about 750 watts, and the 
receiver is an NC101 X. He is the brother-in-law .of 

Wilmer Allison, W5VV, the tennis whizz. They 
live right next door to each other; in fact 5VV's 
transmitting antenna is within 50 feet of 5BB's. Inci- 
dentally, W5VV now has 94 countries. 

Hank Jones, W6GCT, at Mission Beach, Calif., 
hit a queer night a while back. To be exact it was 
October 18th and starting at 10:40 p.m. P.s.t. he 
worked the following on 20 -meter phone: LA6A, 
F3HM, F3NF, F3OO, F3LR, F3HL, F8DC, F3HZ, 
and finished with F8UE at 1:15 a.m. All QSO's were 
100 % and the reports were all 8 and 9. Henry is 
wondering if any others found conditions unusual 
that night. 

W6MCG has been running 225 watts to his 838 
and from July 4th to October 10th he has hung up 
an extraordinarily good record by working 155 differ- 
ent European stations and 8 Africans. Among these 
were: 58 G's, 6 OZ's, 7 OK's, 20 F's, 3 GI's, 4 EI's, 
3 OE's, 3 SM's, 15 ON's, 9 PA's, 12 D's, and 6U's. 
This was all done on 14 Mc. and I think it's swell. 
G6WY has added new ones by hooking up with 
FQ8A and FQ8AB, located in Senegal and Gaboon 
respectively. SU1WM told G6WY that he worked 
AC4AA who gave his QRA as Tsin -ho, Kan Postal 

We can't prove it, but this is 
W7BYW. We don't know if he got 
this way going after dx, or if the 
dx bug got him instead. After look- 
ing at this picture we have decided 
it was the dx bug that got him and 
he should be in the dx bughouse. 

Office, Llasa. Both G6WY and G2ZQ have received 
their cards from AC4YN confirming QSO's. FQ8A 
is on 28 Mc. only and possibly is old FQ3AA. Our 
old friend OK1AW is heard from and informs us 
that he has 31 zones and 86 countries. W6FZY 
works UX1CR for his 38th zone and U9ML for his 
39th. Countries are 101., 

VE3TO is all .for getting on 40. He has checked 
and found that last year in November, December 
and January with 30 watts input he had good QSO's 
with the following on 7 Mc. SP7IH, G6SW, OE3AH, 
G6VQ, CX1BN, F8NE, HAF4H, F3AU, F8WQ, 
D4IZI, HAF8C, SV1AZ, OK2PN, GMSYG, 
GM6NX, ON4SL, D3BIT and a flock of XE's, CM's 
and VP's. All of them seemed to be between 7000 
and 7100 kc. W9ALV received a card from VS6AO 
just 25 days from the date of the QSO. New stations 
for W9ALV are VQ8AS, FIBAC, UBID, YU7XX, 
CN8AV, VU2FX, KA1QL, YV5AP and UK8IA. 
Hey, you guys ... how about the frequencies for all 
the newer stuff. We'll put it in the frequency list. 
W8CKY has been on 10 most of the time, and was 
the first W to work a U9 on 28 Mc. He also hooked 
J3FJ on 10 which is a good piece of work. 

The gang in southwestern Michigan is heard 
from..W8QQE, W8DYK, WBIFD, W8DM, W8HYC: 
8HYC,is using a pair of Eimac 300T's with a Michi . 
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SP1 FB . . . Poland c.w. and 'phone 

gan Kw. W8QQE first received his license on March 
10, 1937. One hour later he had snagged YR5AA 
and 24 hours later he had 5 continents to his credit. 
Then 14 days later he made his WAC by hooking 
J2IN. He has 26 zones and 49 countries, but will 
soon be up in the list. W9UBB gets himself a few 
new ones with PK1RL; YV2CU, 14400; YI7LC, 
14400. YI7LC is using 900 watts and the antenna 
is a diamond beam. QRA is Duncan Smith, Baghdad, 
Iraq. According to W2BJ, his friend W2IOP hooked 
AC4YN in Tibet. If that is so that's a good one 
to nab. W3EXB informs us that XU3MA is com- 
ing through on 14070 kc. 3EXB worked ZB1C on 
28 Mc. As far as anyone knows, this may be the 
first W -ZB QSO on 10. XB1C was on 28600 Mc. 

ZN1B is a brand new one and W8DWC got him 
on 20 c.w. at about 11 p.m. 1.s.t. His complete QRA 
is W. Gray, Box 106, Mafeking, Bechuanaland, fre- 
quency 14010. On 10 we learn through G2YL that 
G6DH worked ZL4FW at 2020 g.m.t. and G2WQ 
has heard VK3YP as late as 2145. W6HEW landed 
OQ5AE for his 34th zone. Did you know that the 
correct QRA of the present ZE1JI is Box 424, Bula- 
wayo, Southern Rhodesia? And that Hal Kemp, the 
very popular band leader, is a ham? 

It looks very much as though W6NKY, a club 
station in Los Angeles, has gained top honors in the 
VK-ZL contest. They have 176 QSO's to their 
credit. W6FZL has 156, W6CXW has 142, W3EVT 
134 and I heard that W9ARL and W8ZY had about 
150 QSO's. 

W6DRE in Arizona is still using QRP, 25 watts 
to an 801, but has put up a diamond beam with 
31/4 waves on each leg on 14 Mc. It must work OK 
as he has hooked ZU6B, ZT2U, PK1BO, ZU6AD, 
KA1SL, ZS6K, ZU5J, ZS6H; ZT2Q, ZS5T, ZU6AN, 
KA1YL, ZS1AV, G5BD and plenty of others. G6GH 
has increased his totals to 35 zones and 84 countries. 
HS1BJ and HC1JW are the two latest zones. He's 
still looking for states though. W7ALZ breaks into 
the 'phone section of the zone list, as does W5ASG 
and W2IUV. W7ALZ has 20 zones and 25 coun- 
tries. W5ASG has 20 zones and 38 countries, and 
W2IUV sums his up to 21 zones and 38 countries. 
From all reports the boys on 'phone during the past 
month have not done much in the way of new dx. 
It is entirely due to conditions, I guess, as such phone 
men as W 6 N N R, W 6 I T H, W6OCH, W6GCT, 
W6LLQ, W6FTU, W6MLG, W6ISH have not folded 
up. While conditions are down, a couple of the 
above have switched over to c.w. to boost their 
standings in this section. W6LYM took a six weeks 
trip into Oregon to hunt deer, so he said. I thought 
he would get away from ham radio for a while but 
here's what happeped, Almost as soon as he got 
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there, his cousin was bitten by the "radio bug" and 
so Norol spent most of his time teaching the code 
and theory for the exam and then ended up by putting 
a Bi -Push transmitter on for him. In other words 
a brand new W7. 

WAC on 10 

W6JJU, Jerry Gorman, did a nice bit when he 
worked all six of them in 8 hours for a fone WAC 
... 100% two way fone with no pre -arranged skeds. 
This shows the fine possibilities of ten. The stations 
were F3KH, ZU6P, LU7AG, J3FJ, K6MVV and 
W6MSQ. Jerry is located in Sunland, Calif., and 
has been on 10 almost exclusively during the past 
few years. 

W2GTZ has increased his standings to 36 zones 
and 104 countries. A few of the news are FQ8AD, 
K7GIE, K7DAM, VU2FH, VU2FV and XU8RL. 
Now then ... W6GPB catches up with FA8RY and 
VE5LD for new zones making 37 with 81 countries. 

J. N. A. Hawkins Now a Daddy 
J. N. A. ( Johnny) Hawkins, W6AAR, known by 

everyone for his expert articles in the field of ham 
radio, has something new to write about. On No- 
vember 2nd ... at 0900 G.m.t. to be exact ... his 
wife (W6AAL) presented him with Nancy . . . a 
y.l. As Johnny put it, "That should add a new zone 
to my list." The Hawkins' are doing very well, thank 
you . . . including Daddy Hawkins. 

Charlie Perrine Adds One, Too 
Not to be outdone, the Perrines have an addition 

to their household -it's the best police dog you ever 
saw, in fact it's just a puppy weighing only about 
80 pounds. CUH says he's a real dx hound. 

K6CGK, that "died -in -the -wool" c.w. man, is on 
14 Mc. 'phone. We had a swell chat the other p.m. 
and CGK was telling about his recent trip to Japan. 
He saw a bunch of the old timers . . . J2GX is 
apparently working for a commercial outfit building 
transmitters, J3CR is in a shipbuilding yard, J2GW 
is a doctor, M.D., and the y.l. J2IX is now an xyl 
living about 100 miles south of Tokyo. She didn't 
marry a ham ... but maybe he'll be one soon. More 
from K6CGK next month. 

W1BUX, Doug Borden, has held off for a long 
time for sending in some of his doings but now 
breaks down with the news that he has 38 zones and 
120 countries. Incidently his x.y.l., Dorothea, is 
W 1KQO. Sometime ago we put in print about 
W8DWV working a station in Inini which is the 
penal colony in French Guiana. Well, this shouldn't 
be counted as a country, but anyway he needed just 
one more country to complete South America. He 
has worked this one and the station was FY8C. 
W8DWV worked a swell one, ZN1.B, frequency 
14010, located in Bechuanaland, at about 11 p.m. 
E.s.t. That's really a good one and you can thank 
W8DWV for the information. 

Here's Wyoming 
W7DES on 14375 kc. and W7CJR on. 14295 are 

looking for European QSO's. You boys out of the 
country can look for 'em around 0300 to 0800 
g.m.t. When W7DES and W7CJR call CQ it will 
be thusly: "CQ DX de Wyo" and then sign their 
call. This should help. Both of these fellows are 
in Casper, Wyoming. 

And Here's Nevada 
W6JYA in Sparks, Nevada is rarin' to go. He 

says he has worked OK2PN, so evidently his sigs are 
getting there. W6JYA will be on almost every eve- 
ning (that is, evening here) at 0400 g.m.t. and stay 
on while conditions hold up. The frequency of W6JYA is 14060 kc. Now, for the phone boys who 
want Nevada we will toss a couple at you 
W6BIC and W6CW. Both of these boys are on 
14 Mc. phone and are working some very good dx. There you are gang- go get 'em. 
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W7ALZ has been doing good work on 20 phone. He 
contacted OX2QY in zone 40 for his twentieth zone. 
W2GTZ has hooked up with these new ones: FI8AC, 
FP8PX, OX2QY, U8ID, UXSAE, PK1VX, XU8RL, 
VS6AF, VU2FH, VU2FV, VU2DR. He now has 38 
zones and 105 countries. 

More from W8IGQ and the Yacht Yankee 

The following is taken from a letter written to Carl 
Madsen, W1ZB, by Alan Eurich, W8IGQ. Alan is 
the op on the "Yankee" and this was written while 
at anchor in Port Moresby, Papua. 

"I wish that you fellows could take my place some 
time and I yours, and see just what the other end is 

like on this sked. You sure would get some kick 
out of operating keeled over at an angle of 20 to 30 
degrees and have spray splashing down your back. 
The dead run you leave the rig with generator run- 
ning or the receiver going when the call comes for all 
hands and the squall hits. Out on deck into the fly- 

ing spray and driving rain to struggle with wet can- 
vas. And the eternal moisture troubles. They sure 
have yet to design a set that will work for any length 
of time in this climate. Of course, WITS has had 
quite a bit of experience along these lines but I don't 
think the rest of you. have. Oh yes, try to make a 

bug work right when you are rolling from ten to 
fifteen degrees one way to thé same the other way. 
I'm not excusing my fist but that really doesn't help 
matters at all. 

"You will probably have read in the papers by this 
time of the mess that Rabaul was in while I was 
there, so I won't bother to repeat what you should 
already know. However, I will say that the Yankee 
crew were the first whites to climb the new volcano 
mountain. I'm sorry that I missed you there but we 
weren't able to run the generator and charge the bat- 
teries while hemmed in by the sea of pumice. I hope 
the few new countries and the qso's with the local - 
"for me" stations that I dig up will serve to make up 
a little for the fruitless hours you spend looking for me. 

Anne Williams, XYL at W1APA 

"I have been looking for VS1AA but to no avail. 

I guess he just isn't on because if I can hear you 

folks, I surely ought to be able to hear VS. 

"Say, I've found out about that VIG who has been 

working in the ham bands. Or rather very close to 

7100 at various times as we were coming across the 
Pacific and causing me a groat deal of trouble with my 

skeds with you. He is the local commercial here at 

Port Moresby and has an MOPA with a KW and 
RAC on the plate. He has been working some outfits 
in the interior who have receivers for the ham bands 
only. He also likes the frequency. I also am find- 
ing a few rotten notes from stations in the Philip- 
pines ! ! They talk about the off frequency operation 
of the amateurs. It isn't half as bad as that of the 
commercials. At least, we only lap over the edges 
in most cases, while they just move right in wher- 
ever they wish." 

YU7XX, ex-YT6MEN, ex-W6MEN 

As was mentioned last month, W6MEN is in Jugo- 
slavia and was signing YT6MEN. I guess that didn't 
go so well so he changed his call to YU7XX, which 
by now is official. Anyway the photograph will show 
the elaborate station he is operating. It is rather 
hard to tell where it begins and where it ends, but 
on the left will be seen a 210 Hartley. In the center 
is the receiver built in a lunch box. This is the true 
ham spirit . . . the guy probably took his lunch to 

The super -transmitter (lunch -box and all) at 
YU7XX. 

Jugoslavia and when he had eaten it, built a receiver 
in the box. The thing works and consists of a 36 
detector and 76 audio. To the right you will see 
the power supply with an 83 rectifier (donated by 
W6GAL) . YU7XX says he got a transformer from 
an old three tube BC set which he says "groans like 
h when I press the key." Says the price for the 
transformer was 120 dinars, (whatever that is) and 
then another 60 for a filament trans. The "cans" 
were donated by W6OEH before he left. The an- 
tenna he says is "uncut for length, quality and tone." 
YU7XX is located in the city of Split (I hope that's 
right) but spends some time on the island of Brac. 
For you fellows who have hooked up with him, please 
send your QSL card to W6MEN, c/o W6OEH, D. 
W. Wells, 1331 19 St., San Pedro, Calif. 

"40 Meters in December" 

Judging from the response received by this depart- 
ment in regard to 40 meters in December, it would 
appear that everyone is going to be in for a lot of 
fun. The gang as a whole are taking to it and some 
of them who haven't had their rigs on 40 for a 

couple of years are winding new coils. Most of the 
fellows are treating it as a sort of an "old home 
week" and all in all I think we may do some pretty 
good dx. This goes for all of you dx men in other 
countries, too. If the first part of December doesn't 
prove very good ... don't give up ... the last part 
may be just what we want. There is no law against 
getting on before December; in fact, it would be a 

swell idea. The other p.m. I cranked up my of 
"Corn Fed Kw" on forty and the first guy I bumped 
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C "WAZ" HONOR ROLL 

Zones Coun- W6VB 37 
tries WIZB 36 110 ON4AU ..__40 W9AFN 36 105 G2ZQ 40 116 ON4EY .. _36 97 W8CRA .. 39 135 ZL1 HY ._36 95 W6CXW . 39 122 W9KA 36 92 W6ADP . 39 119 W6FZL ....36 91 

W6GRL ___ 39 110 G2UX 36 83 ON4FE . 39 110 W4AJX ..._36 W6FZY 39 101 W8KKG ... 36 G6VP 39 G6RB 36 W8BTI _...39 W9ARL ... 36 W7BB 39 W3EDP ... 36 W3SI 39 W20A 36 W3ANH . 39 W6KBD ... 36 G6WY 39 VK3E0 __..36 W4DHZ _39 W2BJ 35 105 W8BKP __.38 132 W8CJJ ....35 98 W6CUH ..38 122 W9EF 35 94 W1BUX ....38 120 ON4FQ 35 92 G5BJ 38 120 ON4FT . 35 92 W8OSL ... 38 112 W6BAM ..35 90 W2GTZ .__.38 105 W8OQF ... 35 89 W9ALV . 38 102 W1GDY ....35 89 W6AM . 38 101 W3AYS .. 35 85 W8LEC .._.38 100 G6GH 35 84 W5BB 38 91 W6FKZ .. 35 83 VE4R0 __.38 85 W6ITH .._.35 78 XE1BT ....38 69 G6QX 35 75 W9TJ 38 W6DOB _ .35 71 G5YH 38 W9CWW _ 35 70 W8HWE _ 38 K6AKP . 35 W8ZY 37 114 W6NHC _35 G2LB 37 111 W6GRX . 35 W6KIP .__.37 109 W2AIW _ 35 W6HX 37 107 W3BBB . 35 W1CC 37 106 W210P . 35 W6GAL .. 37 104 W3EVW __34 95 W6QD 37 104 W2GVZ ._34 94 W7AMX _37 104 W6FZL ..__34 91 W9PTC ..__37 103 W3EVT _.__34 90 W8KPB _ 37 100 LU7AZ . 34 89 W9AJA ._..37 99 ON4SS ____34 80 W2HHF _...37 95 W6HEW __34 86 W2AAL ._..37 93 W6GHU _ 34 83 W8AU 37 92 W9UBB ... 34 69 W3EXB ._._37 90 W8JK 34 W6LYM ._37 82 W3EMM . 34 W6GCB ___.37 81 W3EGO .__.34 W2BSR ....37 W2FAR .. 34 W2GW .. 37 W9PK 34 W8DFH . 37 W1AQT ..34 W2GWE _ 37 W7BYW 34 G6NJ 37 W8AAT ..34 W2DTB .. 37 W6TI 34 LY1 J 37 W8CNZ _.34 W4AH 37 

W8DWV ._35 106 W6LCA ....30 46 
W9LQ 33 84 W6JJA __..30 
W3TR 33 78 W2BXA ..30 
W7AYO ..33 73 W8MAH __30 
VE4LX ..__33 69 W7AVL .. .30 
OK2HX ....33 66 W6KWA _ 30 
W8LDR .._.33 W8DED ....30 
K6JPD .. 33 W9IWE ____30 
W6LDJ .___33 W6D10 _...30 
W9LBB ..._33 W1APU _ 30 
W5AFX ...33 PHONE 
ON4TA .. 33 W6ITH ____33 57 G6CL 33 
VK2VQ 32..._ 99 W6AM . .31 
ON4VU ____32 86 W4AH 31 

W6JBO ._.32 81 W6LLQ ____30 60 
W9FLH ..._32 80 W4DSY ....30 
ON4NC .__.32 79 W6NNR ..29 58 
W3CIC ._.32 75 W6OCH 28 60 
W6AX 32 74 W9ARA ._27 53 
W3GAP . 32 70 W9BBU 27 45 
W6KZL ._.32 67 W2HUQ . 27 

W9DEI ._.32 66 W5BDB _...27 
W8HYC 32 W6MLG 26 45 
W8BTK ....32 VE2EE 26 

W5EHM _32 W6BGH ._26 

VE2EE 32 W9TIZ ____25 36 
OK1AW __31 86 VK2ABG ..25 
W9LW _._31 82 W3SI 25 

W61.EE ._.31 57 
W1 B1.0_..24 50 
W6JTU W6IES ___31 57 __._24 35 

W6MHH _.31 54 WBJK 24 
W K6CGJ . 31 

.. 24 
24 

W3DCG ..31 VE5OT 
.. 

W5CUJ __31 24 
W6HXU __31 

W9QI 24 
W6KRM ..31 W6AAR _23 
I1TKM ___31 W21XY __.22 61 

W4MR _._30 90 W7Á0 22 
W6DRE __.30 78 Xcl BT ._.22 
W3UVA _.30 76 WZIUV .___21 368 

W6GNZ __30 73 W3FAM __21 36 
W6MVK 21 22 W2WC .._30 72 __ 

W3GAU 30 72 YV5AK ____20 45 
W6CEM ___30 69 WSASG ...20 38 
W4DTR .___30 68 018QDU .. .20 33 
W9PGS ..._30 63 W6GCT __20 26 
W6KEV ._30 58 W7ALZ .___20 25 
W8PHD ___30 57 W1C0J ....20 

W6GRX ..._20 

If you have worked 30 or more zones and are ready to produce confirmation on demand, send in your score of zones and official countries (see Jan. issue) on a postcard. 
Phone stations need work but 20 zones, but sta- tions must be raised on phone. Stations worked may be either c.w. or phone. 
Revisions and additions to the honor roll will be made every other month. 

into was . . . er . . . ah . . . that is, oh shucks it 
was a W9 . . . and W9RFA to be exact. That's dx 
for me and anyway the band sounded good, but lacked 
a lot of the old timers. Don't worry, they'll all be 
there. VK's are adding their approval to the idea ... 
several G stations have OK'd it, and Ham Whyte, 
G6WY, is especially in favor of it. Ham thinks it 
such a good idea that he wants to make January an 
80 -meter month. G6WY has done some good stuff 
on 80 but the furthest into W he has gone is 
W9NNZ. Last winter, on just one isolated test, 
G2PL heard W6CXW. He was rather weak but 
had they made further tests they might have had some 
good contacts. G6RB has worked a W7 on 80. Any- 
way, if enough of you fellows want to take a whirl 
at this 80 -meter dx stuff, let's hear about it and I'll 
give it a good plug next month. 

Getting back to 40 and for the benefit of those 
who have turned in late, December is the month we 
are going to concentrate on 40 meters to see if the 
band has really folded up or if it just lacks the dx 
stations to make it worth while. Let's all of us pass 
the word around to the boys we work to get on 40 
in December. In the meantime, if any of you do 
any good dx on 7 Mc. let's hear about it. Get out 
those 40 -meter tank coils, save up on a little sleep 

and fix up that antenna. W6CXW will be there, W6GRL, CUH FZY, ADP, HX, FZL, BAX, LYM, W7AMX, W8BTI, W8ZY, W9ARL, W9RFA, W 1 JPE, W 1 FH, W2BJ, W4DHZ, W1BUX and plenty of others that would take pages to fill. What d'ya say gang ... "I'11 see you on 40 in December." 
e 

Something New 
This month we are starting something new in this department. It is simply this; instead of showing the frequencies and tone after a dx station worked by some other dx man, I am going to compile a list of these stations and show their frequencies and tone, in a table similar to those in this column last month for the phone men. This table or list will be made up from each man's contribution, so hereafter very few frequencies will appear in the regular text. This should be a help to the c.w. men in locating the approximate spot in the band of some dx station. Naturally, I would be interested in knowing from time to time if it is really a help to you-and if so it will be continued. While we're on this subject I'd like to ask that all of you, in sending in dx stations worked or heard, always to list their frequencies. In this way, it will be helping the whole gang. After [Continued on Page 96] 
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YHflN ai me MHNTH 

They didn't call it QRN or QRM in "ye 
olden days" of the wireless craze ; they didn't 
know what a "Q" signal was, nor did they 
have a law -administering body that told us 
what to do and how to do it. You'd call 
another operator and labor for hours at a time, 
trying to get a message through. And after the 
s'teenth request for a "repeat" you'd finally 
lose your temper and tell the fellow at the 
other end precisely what you thought of him. 

Most of those who were engaged in wireless 
telegraphing in the olden days were the gradu- 
ates or discharged employees of the land -line 
telegraph and railroad companies. They were 
men who wouldn't think of contaminating their 
stomachs with water ; many of them couldn't 
telegraph worth a whoop until they'd first 
polished off at least a pint. 

There are many who read RADIO who will 
recall the incidents which follow in this narra- 
tive. And it is to those readers that an appeal 
is made for fact -material to continue this series 

of almost -forgotten tales. "The Old Timer" 
will not divulge your identity, if you so 

prefer.* 
"X" to me, in the olden days, was what you 

younger fellows of today commonly label 
"QRM," "QRN," or static, or interference of 

any kind. When we couldn't get through, 
either because of atmospheric or physical dis- 

turbances, etheral or alcoholic, we always had 
our alibi: "X" ! The Morse operators who quit 
the land -lines and the railroads to get into wire- 

less, also made good use of the letter "X" ; for 

it, too, was the staunchest alibi they possessed 
while engaging themselves in the self -tutoring 
art of learning the Continental Code. 

"X" was, therefore, our greatest friend and 

enemy. It died hard. 

*Readers: Do you welcome this type of material 
in the pages of RADIO? Publication of additional 
true-to-life tales of this nature will become an oc- 

casional feature if a sufficient °number of readers 
approve the plan. --EDITOR. 

So let's confine our "X" in this narrative to 
the cruel trick that static played at a time when 
it should have known better . . . Christmas 
Eve, 1917. 

It was at a time when the United States was 
engaged in the World War. Many of those who 
were previously in commercial wireless saw fit 
to join the forces of the army or navy in the 
capacity of wireless operators ... better known 
as "electricians, radio," in navy parlance. They 
had a better name for them in the army, but 
I've forgotten what it was, because I chose the 
navy. I joined the U. S. Naval Reserve Force; 
rather I was put into it by somebody at a naval 
station who probably figured he could get rid 
of me easier after the war was over than if he'd 
chosen to sign me up in the regular navy in- 
stead. The U. S. Naval Reserve Force was the 
bane of the "regulars," . and they made much 
of the word abbreviation "U.S.N.R.F." by in- 
terpreting it to mean: "U Shall Never Reach 
France." 

I didn't. 
I asked to be sent to the Atlantic, where I 

could roam the seas on a battle -wagon and come 
back home with a Congressional medal, or two, 
and the rear -ends of a few submarines in my 
suitcase as proof that I had done my share to 
win the war. Others who joined the U.S.N.R.F. 
at the same time as I, asked that they be sent 
to a more comfortable berth ... Honolulu, for 
example. Those who asked to be sent to Hono- 
lulu were sent to the Atlantic Coast ... those 
who asked to be sent to the Atlantic Coast 
were sent to Honolulu. Perhaps the man in 
charge of the Naval Intelligence Department 
figured that each of us had some definite reason 
for wanting to be sent to some definite loca- 
tion ; so he turned the tables on all of us, and 
sent us to places decidedly in reverse to where 
we wanted to go. 

Instead of gazing'. through the porthole of a 
battleship to watch the submarines go by, we 
found ourselves on dry land. 

Sq "The Old Tiinée" 
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Six of us were shipped to Honolulu on a 
passenger liner-the old "Sierra." Two of our 
company were regular navy men, "electricians, 
radio." Four of us were former commercial 
"wireless" operators. We received $40.00 per 
month for our pay, and thus we had no edge 
on the navy wireless ops, who received far 
more from Uncle Sam than we were painfully 
paid by the commercial wireless "trust." And 
so it griped those regular navy men, because 
now we were on a par with them --were given 
the same rating as they, received the same pay. 
We were in the "outfit" for only a few hours, 
they for years. Why shouldn't it gripe a 
"regular"? Those navy men secured a better 
understanding of us "outsiders" before the ship 
reached Honolulu, and we all became fast 
friends. 

When we reached Honolulu we had our first 
inkling of what we had to fight-"X"-that 
static thing, again! They have a choice grade 
of static down there in the Islands. A per- 
sistent kind of "X" that stays with you like 
a brother. 

The navy officials were kind to us upon 
arrival. They gave us the first night off. We 
took the "Toonerville Trolley" to the Beach at 
Waikiki. We rode the trolley over the wash- 
board rails for a few hours, or less, and the 
conductor ordered: "end of the line." We got 
off and strolled to the water's edge. We 
wanted to see the Beach at Waikiki. So we 
asked a native how to get to the Beach. "You're 
standing on the beach now," he said. And six 
brave wireless operators had all they could 
do to keep from committing suicide, upon 
finding that the famed Beach at Waikiki was 
no more an imposing sight than the fish -pool 
in mother's back yard. 

The hard-boiled sailor who handed our 
clothing to us, later, at the Navy Yard brings 
back other memories of sweet Hawaii. We 
received the usual assortment of navy clothing. 
The fellow who handed the adornments to us 
was quite proficient in his work. He could 
guess at the size of lid you wore (or were) ; 
he could tell from a glance just what size sox 
and ten -pound navy shoes you'd wear. So he'd 
pass you a pair of regulation shoes. You'd put 
'em on. "Too big," you'd say. "Wash 'em; 
they'll shrink," he'd reply. Then you'd try 
on your cap. "Too small," you'd say. "Wash 
it, it'll stretch," was his comeback. Everything 
worked both ways with him. Everything came 

out in the wash. 
The six of us buddies who made that trip 

together comprised the following: Cooper, 
McCarthy, Hatch, Stirling, Dewing and the 
writer of this yarn. If you want to know the 
identity, ask any of the foregoing five. Some 
of us were crack operators, the others were only 
cracked. 

Within a short time we were assigned to 
duty. The navy had taken over the commercial 
wireless stations of the then Marconi Wireless 
Telegraph Co. and the Inter -Island stations of 
the Mutual Telephone Co. The old Federal 
Telegraph Company's arc station at Heeia 
(KHX) was also gobbled -up in the wartime 
madness. 

I was sent to the ex -Marconi station at a 
place fenced -off from the wilderness and named 
Kahuku, where stood a score or more of iron 
sticks which performed yeoman service in 
holding up about a mile of stranded phosphor - 
bronze antenna wire so as to enable the high - 
power 500 -kw. spark transmitter to play a tune 
on something above 2,000 meters, right where 
the static found its choicest nesting place. 

We had schedules with another ex -Marconi 
station 'way over in the sea -gull infested fields 
of Bolinas, California. And we also had a 
regular schedule with JJC in Japan. We'd re- 
ceive the traffic and trash from Bolinas, and 
then relay it along to Japan, dropping off such 
portions of it as was intended for the unfortu- 
nates in the Hawaiian Islands proper. 

We handled this traffic when the static per- 
mitted. And the "X" down there was terrible! 
You could actually see the lightning collect on 
the antenna wire, roll along the wire and shape 
itself into a ball; then the ball of fire would 
roll down the antenna lead-in and butt its nose smack against the concrete wall of the big power house and blow up (not the power house -the ball of static) . 

You could actually hear the static coming, or 
a static storm, I should say. It would begin rather faintly, then increase in intensity and regularity, until you heard nothing but a con- tinuous, deafening roar that made a snare -drum 
outfit sound like crickets with sore throats in 
comparison. 

A few days of fighting this maddening blast of static was enough to put all but the best of operators in the mad -house. I went! 
I believe the Bolinas station had something 

like 300 or 500 kilowatts of spark -gap wireless 
{Continued on Page 93) 
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Stamp -Collecting Hams 
After our reminder last month on page 95 

of RADIO, the stamp -collecting hams have been 
responding enthusiastically to our query: Do 
you collect stamps? 

Here are a few who are duo hobbists: 
Irving C. Grabo, W2AEB, 129 Midland 

Avenue, Glen Ridge, N. J.-collects U. S. and 
British Colonial stamps. He says he welcomes 
correspondents interested in exchanging 
stamps. 

Clarence Seid, W2CCD-W2KW, 25 Will- 
oughby Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.-specializes 
in U. S., Hongkong, and British -American 
stamps. 

J. W. Scrivener, W3EXI, 5208 North Wash- 
ington Blvd., Arlington, Va.-writes that he 
has been exchanging stamps with PY1AZ and 
RY5II. He would like to swap uncancelled 
U. S. stamps for other countries. He'll also 
send first day mailings. 

We Apologize 
Lloyd Jones has just called us and asked that 

we please insert an erratum notice in connection 
with the 56 Mc. superheterodyne as described 
by him in the May, 1937, issue of RADIO. It 
was only a little mistake in the circuit diagram, 
but those little ones can make quite a difference 
in the operation of the set (and in the number 
of letters received by Lloyd) . Here it is. The 
condenser C2 in the circuit diagram of the afore- 
mentioned set should by-pass the first cathode 
of the 6H6 to ground instead of jumping over 
it. Also, it should not continue over to the 
junction of R6 and R,, the lead from C2 should 
just go to the cathode and end there. 

Next Month 
Don't forget-next month RADIO will offer 

its annual 200 -page issue . . . packed full of 
technical information, features, news, and 
photographs. 

DOWN -N -N 
W7GDV, L. E. Randle, who works at KMED, Medford, 

Oregon, between contacts, remarks that he has grown 
tired of seeing antenna towers photographed from the 
ground looking up. Just to be different, he took this 
one the hard way-from the top of KMED's 183 -foot 
vertical looking down at the base. 

The photograph has interest, also, because the shadow 
of the tower, as it can be seen on the ground, shows the 
radiators' true shape contrasted with the distorted per- 
spective of the direct image. 

You Mathematicians 
We regret to state that there was a slight 

typographical error made in one of the deriva- 

tions given in the appendix of the article "Ad- 
justing the Horizontal Rhombic" by Morton E. 

Moore and F. L. Johnson in the November 
RADIO. 

It wasn't a very large one, but it did rather 
change the meaning of the whole derivation. It 

was just the insertion of the "not" in the ex- 

pression "If a is equal to zero:", making it 

read "If a is not equal to zero:", in the deriva- 

tion of equation (2) on page 91. Of course the 
former statement is correct; were a not equal 

to zero, the effective resistance of the line would 

not be zero, an additional reactance would be 

introduced, and equation (2) , with the circular 

functions, could not be arrived at. 

Yon Photographers 
The photograph at the head of the Depart- 

ments page, VE3QK measuring the voltage at 

the base of VE3WX's vertical, was taken by 

VE3RO with on Argus Model A. A 2x filter 

was . used as it was 2:30 in the afternoon and 

the camera was more -or -less pointed at the sky. 

Exposure, 1/25 at f5.6 on Eastman Panatomic 

film. 

There is no English word that uses each of 

the dot letters without repetition. The German 

word for see, sieh, does. 
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56 Mc. .. . 
`15x 4>cied 

By ELMER II. CONKLIN,* W9FDI 

As expected, the sporadic -E layer type of five 
meter dx over a path of 500 to 1100 miles has 
practically disappeared with the coming of au- 
tumn. On September 19 there was a report of 
a New England station, W 1 SS, hearing a 
modulated code station copied as signing 
W9MB, but the latter wasn't on the air that 
day and is not using 56 Mc. The call may have 
been in error. However, on September 13, 
W1EFN operating from Mt. Greyback heard 
W9CLH in Elgin, Illinois. 

There have been numerous reports on the 
east coast covering two-way work up to 330 
miles or so, apparently by low -atmosphere 
bending, but since the early days of five meter 
work, practically nothing of this sort has been 
done in the middle west. Lately, however, 
W9CLH in Elgin, Illinois, has been able to 
make some contacts with W8CVQ in Kalama- 
zoo, Michigan (in August and September) and 
has been heard regularly at several points in 
Michigan. Sometimes the signals are so weak 
that modulation cannot be heard, but by re- 
sorting to code and to receivers that can copy 
c.w., communication has been carried on. On 
September 6, W8KAY in Akron, Ohio (330 
miles airline, approximately) heard W9CLH 
from 7:45 to 9:10 p.m. with an R4-5 signal. 
On September 9, David Naylor of Cincinnati 
wrote to W9CLH reporting reception, but 
didn't keep an exact record of the date. It may 
have been on the 6th or as late as the 8th, at 
8 to 10 p.m. This is another good piece of dx 
of this type. Both reports give evidence of hav- 
ing taken place via low -atmosphere bending 
rather than by ionosphere skip, the distance be- 
ing rather short for the latter. W8KAY said 
that the signals were not fluctuating much, 
changing only slowly compared with the sharp- 
er fades on his reception of W5EHM and oth- 
ers. 

Reception via the ionosphere over distances 
as short as 500-650 miles is not as common as 
over 900-1100 miles. One such report came 

*Associate Editor, RADIO. 

from W8PTG in Springfield, Ohio. On August 
18 when W9CLH was heard in New York, 
W8PTG at 4:20 p.m. Eastern time heard 
W 1 KLT ; then a station in New York City 
(500 miles) was heard, using the name Mar- 
vin, but the call was not copied. At 4:52, 
W1BBM operating portable -mobile was heard. 

In the review of the summer dx in the Oc- 
tober issue of RADIO, we mentioned a report by 
two Kansas City stations hearing a call like 
W8CWH, and hearing a station signing 
W5FHT (who is in Beaumont, Texas) reply- 
ing to the effect that the other operator's name 
is Al Burgess in Edwardsville, N.Y. No doubt 
there is some mistake in the call because Alan 
Burgess whose call is W8CWH and who lives 
in Syracuse rather than Edwardsville, N.Y., 
hasn't been on five meters lately. However, 
W5FHT was not heard to be calling the other 
station thought to be W8CWH. But on the 
whole, we are surprised at the relatively few 
reports so far received that have not been con- 
firmed. We still need some data from some 
bashful hams. 

E. H. Swain, G2HG, has been in on some 
more dx. On September 5 he heard F8CT on 
56 Mc. apparently working 28 Mc. stations. A 
QSO on "ten" followed, and F8CT switched 
off his 28 Mc. transmitter, continuing the con- 
tact with the five meter transmitter, cross -band. 

Beacon Transmitters 

Several stations have accepted our suggestion 
to put an automatically keyed low power trans- 
mitter on the air almost continuously, so that 
when the five meter band does open, there will 
be someone to hear. As these stations get into 
actual operation, we shall give the complete 
data. More such transmitters are needed, but in 
the meantime we like W3EZM's suggestion. 
Newbold asks that we give the exact frequency 
of medium and high power 56 Mc. crystal 
controlled transmitters. We shall be glad to 
publish frequencies of all automatically keyed 
transmitters, and those crystal controlled sta- 
tions that give us the data. Here is a start: 

W6OFU Jerome, Arizona 56.8 Mc. 
W3EZM Langhorne, Pa. 58.32 Mc. 
W9CLH Elgin, Illinois 56.58 Mc. 
W9DN Portable-Illinois 56.70 Mc. 
W9TXU Chicago, Illinois 56.92 Mc. 
W9UAQ Oak Park, Illinois 56.58 Mc. 
W8CVQ Kalamazoo, Michigan 58.15 Mc. 
W8CVR Marshall, Michigan 58.00 Mc. 

[Continued on Page 96] 
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Stop and Think 
Marblehead, Mass. 

Sirs: 
All I want is to ask one question, and that is:. 
How many of you birds that are always mak- 

ing such a fuss over QRM have been on the 
air long enough to remember when the best 
ham shacks (with a few exceptions, of course) 
were using homemade regenerative receivers, 
such as the Schnell, when most of the signals 
on the air were self-excited, near d.c. notes? 

Just stop and compare this to the present 
setup. Today, even the newcomer has a super- 
heterodyne receiver and crystal controlled rig 
with all the meters and power supplies neces- 
sary to make his rig tops. What wouldn't I 
have given to have been able to buy a 1500 - 
volt transformer for less than ten dollars or a 
superhet for under one hundred dollars. 

Just imagine what this would have meant to 
the old timer who had to put up with receivers 
as broad as barn doors and signals that covered 
anywhere from twenty to forty k.c., depending 
on the amount of money a fellow could afford 
to spend on filter condensers which were selling 
for something like ten or twelve dollars each - 
20d., 2000v.-enough to take the wind out 
of the best man's sails. And today we're using 
receivers with one and two kc. selectivity and 
crystals that make the side band of transmitted 
signals three kc. or thereabouts wide even on 
forty and twenty meters. 

I've been on the air for seven years and I 
know from experience. I've gone from a 

Schnell to T. R. F. and then to a super single 
signal receiver-from five watts on a 201-A 
tube to three or four hundred watts today, and 
I wouldn't trade today with its modern equip- 
ment even for the small number of hams that 
there may have been in 1930. Ask the old 
timer if I'm not correct. Ask him if he ever 
paid nine dollars for an old type -10 tube which 
might give you 375 volts and 71/2 watts rating, 
provided you were really in earnest and your 
rig was running just about perfect after three 
or four weeks getting an antenna that would 
work as well as a Zepp could work. 

So you fellows that think about QRM so 

much, just stop and consider some of these 
things the next time your QSO with some local 
stations is busted up by another local sitting 
on his key. Maybe you'll begin to realize that 
the other fellow isn't such a big puddle to 
jump after all. H. U. OHM, W1DIA. 

Buckle Down 

Omaha, Nebraska 
Sirs: 

After reading Mr. Wellar's letter on the trials 
of learning the International Code, I decided to 
put in a word. 

Before knowing any code I felt as did Mr. 
Wellar. I was thoroughly disgusted with learn- 
ing such balderdash, but as I later learned, the 
only way any person can be an amateur is to 
buckle down and learn that code. I have been 
listening to code for about three weeks and am 
ready to take my examination when time per- 
mits. 

The only trouble that is involved is the fact 
that a person usually has to appear in some 
other city or town and this involves a great 
deal of unnecessary time. With a city as large 
as Omaha, I don't see the reason an examination 
point can't be established in Omaha. If you 
can give me a reasonable explanation, would 
you kindly do so. 

Also, Mr. Wellar, try a little bit more and 
you'll be able to read code as well as send. 

STANLEY GERBER. 

Speaking of radio names, we came across a 
Phil Coe in Cleveland. 

0 

Common to most of the early newsstand pic- 
tures of radio was the scene with listeners en- 
joying both headphones and speaker at the same 
time and with the same set. We can't say, how- 
ever, that we ever saw listening done in that 
fashion in any period. 

At one time it was unlawful for some manu- 
facturers to sell tubes for use as detectors, but 
perfectly OK to peddle them around for ampli- 

fying purposes. 
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SEW 
GD1U, 

AND RtVieWI of CATALOG! 

[Books submitted to the Review Editor will be 
carefully considered for review in these columns, but 
without obligation. Those considered suitable to its 
field will also be reviewed in RADIO DIGEST.] 

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEMS, John F. Rider. 
Published by John F. Rider, Publisher, 1440 Broadway, New 
York City, N. Y. 142. pages ; illustrated ; $1.00 in U.S.A. 

A.F.C. systems require a rather specialized method 
of treatment for their adjustment and alignment. In 
this book Mr. Rider completely analyzes their theory 
of operation and the correct procedure in their 
servicing. 

The book is divided into six main divisions: Gen- 
eral review, the discriminator, the oscillator control 
circuit, commercial a.f.c. circuits, aligning a.f.c. cir- 
cuits, and servicing a.f.c. systems. Ample information 
is given to allow the receiver -design engineer to em- 
ploy the system in new receivers or to assist the serv- 
ice engineer in the proper adjustment of existing re- 
ceivers incorporating the system. 

TELEVISION, VOLUME II. Published by RCA Institutes Tech- 
nical Press, 75 Varick Street, New York, N. Y. 435 pages, 
printed in U.S.A., available from the publishers. 

"Collected addresses and papers on the future of 
the new art and its recent technical developments," to 
quote from the complete title of the work. The book 
is a compilation of some 29 recently published works 
and papers of the RCA Manufacturing Company con- 
cerning television itself and the various factors asso- 
ciated with the art. 

TUBE COMPLEMENT BOOK. Published by Hygrade Sylvania 
Corporation, Sylvania Radio Tube Division, Emporium, Penn- 
sylvania. 165 pages, 41/2" by 9", $0.25 in U.S.A. 

A new -type reference book, pocket size, for the 
service man. Tube complements are given on over 
10,000 radio receivers, i.f. frequencies for those that 
are superhets and information on tube replacements 
for all receivers from early models to the 1938 sets. 
Other additional information on sets, their manufac- 
turers, and the addresses of the manufacturers is given. 

ADVANCED DISC RECORDING. 30 pages, 31/2"x61/2". Pub- 
lished by Universal Microphone Co., Ltd., Centinela at War- 
ren Lane, Inglewood, Calif. Illustrated, price, $0.10. 

A rather small book but it gives a quite compre- 
hensive practical treatment of the subject at hand. The 
various types of recording blanks are discussed with 
the proper mode of treatment for each. Recording 
heads are taken up as are recording styli, motors, 
amplifiers, cutting angle, and reproducing equipment. 
All the information that might be required to assist 
in the proper making of home recording is given in 
this condensed but complete work. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, R. R. Ramsey. Fourth edition, 196 
pages, 6"x9". Published by Ramsey Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Indiana. 

A laboratory manual of 132 experiments in the field 
of practical radio. Designed for the use of second - 
year college students as an adjunct to a standard text- 
book. 

The success of the standard 6 -volt series of Mallory 
Vibrapacks has resulted in an insistent demand for a 
12 -volt vibrator power supply to be used on air- 
planes, busses and motor boats for powering radio 
transmitters, receivers, direction finding equipment 
and other scientific apparatus. Mallory has announced 
such a unit; its drain is just about half that of the 
6 -volt supply. 

A technical data sheet on Mallory Vibrapacks, 
called "Perfect Portable Power" may be obtained 
without charge from any Mallory-Yaxley distributor, 
or from the factory in Indianapolis, Ind. 

The "Plastic -Sealed" line of radio transformers in- 
troduced by the Jefferson Electric Company has been 
expanded to include audio, input, output and inter - 
stage transformers and chokes. A complete listing of 
the various transformers which are manufactured in 
the "Plastic -Sealed" style can be obtained by writing 
direct to the Jefferson Electric Company, Bellwood, 
Illinois. 

Question Box 
In tuning antennae with a number of half -waves in 

phase by means of 1/4 -wave and 3/4 -wave phasing sec- 
tions, it seems that the point of resonance (as found 
by the shorting bar) becomes increasingly sharp as the 
spacing is decreased between the wires of the phasing 
section. I have tried a number of different values of 
spacing, the smallest always giving the sharpest 
indication. 

Is this a normal condition? Will too great or too 
little spacing impair the operation of the system? 

It appears that with the closer spacing of the two 
wires, the resonance point occurs at such a position as 
to make the matching stub slightly shorter than with 
the wider spacing. This seems to be an indication of 
a higher C/L ratio. Would this account for the 
sharper resonance point? 

To answer your questions in order of presentation, 
first, this is a natural condition. If you will refer to 
the article in the November RADIO by Mr. Robert M. 
Whitmer, the reason will probably become apparent. 

The surge impedance of the matching line is the 
geometric mean between that of the antenna end and that of the shorting -bar end. The terminal impedance 
of the antenna end will remain substantially constant regardless of any variation in the spacing of the matching stub. Consequently, as the spacing of this line is varied, its impedance is also varied, and the 

[Continued on Page 93] 
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TERMS AS LOW AS 

$9 DOWN 
$8.00 A MONTH 

60 Watts C. W.-15 Watts 'Phone 
Five Bands -10, 20, 40, 80, 160 
Very Efficient on High Frequencies 
No Larger than Average Receiver 

So good it is the first Transmitter to be licensed by R. C.A. Incorporates the very 
latest engineering developments. Mechanical construction and parts in keeping with 
its efficient electrical design. Priced to save you many dollars and sold on convenient 
Monthly Payments, of course-like all Wards merchandise. 

Read all about this marvelous new Airline Transmitter on Page 42 of Wards new 
1938 Radio Catalog-just off the press. And read about the hundreds of other new 
developments which pack the pages of this up-to-the-minute new catalog. Send for 
your free copy now! Mail the coupon today! 

MONTGOMERY WARD CHICAGO 
Montgomery Ward, Dept. RM -2, Chicago, Ill. 

Please send me a copy of Wards new 1938 Radio Catalog without cost 
or obligation. 

Name 

Street 

City State 
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"CENiRALAB 
WILLSTAY QUIET!" 

says 
MR. U. E. CHANDLER 

of Louisville 

Shi for 12 years off and on he has 
used these quiet controls without 
once waking up old lady trouble. 

Mr. Chandler, well-known 
radioman of Louisville, 
Ky., writes us in a loud 
voice how very well 
pleased he is with these 
controls: QUOTE: the 
only control that I have 
ever found that will stay 
quiet, UNQUOTE. 

Need we go on quoting? 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
'FIXED RESISTORS 

WAVE BAND SWITCHES 
SOUND PROJECTION CONTROLS 

Division of Globe Union, Inc. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
British Centralab, Ltd. 
Canterbury Rd., Kilburn 
London N.W.6, England 

French Centralob Co. 
118 Avenue Ledru-Rollin 
Paris Xl, France 
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Phone and C. W.... 500 Watts 
[Continued from Page 54] 

operating into about a 10,000 -ohm load, they 
will have an output of about 225 watts at 1250 
volts. This is more than ample to modulate 
fully the T -125's in the final at 540 watts. As 
a matter ..of fact, there is ample power output to 
modüläte` fully the final stage with sine -wave 
audió. Since the power requirements of speech 
audio are somewhat less, the 203Z's do not 
have to be driven to full output on voice. Ac- 
tually, 100% modulation can be obtained with 
the plate milliammeter on the modulators kick- 
ing to about 200 ma. on speech peaks. 

To take full advantage of the peak compres- 
sion as it has been incorporated in the speech 
amplifier, a constant -tone input should be ap- 
plied to the speech system and, with the com- 
pression control backed off to minimum action, 
the gain on the speech or on the source -of -tone 
should be adjusted until the transmitter is being 
modulated 75 % to 80%. Then, the compres- 
sion control should be advanced until the point 
is reached where a slight increase in its setting 
will reduce the modulation percentage. Thus 
the compression has been adjusted so that the 
action will begin to take place at approximately 
75 % modulation. Peaks of modulation above 
this percentage will be reduced in proportion 
to their strength. 

The Power Supplies 

Five power supplies are used on this trans- 
mitter: the grid -bias supply for the final on. 
the final deck; the plate supply for the Bi -Push, 
mounted on the exciter deck; the speech -ampli- 
fier plate supply, built into the speech; and the modulator and final amplifier plate supplies, 
separately built and mounted one above the 
other at the bottom of the cabinet. 

These two power supplies are entirely sep- 
arate from each other so that when c.w. is used, 
the one for the modulator may be removed from 
the line. Both use a pair of 866's as rectifiers 
and choke input filters. 

The final -amplifier supply is adequately fil 
tered by a heavy input choke, a husky filter 
choke, and 8 jtfd. of 2000 volt condénsers 
(4 tufd. each side of the filter choke) . This 
supply must be amply filtered since any Ìvaria- 
tion in supply voltage will be applied to the 
carrier as hum modulation. 

The modulator supply, however, does not require so much filter. Since any reasonable 
variation in supply voltage is applied to both tubes at the same time, it is cancelled out in the secondary of the output -transformer. How- 

. [Continued on Page 79] 
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EIMAC HAS MADE THE INDUSTRY VACUUONSCIOUS 

X ,,,,r-}'of i.ínae tubes 
eration er the 

to the op from eith 
No ¡dell to released acci- 

dental 

short 
will teSult from gasduring a 

plateor 
grid assembly dissipation 

ovetloád. 

dental or intentional 

rnccL°UGHr 
Inc' 

EItE an Bruno, C°lltorni°' 

EIMAC 
250TH 

Your tube is no better than ' ̀  JACUUM! 

Long filament life ... uniformity of charac- 
teristics ... outstanding performance and 
Complete Freedom from Failure Caused by 
Gas depend entirely upon one important fac- 
tor ... Vacuum. 

Obviously the material of which the ele- 
ments are fabricated has a direct bearing on 
vacuum. Eimac uses Tantalum because this 
material has a very low initial gas content, and 
when properly handled can be completely de- 
gassed. Gas content of Tantalum is but 1/10 
that of molybdenum and only 1/1000 that of 
conventional carbon anode. While Tantalum 
has many advantages, its use alone does not 
necessarily produce a better tube. This mate- 
rial requires expert handling to get full ad- 
vantage from its peculiar properties. Eimac 
engineers developed an exclusive process 
(patent pending) for the fabrication and ex- 
haust of their tubes. That's why Eimac tubes 
are guaranteed never to fail because of gas re- 
leased internally. 

Eimac disproves the pop- 
ular fallacy that anode tem- 
perature affects emission. In 
conventional tubes, high 
anode temperature releases 

gas that should have been removed in the 
original exhaust. This gas is what affects .. . 

or poisons ... filament emission. The temper- 
ature of the anode in an Eimac tube will never 
affect filament emission because the gas has 
been properly removed. Eimac tubes are con- 
servatively rated as to plate dissipation. Mo- 
mentary overloads of 400% to 600% which is 
sufficient to cause the anode to become incan- 
descent will positively not release gas. 

Ceramics as used for vacuum tube insulators 
are incapable of complete evacuation and 
therefore are a potential source of gas. Since 
Eimac tubes have no internal insulators this 
source of gas is entirely eliminated. The proper 
use of Tantalum ... the elimination of all in- 
ternal insulators ... plus a severe exhaust on 
high speed diffusion and oil pumps, produces 
a better and more dependable vacuum than 
can possibly be obtained by the use of a chem- 
ical agent or "getter." Eimac uses no "getter." 

Try Eimac Tubes in your transmitter and 
you'll agree that the use of 
the more expensive mate- 
rials, the long severe exhaust 
and the unique construction 
produce out standingresults. 
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Rotary "Flat -Top" Beam Antennas 
[Continued from Page 16) 

running from the gondola pole to the tele- 
phone pole, are used to erect the gondola and 
its pole. A pair of yokes clamp the gondola 
pole to the telephone pole when the former is 
upright. To hold the top of the gondola pole, 
which extends many feet above the telephone 

These GUARDIAN 
Relays are built and 
engineered for ra- 
dio transmission in 
the amateur field 
where size, current 
drain, ease of wir- 
ing and mounting 
are of utmost im- 
portance. 

* 
KEYING RELAYS 

Model K-100, net $3.30 
* 

BREAK-IN 
RELAYS 

Model B-100, net $4.50 

OVERLOAD 
RELAYS 

Model L-250, 
(250 ma.) net $4.50 

Model L-500, 
(500 ma.) net 4.50 

Model X-100, adjust- 
able Overload Re- 
lay (150 to 500 ma.) 

Net $7.20 * 
TIME DELAY 

RELAYS 
Model T-100, net $9.00 

See Your Jobber or 
Write for Catalog 
B, Free Bulletin and 
Circuit Diagrams. 

FOR BAND SWITCHING 
AND HIGH VOLTAGE 

KEYING 

R-100 is used in sound trans- 
mitter tuning circuits to 1 KW 
and 14 megacycles, on all cir- 
cuits to .5 KW, for shorting coil turns, adding condensers, 
switching crystals, etc. May al- 
so be used in conjunction with 
high voltage keying rigs. 

R-100 contacts are single pole, 
single throw, normally open. 
Coil wound for 110 volts. Very 
low capacity between contacts, 
and contacts and ground. Self 
insulated. Easily mounted on 
panel, requiring but two holes. 
Solder lug type terminals, tinned 
phosphor bronze contact springs, 
insulated by Triple -X bakelite. 
List $2.50. 

R -100-C identical with R-100, but 
has single pole, double throw 
contacts. List $3.00. 

GUARI JAN 2 E LE C TRÌ c 
W. WALNUT STREET . CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

pole, four rope guys are used (3/8 to 1/2 diam- 

eter manila, soaked in linseed oil) . 

At the top, these are connected to the pipe 
framework shown in figure 5. This outrigger 
framework is off -set from the pole so that the 

gondola can be turned through about 220 de- 

grees before the feeders strike the pipe. 180 

degrees would be sufficient, but the extra angle 
is often handy. The horizontal part of the guy 
rope frame is made of 3/4 inch pipe with 3/4 

inch solid shafting inside. The angle braces are 
of 3/8 inch pipe. When the photograph of fig- 

ure 6 was taken these braces had not been 
added. 

One use for the gondola which was not fore- 
seen is that of a bird roost. Almost 100 birds 
have been observed sitting on the structure at 

one time. 

The 60 -Foot Rotary 

This structure, which was the one actually 
used first, is shown to good advantage in figure 
9. This view, taken from below, shows the 
type of construction used. The drive and gen- 
eral construction are the same as for the 30 -foot 
gondola. The center 30 feet of the 60 footer 
are of white pine construction. Bamboo outrig- 
gers extend out 14 feet from each end of the 
center portion. The overall dimensions are 
about 57 feet long by about 9 feet wide. The 
center portion is 3 feet high at the middle and 
the flat -top is 5 feet above the top of this cen- 
ter portion. In spite of its size, the 60 -foot 
gondola weighs only a bit in excess of 100 
pounds. 

Due to its large "wing spread", it seemed ad- 
visable to provide means for holding it in place 
when not in use and not to rely entirely on the 
gear and worm. This was done by two ropes 
fastened at one end of the center portion. Feed- 
ing was by a two -wire line spaced 6 inches, the 
same as the smaller rotary. As used on 14 Mc., 
the line alongside the pole acted as a three- 
quarter wave stub, terminating in a short a few 
feet above the ground. A 600 ohm line con- 
nected on about two feet above the short. 

Performance 

Both antennas were operated on 14 Mc. and 
excellent results were obtained. The 60 -footer 
performed exceptionally well and the 30 -footer 
almost as effectively. 

On rotating the antennas through 90 degrees, 
a large change in signal strength is observed. 

[Continued on Page 80) 
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Phone and C. W. . . . 500 Watts 
[Continued from Page 76] 

ever, since each tube is operating individually 
(over each half of the audio cycle) it is im- 
portant that the output cäpacity of the plate 
supply be large so that it will furnish a low - 
impedance return for the audio voltage and so 

that it will be able to hold the plate supply 
voltage up between audio half cycle. For these 
two above reasons the modulator power supply 
consists of a large swinging choke and a 8 tmfd. 
filter condenser across the output of the supply. 

R. F.... By the Pan -Full 
[Continued from Page 47] 

wound so that they tune with comparatively 
low capacity. T,his makes possible considerable 
change in frequency before necessitating retun- 
ing of the plate circuits. Remember-when a 

variable -frequency crystal is used the L/C ratio 
of the tuned circuits must be high enough so 
that retuning will not be required. The best 
procedure is to set the crystal in the middle 
of its range and tune up at this frequency. Then 
there will be only half the frequency change 
with respect to the original. frequency. 

Operation 

As to operation, this unit is capable of giving 
all that could be desired. The unit can be run 
as a . complete transmitter either for phone 
or c.w. or as an exciter. With the plate tank 
condenser as indicated in the diagram, the 35T 

HAMS! -Here's the ideal antenna 
tower-can also be used as a ver- 
tical radiatór. Strong! Light 
weight! Extremely rigid! Comes 
in 20 ft. sections, with 5 ft. tip, 
knocked down, for building towers 
25, 45, 65, 85, or 105 ft. high, as 
you wish. Easy to erect. Easy to climb. 

Tower Legs-jig"' Legs -3."x1 %" x 1 % " x 20 ft. Low carbon 
rail steel angle. Galvanized after fabrication. 

Cross Bars-a4" x %" x 12%" mild steel, spot 
welded to form X brace. Baked black enamel. 

Bolts-a4" USS x %"-1035 steel, cadmium 
plated. Guy Wire -300 ft. No. 9 galvanized 
with each 20 ft. section. Tower weighs 4% lbs. 
per foot when assembled. 

Order Direct -From 
WIN(HARGER CORPORATION 
Dept. R12 Sioux City, Iowa 

may be plate modulated at 150 watts input 
(1000 volts at 150 ma.) . On c.w. it may be 
loaded up to 225 to 250 watts input with 1250 
to 1500 volts on the plate of the 35T. 

When operating as an exciter (and that is 

what it originally was designed for) the unit 
will give ample excitation for a 750 -watt to 
1 -kw. final. The particular final used by the 
writer has a pair of Taylor T -125's with about 
800 watts input. Ample excitation is secured 
on all bands. 

Built to Last 

Ask... 

Countless thousands 
of these oil -filled ca- 
pacitors in daily use. 

Exceptionally fine 
service records. 

And now made even 
better with use of 
HYVOL-the NEW 
super -dielectric oil. 

Also available in ul- 
tra -compact rectangu- 
lar and in round in- 
verted - mounting 
types. 

Popular capacities.600 
to 2500 d.c. working. 

Quality products mass 
produced for real 
value. 

EROvox-1 
CORPORATION 

.. 70 Waahingtoii St. . . Brooklyn. N. Y. 

for new 32 -page 15th Anniversary 
catalog. Your jobber has your copy. 
Or write us direct. 
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Rotary "Flat -Top" Beam Antennas 
[Continued from Page 78] 

Figure 1.0 shows the field strength variations in 
the horizontal plane for the 60 -foot rotary. The 
small circles indicate experimental points, ob- 
tained with a calibrated field strength meter4 
using a horizontal pick-up antenna, and located 
5 wavelengths distant (about 330 feet) . A deci- 
bel plot is used since this gives a picture corre- 
sponding more nearly to the ear response. 

When the plot is made in terms of linear 
field strength, the beam appears much sharper. 
From the plot it is seen that the signal is very 
good over an angle of about 60 degrees. The 
signal is down only a little more than 3 db at 
this angle (30 degrees from the center of the 
beam) . The signal is equal to or better than 
that from a single half wave antenna as far out 
as 40 degrees from the center of the beam. Be- 
yond 30 or 40 degrees the signal drops off 
rapidly and- reaches a "null" at about 70 de- 

g. "Directive Antenna Systems," J. D. Kraus, R/9, 
June, 1935, p. 10. 

Pioneer Manufacturers of Quality Crystal Devices 

OFFSET 
HEAD 
Reduces track- 
ing error to a 

minimum. 

NEW M O D ELO.7 

CRYSTAL PICKUP 
Quality reproduction and 
beauty of design make 
Tru-Tan Model 0-7 an 
ideal instrument for mod- 
ern amplifier and radio 
phonograph combinations. 
Axial Cushioning of 9" 
arm prevents motor noise 

and speaker -pickup feedback. 
Extended frequency response. 
Easier needle loading. Plays rec- 
ords to 12". Standard black or 
special finishes. Fully guaran- 
teed. Write for literature. 

LIST PRICE $12.00 

New Grip -To -Talk 
Microphone CD -104 

An ideal speech -range micro- 
phone designed for air -way 
ground stations, inter -office, in- 
ter -factory, amateur and other 
communicating systems. Grip - 
operated switch cuts microphone 
in or out. Chrome plated. Black 
base. Complete with 8 -ft. cable. 

LIST PRICE $27.50 
Licensed under Brush Development Co. Patents 

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, INC. 
DEPT. D4, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, U. S. A. 

grecs. The null is quite pronounced, being over 
25 db down. This means that the maximum 
to minimum or front -to -side power ratio of the 
antenna is over 300 to 1. 

The plot of figure 9 checks well with re- 
ports received from stations, both dx and near- 
by. Distant stations reported very large changes 
in signal as the flat -top was turned through 90 
degrees. These tests were made on 14 Mc. phone 
and the position of the antenna was reported as 
the antenna was rotated. Stations often report- 
ed that the signals disappeared entirely when 
the flat -top was turned end on. Typical of dx 
reports on the rotation test is the following re- 
ceived from VK4JU (Brisbane, Australia) : 0° 
(broadside) R9+ ; 10°, 20° and 30° no 
change; 40°, R6 to 7; 50°, R5; 60°, R3; 
70°, R1; and beyond 70° the signal disap- 
peared. The signal was observed to build up in 
the same way as the rotary was swung back to 
the 0° position. 

The field pattern for the 30 -foot rotary is 
much like that of figure 10. The pattern is a 
bit broader, and the "nose" is 2 or 3 decibels 
down from that of the 60 -footer. The observed 
maximum to minimum or front -to -side ratio is 
over 23 db or a power ratio of more than 200 .. 

to 1. The pronounced null indicates that the 
feed system must radiate very little. 

Since the pattern of the rotaries is bi-direc- 
tional they do not aid, when receiving, in re- 
ducing the interference coming from stations in 
the back direction. The high front-to-side-ta- 
tio is very effective, however, in reducing inter- 
ference from stations at right angles to the 
beam. It is also possible to separate stations 
using the same frequency when the directions 
differ by only 30 or 40 degrees. For example, 
the beam may be pointed due east for "on -the - 

[Continued on Page 88] 

LIKE AN 
SEND EXPERT 
LEARN QUICKLY AT HOME -- GET REAL SPEED It's easy, fascinating, to become a good op. with the NEW ALL ELECTRIC MASTER TELEPLEX CODE TEACHER to help you. Only instrument ever produced which records your sending in visible dots and dashes-then sends hack to you at any speed you desire. Also sends practice work, recorded by an expert. That is why so many schools 

teaching code prefer Master Teleplex, 
why thousands agree this method is surest, quickest. We furnish Complete 
Course, lend you the All Electric Master Teleplex, give you personal 
instruction with a MONEY -BACK 
GUARANTEE. Low cost. Send today 
for, booklet D12, no obligation. ILL 1PNLLX C®. 72-76 Cortlandt St. New York City 
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. . . pair of 808's" 
[Continued from Page 36] 

circuit jack that can be seen in the center front 
of the chassis. 

"Note that the plate leads to the 808's are 
made of 3/g" copper ribbon, 1/32" thick. The 
leads are soldered to the grid clips to take care 
of the high circulating current that flows when 
operating at these ° frequencies. This type of 
lead solved quite a problem-that of getting 
away from the usual copper braid, in which 
losses are quite high at ten meters, and still 
providing a lead with sufficient flexibility to 
prevent the possibility of pröducing strains in 
the glass of the tubes. 

"The exciter that is being used with the am- 
plifier consists of an 802 tritet, doubling from 
a 40 -meter crystal, an 802 doubler to ten meters 
and push-pull 801's in the buffer stage." 

There it is-should it be desired to operate 
the rig on other bands, the coil turns can very 
easily be calculated by noting the number re- 
quired for operation on 28 Mc. -8 turns, 1'1/2" 

dia. and about 4" long for the plate and 6 turns, 
13/4" dia., 31/2" long for the grid circuit. 

Portable A.C. , Power Supplies 
[Continued from Page 34) 

perienced. We have seen several "California 
Kilowatts" which caused a far greater drop than 
this on house circuits. Asa matter of curiosity, 
we put a meter on the local mains and discov- 
ered the voltage ran from 105 up to 135 volts 
throughout the day. 

To allow time for the residual magnetism to 
build up, do not connect the load until the 
motor has come up to normal speed. 

Eliminating Interference 
When operating in the field, the plant should 

be set up 50 to .100 feet from the receiving 
location to minimize both electrical and me- 
chanical interference. Although the small muf- 
fler attached to the engine is very efficient, it 
still makes considerable noise. 

The amount of electrical interference is de- 
pendent on the sensitivity of the receiver used. 
It may be caused' by the engine ignition system 
or by sparking at either the d.c. commutator, 
the a.c. collector rings or both. But probably 
the majority will be from the ignition system. 
Occasionally an ordinary auto type suppressor 
on the plug will eliminate the trouble. If not, 
the spark plug cable must be shielded and a 

shield placed over the plug so as to form a con- 
tinuous ground from the magneto to the plug 

[Continued on Page 89) 

Play Safe-with 
YAXLEY 

Pilot Lights 
DON'T run down batteries or 4 un 
up light bills by leaving equipment 
turned on! 
Don't try to change that final tank 
coil when it's "hot". 
Use Yaxley Pilot Lights to tell you at 
a glance the condition of your rig. 
Your distributor has Yaxley Pilot 
Lights, at 30c list (less bulb) in four 
colors of jewels: 
Color 
Amber 
Clear 
Green 
Red 

Screw Base 
310-A 
310-C 
310-G 
310-R 

Bayonet Base 
B -310-A 
B -310-C 
B -310-G 
B -310-R 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

Cable Address-PELMALLO 

Use 
curmernumarme 

MALLORY 
APPROVED RADIO 

PRECISION . PRODUCTS 
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Ground Systems for Efficiency 
{Continued from Page 17] 

ground wires, and for other types of ground sys- 
tems, using 0.2 watts of power and measuring 
the field intensity at 0.3 miles, 

Three wire sizes were tested in the radials, 
no. 2, no. 8, and no. 14, without appreciable 
difference. Apparently, small wire can be used 
in a properly designed system to limit copper 
costs. 

When only 2 wires separated 180° were used, 
the resistance was independent of the length, 
inasmuch as the current vanished from the wires 
within a few feet of the antenna-demonstrat- 
ing that if there are few wires in the ground 
system, there is no point in having great length. 
Using only 15 buried wires, it was found that 
little current was flowing in them at distances 
greater than 90 feet (0.274 wavelength) . 

With 113 wires 135 feet long (0.411 wave- 
length) the system was nearly perfect. The 
short antenna (1/16 wavelength) gave a mea- 
sured field strength only 8.5% less than the 
long antenna (99°, slightly greater than a quar- 
ter wavelength) . With 90 -foot radials, more 
than 15 wires did little good, though 2 wires 
were much worse than the 15. 

A square of copper screen nine feet on a side 
was placed on the ground beneath the antenna. 
There was no improvement when 113 buried 
wires were used, but there was a substantial 

$I 950 
LIST 

I 
With Stand 

as Shown 

$22.50 

HAMS! 
NEW -A QUALITY 

Crystal MICROPHONE 
MODEL 

T9 
(PERFECT TONE) 

Excellent for both voice and 
music. 
New shock -proof interior, noise 
and breakage eliminated. 

High level-minus 53, 
less amplification need- 
ed. 
Beautiful chrome and 
ebony finish. 
ASK YOUR JOBBER 

THE TURNER CO. 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 

Licensed under Patents of the Brush Development Co. 

difference when only 15 wires were used. If a 

satisfactory radial ground system is not em- 
ployed, therefore, the screen idea should be giv- 
en serious consideration as a means to reduce 
losses. 

Another test was made with eight radial 
wires 135 feet long, laid on the surface and 
terminated in rods driven into the ground. This 
is a type of ground system often used with port- 
able transmitters in testing possible sites for 
broadcast transmitters. This system was about 
the same as for an equal number of buried 
wires. 

It is felt that vertical antennas 1/8 wavelength 
long are practically as good as quarter -wave- 
length antennas, if a proper ground system is 
employed. For any vertical antenna, 120 buried 
wires one -half -wavelength long are desirable. 
With the 1/8 wavelength system, of course, a 
coupling system at the base would be necessary 
unless some form of top -loading were employed 
to bring the current loop to the base. 

On 80 and 160 meters, where much of the 
communication (particularly low power) is 
done within the "ground -wave" range, a good 
ground system can be quite beneficial. The 
cost is probably greater than for increasing the 
power enough to make up for the loss in the 
case of a very small transmitter, but is justifiable 
for a medium or high power rig. 

Where a good radial ground system is not 
used, a "screen" on the ground at the base of 
the antenna is helpful. A large number of 
short radial wires might be used instead of a 

screen, but this should not be considered an en- 
tirely satisfactory ground system, particularly 
where the antenna does not extend upward a 
quarter -wavelength or more. 

THEY CAN TAKE IT 
VOLTAGES TO 7500 * COMPLETE CAPACITY 

TYPE P * 
BETTER 

RESULTS AT 

LOWER COST 

TO YOU 

GUARANTEED 

FOR 1 YEAR 

SEE YOUR 

DEALER 

LEICIINER CAPACITORS 
Mfg. by 

HOLLYWOOD SOUND COMPANY 
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 
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Audio Transformer Characteristics 
[Continued from Page 22) 

tain facts and precautions that apply to any 
installation and they should be kept in mind. 
The audio transformer is essentially an im- 
pedance adjusting device. As such, its constant 
must necessarily be varied according to the 
needs of the specific circuit. There is, neverthe- 
less, a certain amount of leeway in the value of 
the constants which is often disregarded. The 
loss due to a mismatch in impedance between 
a tube and its load is shown in figure 7. This 
curve holds when greatest power transfer oc- 

curs with R = rp. For greatest undistorted 
power output, i.e. R - 2rp, a similar curve ap- 
plies. (See Radio Engineering, by Terman, 
page 165.) From figure 7 it is evident that 
between the values of one-half and twice the 
optimum, the loss is ten per cent or less. In the 
case of R - 2rp, the curve indicates power 

transfer variation with practically constant per- 
centage harmonic distortion. For example, an 
output transformer designer to work between a 

tube and a 500 ohm load could have the load 
value varied between 250 and 1000 ohms with 
not more than ten per cent power loss due to 
mismatch. The harmonic distortion, however, 
would vary. 

In sound reproduction for talking pictures, 
it is current practice to mismatch the output 
stage to the voice coil as much as four to one. 
This provides electro -dynamic dampening with- 
out adding inertia to the moving parts. The 
result is to prevent over -drive on powerful bass 
notes. 

For installations subject to abuse and manipu- 
lation by careless operators, the high silicon 
steel core is preferable. The nickel -iron alloy 
core must be handled carefully after as well as 
during manufacture. 

Trouble may occasionally be encountered due 
to reversed or misplaced terminals, or a 

The new Bliley HF2 10 -meter crystal unit now makes possible 

high stability 5 -meter transmitters of greatly simplified construction. 

Possessing a high activity, these crystal units can be used in conven- 

tional circuits with certain standard low-priced tubes for single tube 

low power or multi -tube high power 5 -meter transmitters. 

It is now an established fact that better 5 -meter contacts are 

possible with the stability and concentration of carrier power brought 

about by the use of crystal control. For improved results, use a 

Bliley HF2 10 -meter crystal unit-priced at $5.75. Technical data 

and constructional, information are given in Engineering Bulletin E-5, 

available from your distributor. Bliley Electric Company, Erie, Pa. 

BLILEY HFm2 CRYSTAL UNIT 
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faulty transformer diagram. A continuity meter 
will enable the technician to spot the various 
terminals. Sectionalized windings may be 
phased out by applying a low value of a.c. volt- 
age from the light mains and checking for the 
series aiding connection with a high -impedance 
voltmeter. 

Improved System of Voltage 
Stabilization 

[Continued from Page 20) 

this one, under proper operating conditions, 
will show an internal resistance of from 10 to 
40 ohms, an extremely worthwhile and quite a 
sizeable reduction. 

This latter feature of the power supply makes 
it an excellent source of voltage for a class B 
or AB modulator or audio amplifier where am- 
plitude distortion would not be tolerable. The 
large variations in current drain will have lit- 
tle effect on the output voltage of the power 
supply. Another use for such a power supply 
would be as a source of plate voltage for a d.c. 
amplifier. D.c. amplifiers are particularly criti- 
cal as to plate voltage stability; any small varia- 
tion in supply voltage will render such an am- 
plifier almost useless. Heretofore, it was a 
foregone conclusion that a d.c. amplifier must 
be operated from a battery plate supply. With 
these new voltage stabilization systems it is 
possible to operate d.c. amplifiers of all but the 
highest gain from a stabilized a.c. operated 
plate supply. 

,164 PAGES PACKED 

WITFF: RADIO VALUES. 

Send for your FREE copy of the 
new 1938 ALLIED Catalog. 164 
big pages packed with more than 
12,000 parts; 26 newest Amateur 
receivers-National, Hallicraft- 
ers, RCA, Hammarlund, Sargent, 
etc.; 32 Build -Your -Own kits, 
from a 1 Tube set to a 14 Tube 
All -Wave Super; 65 new KNIGHT 
Radios with Automatic Tuning, 
AFC, etc.; P. A. Systems; Test 
Instruments; books, tools, etc. 
It's Radio's easy -to -read, easy - 
to -shop, easy -to -order -from cat- 
alog-write for it today! 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
Dept. 14-M8 

833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 

Still another use is as a plate supply for a 
vacuum tube voltmeter. These, in that they 
can be taken as a type of d.c. amplifier, are also 
very critical as to supply voltage. They can, 
however, be operated from a properly designed 
stabilized power supply. 

Quite complete design data for these power 
supplies were given in the August, 1937, QST. 
Mr. Grammer, in this article, describes the 
RCA circuit, the W.E. circuit, and an adapta- 
tion of them that eliminates the stabilizing B 
battery. A small neon bulb is substituted for 
this battery. Although the stability obtained 
is not quite as good as that with the original 
circuit, it will be satisfactory in a majority of 
cases. 

The circuit shown herewith will work under 
all normal conditions and will be satisfactory 
where unusual stability is required. 

o 

LOCAL COLOR 
A ham put a pile of dough into a trans- 

mitter, with the idea in mind of placing plenty 
of QRM on some of the locals. He bought a 
pair of high power bottles for the final and 
some high power modulators. He had difficulty 
in making the final work right, and said that 
the only way he could get the final to draw as 
much input as he wanted wäs to turn the plate 
tank condenser all the way out. Although he. 
did work a few stations that way, he said the 
plates of the tubes were always bright red. 
Perhaps the manufacturers should encourage 
this practice as a stimulus to business! 

The wavelength of the shortest known cos- 
mic ray is 600 trillion times shorter than the 
longest assigned radio wavelength. 

og z.zourzelvz9 . .. THE FOURTH EDITION of 

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO (196 p. 6 x 9 cloth. 136 experiments, 167 figures) . By Pro- fessor R. R. Ramsey, Ind. Univ. A revision of the original book for experimenters and students. Diagrams drawn for power packs and batteries. Many new and original ideas. The earlier editions were the first books..to..contain neW<,features which are accepted now. Of this edition again it can be said; > "Ramsey nitì'nages to supply that missing fact which seems to be hidden in other books." 
FUNDAMENTALS of RADIO 
Second, 1935 edition. By the same author. A modern text book with a minimum of mathematics giving fundamental theory of radio. Practice may change; Basic principles remain the same. Price, Experimental $2.75. Fundamentals $3.50 postpaid. 
Ramsey Publishing Co.,, Bloomington, Ind. 
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"Sparks" with the Tuna Clippers 
[Continued from Page 42] 

antennae and masts shot down. We kept silent 
for a couple of days but the suspense became 
too great and we opened up, using no calls, but 
calling each other by the operator's first names. 
In this way we even established communication 
with various U. S. land stations on the Pacific 
coast handling important traffic. The patrol 
boats spent a very busy couple of nights trying 
to keep those 15 tuna boats together. One night 
one of the patrol boats made a sudden turn 
and sped after a bright light on the horizon, 
probably thinking it was one of the clippers 
trying to escape. If a boat could look sheepish, 
this one did when it came back after discovering 
that the light was a star low on the horizon. 
We were released a few days later when it was 
found that there had been some kind of a mis- 
take in Mexico City. Every one of the tuna 
clippers had a good load of fish aboard, repre- 
senting close to $150,000 en toto, and the U. S. 
and Japanese consuls in Mexico City had been 
riding the Mexican authorities pretty hard. 

Sea Cooks and Chow 
The food on these boats varies greatly, being 

more or less dependent on the way it is handled 
by the cook. Fortunately on the "Northwest- 
ern," we have one of the best cooks available 

REBUILDING? 

-Then you'll find Johnson Condensers ideal 
for the new rig. The Types "C" and "D" shown 
above, already famous for their dependability 
and low cost, have been still further reduced 
in price! 
Made of the finest materials throughout, including 
such features as buffed and rounded aluminum plates 
.051" thick and the exceptional insulation of Alsimag 
196. Available in spacings up to 1/2" and in a wide 
range of capacities, these condensers offer maximum 
performance at extremely low cost. 
See October RADIO for other Johnson Condensers. 

Ask your jobber or Write for Catalog 964K 

Ee FJOHN50N COMPANY 
GACTURERS OF Radio Tromso/1/ling Equiwmenl` 

A w A S E C A MINNESOTA USA 
Export Office: 25 Warren St., New York, Cable: "SIMONTRICE" 

0 
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SOUTH U. 5. A. 

BAN FRANCISC 
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and we really eat well. On my first trip, the 
food was terrible for although we took on good 
supplies, the Japanese cook, not knowing 
American cooking, ruined it. We subsisted 
mostly on Japanese dishes-rice and more rice, 
raw fish twice daily and stewed fish eyes. I 
could never go to the last two items. Many of 
the Japanese boats feed pretty fair, the Japanese 
cooks making American dishes for the Amer- 
icans on board. 

The greatest percentage of the fishing crews 
are Portuguese, with Japanese second, and 
Americans greatly in the minority. Nearly all 
the boats carry American engineers, navigators 
and of course American radio operators since 
the boats are under American registry. Inci- 
dentally, at least a Second Class Radiotelegraph 
license is required of the operators as these ship 
stations are all open to public service. 

When on the fishing banks, work starts at 
dawn and lasts until dusk. Of course not all of 
this time is spent in fishing, for often there will 
be days on end when nothing but steady cruis- 
ing will be done, hunting for the elusive tuna. 

But when the fish are found, excitement and 
action run high. To add to the thrills, 
there are always several large sharks swimming 
around and one must watch his toes while in 
the fish racks. Several times I have seen sharks 
come up and try to chew on the edge of one 
of the racks, precariously close to one's pedal 
extremities. Every once in a while somebody 
gets pulled overboard by a large tuna, but in 
my experience no one has ever been bitten by 
a shark before getting back on the boat. 

I used to laugh at the Skipper and crew when 
they told me that my turn would come one of 
these days, but now I know they weren't kid- 
ding as I have gone over the side twice since 
then. My first ducking occurred some time back 
while the boat was standing still and I was 
quickly back aboard. On this last trip, while 
cruising at half speed fishing tuna out of a 
school of porpoise, I was at the stern rack with 
my partner fishing two -pole. A large "three- 
poler" shot out from under the stern and 
grabbed our hook. My partner's pole slipped 
off his pad, and before I knew it I was doing 

"RF ... BY THE PAN -FULL" 
AS DESCRIBED ON PAGE 45 WAS 
DESIGNED AND BUILT BY A 
MEMBER OF THE STAFF OF RADIO 

SUPPLY CO. 

Complete Kit of Parts for Above ... . 

$49x4 
NET 

INCLUDES TUBES, COILS AND VARIABLE 
CRYSTAL 

At Your Service.,. 
AN EXCELLENT MAIL-ORDER DEPARTMENT 
COMPLETE STOCKS OF ALL MAJOR LINES 

W6ABF - W6BY - W6E0G - W6IGO - W6FEX - W6LRN - W66PP - W6NAT - W6SJ 

RADI0 SUPPLY COMPANY 
912 SOUTH BROADWAY TRinity 0383 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
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a neat nose dive into the briny deep. I had a 
very queer feeling, seeing the "Northwestern" 
rapidly moving away from me. They went 
nearly a quarter of a mile before they could 
stop and at that distance they looked very small 
and far away. A skiff was put overboard and 
they rowed back after me and nothing looked 
so good to me as that skiff as I clambered into 
the stern -sheets. Seated in the skiff, I looked 
down into the water and saw three 8 or 10 
foot sharks giving me "the eye." The rest of 
the day I was pretty bashful about putting my 
line into the water. 

Another time two of the crew, fishing two - 
pole, had their hook grabbed' by a large three- 
poler that shot out from under the boat and 
away from it. They did a beautiful dive, in 
perfect synchronization, hitting the water about 
12 feet from the boat. This time the boat was 
stopped and they were quickly aboard. Last 
year, while at Cocos Island, a visiting operator 
from another clipper told me that three sets of 
men and three pole gear had been overboard 
that day. 

The long drag home from the southern banks 
is always the longest part of a trip. It takes 
from 10 to 13 days depending upon the weather 
conditions, and generally seems like ages. After 
unloading $20,000 worth of fish, a few days 
of relaxation at home and then to sea again. 

When I started with the tuna clippers four 
years ago I expected to work at it for six months 
or so and then to settle down on land. But 
there is a certain fascination about the work, 
and so I am still at it, even though it does get 
tremendously boring at times. Some 28 trips 
have been made and always in the back of my 
head there is the dream of that perfect ham 
station I am going to have when I settle down 
ashore again. You know how it goes, that 
1 kw. rack and panel, phone and cw. with in- 
stantaneous band changing and frequency con- 
trol. Beams and rotatable antennae, special 
portable, deluxe receiver . . . better call a halt, 
before I ramble on forever. 

se TRIMM Presents 
be,' the 
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Like its companion, Trimm Featherweight, the Trimm 
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DX records all over the 
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for the big DX Contest. It 
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a screw driver, pliers and 
soldering iron needed to 
assemble it. Complete, eas- 
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Rotary "Flat -Top" Beam Antennas 
[Continued from Page 80) 

nose" reception of a station in that direction. 
Interference may occur from a station situat- 

ed about 40 degrees north -of -east. According to 
the field pattern, the north -of -east station 
would only be about 7 decibels down. By turn- 
ing the beam 30 degrees south -of -east, the east- 
ern station would be dropped about 3 db but 
the north -of -east station would go into the null 
and down almost 20 db farther than before. 
The rejection ratio of the antenna under these 
conditions would be of the order of 23 db. In a 
similar fashion, interference may be reduced 
from stations in the back direction when they 
lie somewhat off the line of the beam. Selec- 
tivity as provided in this way by the antenna is 
a most effective means of separating stations 
using the same frequency. 

Transmission and reception take place nor - 

WE OFFER - 
SPECIALIZED PERSONAL SERVICE of genuine val- 
ue that is not available from other jobbers. 

TIME SALES of all receivers and transmitters with 
terms arranged to suit you and 6% finance charge. 
We finance our own paper. TRADE IN your equip- 
ment for the down payment. 

HARVEY, RCA, RME, Temco transmitters and 
Stancor, Progressive, All Star kits on terms. All 
amateur apparatus at net prices. 

TRADE IN YOUR RECEIVER 
All receivers shipped on ten day triol. You need 
send but $5.00 with order, balance C.O.D. These 
receivers in stock: 
RME-69's Complete $151.20 
1937 Beefing 14's 108.00 
The new Patterson PR -15 109.50 
The new RCA ACR-1 1 1 189.50 
RCA ACR-155 74.50 
The new 1937 Super Pro 238.14 
The 1938 S-16 Super Skyrider 99.00 
Hallicrafters Sky Challenger S-15 69.50 
Hallicrafters Sky Buddys 29.50 
Hallicrafters Sky Chiefs 44.50 
Hallicrafters Ultra Skyriders S-10.._ 99.50 
Every order and inquiry is personally attended to 
by Robert Henry, W9ARA an active amateur for 
twelve years; graduate i.E. from M. I. T. and 
owner of Henry Radio Shop selling amateur sup- 
plies for eight years. You can reach me by letter, 
telegram, phone call, or visit nearly 24 hours a 
day, 365 days a year. Write for any information. 

HENRY RADIO SHOP 
211.215 North Main Street BUTLER, MISSOURI 

mally over paths within a few degrees of the i. 

great circle route.' Large deviations, as when 
reception maxima are observed well off the 
great circle route, are apparent and not real. 

Comparison With Other Arrays 
For several years Bruce -type folded beam an- 

tennas4 have been used on 14 Mc. with good 
results at W8JK. These arrays are about 140 
feet long. Comparisons were made between a 
Bruce beam and the 60 -foot rotary flat -top. With 
both antennas pointing in the same direction, 
both dx and nearby stations along the beams 
reported consistently that the signal from the 
flat -top was better, usually by about 2 R's. 
Since the flat -top's coverage is much broader, 
this difference was even greater in reports from 
stations lying somewhat off the beams. The top 
of the Bruce beam used in the tests was about 
30 feet off the ground as compared to the 60 
feet for the flat -top, so that the comparison was 
hardly a fair one. But considering the difference 
in size of the antennas, the results are of inter- 
est. 

Further comparisons were made between the 
60 -foot rotary flat -top and a 110 -foot, 8 ele- 
ment, flat - top beam used in place of the 
Bruce antenna. The 1 10 - foot flat - top was 1 

about 30 feet off the ground. Owing to the 
greater height of the 60 -foot rotary, reports 
from dx stations either favored the rotary or 
showed little difference. On short skip, how- 
ever, the 110 -foot flat -top was the better, 
sometimes by a couple of R's. 

These tests indicated, as is well known, that 
the vertical radiation characteristics of a hori- 
zontal antenna depend greatly on its height 
above ground. The greater the height the lower 
the angle of radiation. A height of 50 or 60 
feet seems well worth while for 14 Mc. dx. 

Flat -top beam antennas obtain their gain not 
only by horizontal directivity but also to a large, 
extent by vertical directivity. One of their most 
outstanding properties is, substantially, that re- 
gardless of height above ground, the radiation 
vertically is zero. Thus, much of the gain is ob- 
tained by shifting radiation from high angles to 
low, useful ones. In addition to giving a sub- 
stantial gain over a single half -wave horizon- 
tal antenna at the same height above ground, 
the maximum of radiation may occur at a lower, 
more effective vertical angle. 

As an idealized example, a half -wave hori- 
'The Determination of the Direction of Arrival of 
Short Radio Waves," Friis, Feldman, and Sharpless, 
Proc. I.R.E., Jan. 1934, p. 47. 
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zontal antenna, one -quarter wavelength above 
ground, radiates a maximum vertically. A flat- 
top beam at the same height has no radiation 
vertically and according to calculations radiates 
a maximum at about 40 degrees above the hori- 
zontal plane. In other words, the vertical angle 
is lowered by 50 degrees. For greater heights 
above ground, the effect as given in the ex- 
ample,: is very mu.h less, but is still impor- 
tant..It;is'a revelation than an antenna as small 
and sitñple as the flat -top beam can produce 
such large improvements in signal strength. 

The rotaries which have been described are 
intended principally for 14 and 28 Mc. opera- 
tion. These antennas can also be worked on a 
higher harmonic for 56 Mc. or one can con- 
struct the 30 -foot design to half-size for 28 and 
56 Mc. use. These antennas are all horizontal. 
If one desires vertical polarization on 56 Mc., a 
very practical arrangement for a 5 -meter ro- 
tary would be to use an end fed 7 -foot "flat- 
top" turned vertically, as shown in figure 11. 
Suggested dimensions are given. The gain ap- 
proaches 3 fold in power, the maximum signal 
being in line with 'the wires, and the minimum 
at right angles. 

Portable A.C. Power Supplies 
[Continued from Page 81] 

base. This means connecting the shield which 
covers the cable to the plug shield and connect- 
ing the other end to the point where the cable 
enters the magneto. Anything less than this 
will not work. Most manufacturers of station- 
ary engines can supply both the plug shield and 
the thoroughly shielded cable on request, or the 
engine can be purchased with such shielding. 

Hash, traceable to the a.c. side of the gen- 
erator, is easily eliminated by installing a 1 p.fd. 
condenser across the line. If it still persists, 
use two condensers in series, making an earth 
ground to the center tap. 

Trouble experienced with sparking at the d.c. 
commutator is not so easily remedied. The first 

BAMBOO FOR 
AribTertuvisks 

Strong, Flexible and Extremely Light Weight. 
Fulfills every requirement for any type Aerial. 

Furnished in suitable sizes to give any length 
desi red. 

Write for, complete data and prices. 

CONTINENTAL BAMBOO WORKS 
179 N. Wells Street Chicago, Illinois 

HALL ICRAFTERS 
RECEIVERS 

ON THE EASY PAYMENT PLAN 
12 MONTHS TO PAY - LOW 

DOWN PAYMENT 

SUPER SKYRIDER 
Cash price as low as $99.50 or $19.80 down and 

$7.75 per month for 12 months. 

SKY CHALLENGER 
Cash price as low as $69.50 or $13.90 down and 

$5.33 per month for 12 months. 

SKY BUDDY 
Cash price $29.50 or $5.90 down and $2.26 per 

month for 12 months. 

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS 
Our new 1938 catalog now available. 

Write for your copy-it's free. 
Address Dept. F. 

MID -WEST RADIO MART 
520 State Street Chicago, Illinois 
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precaution is to see that brushes and commu- 
tator are in perfect condition. Form the brushes 
to the shape of the commutator by placing a 

strip of 00 sandpaper (never emery cloth) be- 
tween them and the commutator. Rotate the 
armature by hand until they assume the same 
curvature. 

If the removable band which permits inspec- 
tion of the brushes is missing, make a new one 
to shield this section of the generator more 
thoroughly. 

Experiment with different values of condens- 
ers across the brushes and from each brush to 
the frame. 

Sometimes an earth ground on the frame will 
cure the trouble although no definite rules can 
be laid down. 

r ice a 

"RADIO" BUYS ACCEPTABLE 

STORIES AND IDEAS 

Even with one of the best staffs in the 
world, "Radio" realizes that variety and 
pep and sparkle in a magazine can only 
come from many and varied sources of 
material. 
Thus, we solicit more and better contribu- 
tions from "outside" (for which, incident- 
ally, we pay cash) . 

At present an "average" full-length con- 
structional article brings about $30.00 if 
accepted; the exact amount varies with 
many factors. All technical items except 
shorts are paid for. 
Have you a transmitter, receiver, or other 
item with a novel slant, perhaps not brand 
new, but one about which your fellows 
might like to know? Many of the most in- 
teresting ones come from fellows who hard- 
ly realized that they've "got something 
there". And have you a friend who's hiding 
his light under a bushel? Let's smoke him 
out! 
(Note: If you wish to send us a detailed outline of 
your proposed story, we'll be glad to comment on it 
before you finish the manuscript; we cannot, how- 
ever, obligate ourselves to accept the final product 
until we have had a chance to see it.) 

Other Applications of the Plant 

By determining which d.c. brush is positive 
and which negative, a storage battery may be 
placed across these brushes in the self-excited 
plant and given a 3 -amp. charge as long as the 
plant is running. Install, however, an automo- 
bile -generator cutout -relay to disconnect the bat- 
tery when the machine is stopped. 

Provision may also be made, particularly 
when the generator is mounted on motor rails, 
to remove it and substitute in its place an old 
automobile generator, using a pulley ratio of 
one to one, for recharging storage batteries at 
a higher rate. 

The plant of course is an excellent light 
plant for locations remote from power lines. 
The generator may also be removed and the 
motor used to drive other machinery. Hardly 
any piece of amateur equipment is as versatile 
as such an a.c. plant. During any emergency, 
it is literally "worth its weight in gold." 

See Buyer's Guide for information on source of 
supply for various parts. EDITOR. 

40 Watts on Six Bands 
[Continued from Page 59) 

type wave meter is a most handy instrument 
for making sure you are on the right one. 

Because of buffer -doubled VT2 all circuits 
may be tuned for maximum output on five, ten, 
and twenty meters. When the first two tubes 
are used as a push-pull oscillator driving the 
final as a keyed or modulated doubler, it is 
advisable for the sake of stability to detune the 
oscillator slightly. Do not attempt to modulate 
the final when it is operating as an oscillator. 

In laying out the chassis for short connecting 
leads, the one shown in the photographs and 
suggested layout is recommended. There is 
naturally a slight bit of r.f. loss in the extra 
length of the leads to the shorting socket Sl 
and in the plug connections to that socket when 
VT, -VT, are used as push-pull oscillators. But 
such losses are not noticeable as the tubes oper- 
ate very smoothly and have plenty of output 
as oscillators. 

QSY with a VF Crystal 
Retuning is seldom needed when QSYing 

with this unit. A twist of the crystal knob sets 
the oscillator to the frequency desired. The 
various tuning condensers in the exciter can be 
tuned to the center of the range of the v.f. 
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ONLY WITH 

CIT 
TRANSFORMERS 

WILL YOUR "RIG" 
LOOK LIKE THIS 

Streamline case 

Uniform appearance 

Flexible design 

A NEAT RIG, O. M. 
Only with C.H.T. transformers can you get this uni- 
form "factory built" appearance. Each, from smallesE 
audio to largest plate transformer, follows the same 
basic design. C.H.T. transformers are built to the 
highest standards of quality performance. 

See your parts distributor today for 
particulars and prices or write factory 
for FREE Catalog No. 400-A. 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

17¢mand " "íbouret Gy 7hatdatjc,nv 
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crystal, thus allowing the variation of the crystal 
to be covered with almost no change in output. 

If the crystal unit sings, it is being over- 
loaded. If, for some reason, you must overload 
the crystal, move the knob to the low frequency 
end at which point the crystal is firmly clamped. 
This is also advised in the first tuning and ex- 
perimenting with the rig when this type of crys- 
tal is used. 

The variable crystal unit used here gave a 
variation of approximately five kc. on the fun- 
damental of 3.5 Mc. This doubling to 7 Mc. 
gives a variation of 10 kc.; 14 Mc., 20 kc.; 
8 Mc., 40 kc., and 56 Mc., 80 kc. This will 
be ample coverage to escape most QRM condi- 
tions. 

A Few Precautions 

Do not apply plate voltage without making 
certain that S is in the right position. 

Do not change coils with plate voltage on. 
Do not remove a coil from a plate of a 6L6 

without also removing screen voltage (done 
here by the meter switch which opens the ca- 
thode circuit) , as with plate voltage off the 
screen currents become high enough to ruin 
the tube. 

Do not leave plate voltage on VT3-VT4 for 
more than a quarter of a minute without ex- 
citation. 

Use high grade ceramic insulation through- 
out. 

Don't try to double the power rating given 
here. 

In inserting the crystal in S1 be certain that 
it goes into pin holes 2 and 5. 

The F. C. C. has outstanding nearly 55,000 
station licenses of various classes. 

The Amateur's Frequency Meter 
{Continued from Page 44) 

returned to zero. Try B again and so on until 
B just covers the 100 kc. from 2500 to 2600 kc. 
Each division on B will now represent 1 kc. 
(assuming the dial has 100 evenly -spaced 
graduations) . If a vernier is also installed, 
accurate measurement can be made to less than 
100 cycles. Of course these adjustments must 
be re -made whenever the frequency -meter is to 
be used to cover a different range, such as the 
2500-2600 kc. on in this case. 

Checking for Linearity 

To check if condenser B gives linear read- 
ings, leave the settings of the frequency meter 
at 2500 and find the fourth harmonic of 2500 
on the receiver. The 100 -kilocycle point of 
the standard will also be found at the same 
place. Now turn the B dial to 25 and tune 
the receiver to it; the point should correspond 
with the next 100 -kilocycle spot of the standard. 
Do this for 50 and 75 on B condenser. Should 
it be found that the readings do not quite come 
at the points of the standard, it may be neces- 
sary to bend the two outside rotating plates 
of condenser B so that somewhat less capacity 
is presented at the 0 end of the dial than at 
the 100 end of the dial. It was found here 
that a slight bending in a symmetrical manner 
of the two outside plates took care of the matter 
very nicely, making the condenser readings of 
the dial linear, so that 25, 50, and 75 cor- 
respond to 25, 50, and 75 kilocycles respectively. 

NEW SERIES "M" DECKER COIL 
Efficient - Inexpensive - Flexible 

Adjustable Links 

Our new Bulletin tells the story 

A coil intended for applications requiring 
from 250 to 700 watts input. 

Without link, deduct $0.75 each. 
Heavy Mycalex jack bars for any of 
above coils, $1.50 list. Forty per cent 
discount to licensed amateurs. 

160 
80 
40 

List 
Price 

$7.25 
5.75 
4.00 

List 
Band Price 
20 $3.00 
10 2.50 

If your dealer cannot supply you, 
order direct. Send for bulletin. 

Decker Manufacturing Company 
SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
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Question Box 

ICont,nued fron! Page 74] 

impedance at the shorting -bar end will vary propor- 
tionately. As the shorting -bar impedance is reduced, 
the values of current flow will be increased, resulting 
in an increase in the effective "Q" of the stub. As 
the "Q" is increased, the sharpness of the resonance 
indication also is increased. 

The shorting -bar spacing is not critical; the pri- 
mary function of this type of an element is to provide 
a phase reversal for the consecutive antenna sections. 
Anything from 2" to 6" will be satisfactory for this 
spacing. 

Yarn of the Month 
[Continued fron! Page 701 

kilowatts at the Hawaiian station, too. The 
rotary spark gaps were attached to the axles 
of giant steam turbines. The power houses 
had their own steam -brewing boilers and oil 
burners to mix the soup for the turbines. The 
rotary spark gap disc and electrodes were en- 
closed in a heavy concrete vault. Yet the roar 
from this tremendous spark discharge was so 

loud that you could plainly hear it, through 
the concrete walls, at a long distance from the 
power house proper. 

And this was only 20 years ago. 

500 k.w. rotary spark transmitters, 2000 
meter communication, antennas a mile long, 
and more. And all the static you'd want to 
hear in one minute to last you for the rest of 
your life. 

When wavelength changes were to be made, 
it was necessary for the electrician in the power 
house to get on a step -ladder, and with the aid 
of block -and -tackle he'd move a connecting 
lead as thick as a rattle -snake from one portion 
of the loading coil to another. 

WHEN LOUDNESS IS AN- 
NOYING, Use Cannon -Ball 

Cannon -Ball Adaptor 
permits using headsets on 
all radios. Get diagram 
and complete details. 

C. F. CANNON COMPANY 
SPRINGWATER, N. Y. 

HEADSETS 
for private, clear re- 
ception. We supply the 
world with the best in 
headsets-in sensitiv- 
ity, workmanship, and 
ruggedness of struc- 
ture. Write for folder 
R-12. 

Buy BUD ! 
Amateur radio is moving in smarter cir- 
cles. The chassis trend is to "full dress". 
And again the pace setter is BUD. 

BUD, who gave radio 
a better "tougher" 
transmitting condens- 
er, BUD who pro- 
duced the accurately 
designed LOW LOSS 
AIR CORE COILS 

you a chassis base of solid -steel, 
one-piece construction; bottom plates to 
dress up the chassis; relay racks you 
can add to at any time. 

Whatever you use 
-receiver, trans- 
mitter, amplifier- 
build on a B U D 

Chassis Base. Con - 

offers 

ceal wiring and parts 
with BUD Bottom 
Plates and no dust 
can mar your work. 
This year, step up to 

style -buy BUD for 
the finishing touch? 
See them at your lo- 

cal BUD authorized 
distributor or write 
direct for FREE 
descriptive catalog 
No. T-1238. 

BUD RADIO, 1 
ß 205 CEDAR AVE. CLEVELAND, 
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But there was romance in wireless in those 
days, 20 years ago. There was romance even 
in the static. We didn't have to work when 
the static got so bad you couldn't work through 
it. 

And on Christmas Eve, just 20 years ago, 
the static was wild with joy, perhaps imbued 
with the holiday spirit. Suffice it to say that 
the station at Bolinas had something like 300 
messages and 30 bottles of holiday cheer hang- 
ing on the hook, the former destined for people 
who resided in the Hawaiian Islands, and the 
latter for the operators' gullets. 

300 on the hook, a few hours before sunset 
in the Hawaiian Islands. We could hardly 
distinguish the spark signal from Bolinas. Arid 
what's worse than getting a message of Christ- 
mas cheer on Washington's Birthday, for 

n S L1 Attractively printed to order at the u extremely low price of . . . . . 

CARDS 300 for 1.75 
Send order with $1.00 deposit, balance to be paid 
upon arrival of order plus C.O. D. charges. 

Folder showing many styles sent upon request. 
WILBUR PRINTERS - 732 Federal SI., Chicago, Illinois 

example? We couldn't make a total flop of it ; 

we had to get the stuff through, somehow. Two 
of us were on watch on the day trick. One of 
us handled the wire, the other the wireless. 
We'd get the stuff by wireless from Bolinas and 
send it by wire to the main office of the Naval 
Radio in Honolulu, about 75 miles away. 

Static permitting! 
I was working the wire. Bob Carlisle, pers- 

piration rolling from his manly brow, sleeves 
rolled -up to his ears, static rolling into the 
old 'Baldy" headphones that Bob had wound 
'round his neck, making sure they'd be a foot 
or more from his ears. 

Bob wasn't getting anything through from 
Bolinas that Christmas Eve. And the less traf- 
fic he caught on that mile -long antenna, the 
less telegraphing I had to do with Honolulu. 

Before the static became intolerable, we 
learned from Bolinas that they had the afore- 
mentioned 300 Christmas messages on the 
hook, ready to hand us in lots of 20 at a time, 
or as many as we wanted to take before the 
typewriter ribbon wore out. But the static 
storm came up from nowhere, and no sooner 
had we learned of the total number of messages 
we were to be presented with, when the static 
came down on our heads. We couldn't get a 

complete word from Bolinas through that static. 

THE "10-20" FINAL 

DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS AVAILABLE 
Bulletin No. 15 Bi -Push Exciter 
Bulletin No. 16 "10-20" Final 
Bulletin No. 17 RT -25A, RT -50A 

(25 and 50 watt Amplifier -Modulator) 

See November RADIO for story on the "10-20" 

and the 

BI -PUSH 

THE BI -PUSH 
40 watts output 

o 
"10-20" FINAL 

250 to 1000 watts 
using 35Ts or 100THs 

"10-20" Final-(4 coils, 10 and 20) 
Chassis 10"x17"x33/." Less tubes KIT $32.50 

Bi -Push and Power Supply- 
Chassis 10"x17"x3 1/2" With tubes KIT $41.75 

Bi-Push- (RF portion only) 
Chassis 5"x17"x31/2" With tubes KIT $23.75 

RT -25A Modulator-Amplifier- 
With tubes KIT $29.50 
Wired and tested $44.50 

W6CUH - W6QD - W6LFC - W6CGQ - W6DUX - W6JWQ - W6NOF - W6NYU - W6FMK 

RADIO -TELEVISION SUPPLY COMPANY 
"Where Ham 

1701 So, Grand Ave. 
Spirit Prevails" 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
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Not one complete word. 
So the two of us got together, Bob Carlisle 

and myself, and we figured out a scheme. 
Something had to be done. The navy usually 
doesn't fire an enlisted man in wartime, but we 

figured it would look sort -of bad for us if we 

didn't get something into Honolulu during an 
8 -hour trick. Our chances of becoming Rear - 
Admirals would be remote if we failed. 

The "bright idea" was to tell Bolinas (he 
wasn't bothered with static there) to continue 
sending one single letter at a time, repeat this 

letter over and over again until we gave him 

an OK in the form of a dash from our own 

transmitter. The body text of all the Christmas 
messages was identical: "M X H N Y" (Merry 
Christmas Happy New Year) ; so all we needed 
was the address and the signature. The station 
at Bolinas started the grind. The op. would 
sent one letter, perhaps a hundred times, before 
we were able to identify it correctly through the 

static. Then the laborious task of receiving the 

next letter, and the next. 

Believe it or not, we cleared exactly three 
messages of Christmas cheer during that 8 -hour 

B I R N BACH INSULATORS 
ARE SPECIFIED BY LEADERS 

When leading designers lay out their new rigs they naturally specify 
parts that can "stand the gaff" yet arc priced right. It's no wonder, 
therefore, that most designers specify Birnbach because Birco prod- 
ucts give you the highest possible quality at the lowest possible price. 

IMPROVED CONE STANDOFF INSULATORS 
Made of better ceramic. Complete range of heights. Condenser, coils, 
tube sockets, etc., can be mounted with minimum labor. White glaze. 

No. Heights List 
430 2/3" 
431 1 '° 
431J 1 " 
432 1/" 
432J 1/" 
433 
433J 2/" NO. 430 No 43t No. 432 

No. 4314 No. 4324 No. 4331 

NEW TRANSMITTING SOCKETS 
Side Wiping Contacts 
Brass, Nickel Plated Shell 
Ilighly Vitrified, Low Absorption Base 
All Brass Hardware 
Low Prices 

No. 434. 50 watt No. 435. 10 watt 
$1.25 List ea. 85e List ea. 

Special Low Prices in Large Quantities 

10c 
15c 
20c 
20c 
25c 
25c 
50c No. 433 

BIRNBACH. RADIO Clk 
145 HUDSON ST. 

SPECIAL! 5-M E R SUPERHET 

Separate R. F. 

and 
Detector 

Controls 

For 
5 Meters 

and above 

Uses a 6D6 in a stage of tuned r.f. followed by a 6C6 
tuned autodyne detector. Two resistance -capacitance 
coupled i.f. stages employ 6D6's followed by a 41 2nd 
det. and semi-a.v.c., and a 42 pentode for good speaker 
volume. All components mounted on special copper - 
plated chassis. Coil bases of MYCALEX with plug-in 
construction. Heavy gauge steel cabinet, 12 x 8 x 8", 
black crystalline finished, with hinged cover. Two illum- 
inated noiseless vernier airplane -type dials. 
K21954-Lafayette 5 -Meter And Up superhet, wired and 
tested, in steel cabinet. Less tubes, speaker and power 
supply. s i.9.á® Shpg. wt. 26 lbs. 
YOUR COST 
Kit RCA tubes, 3-6D6's, 1-6C6, 1-41, 1-42. Net..$3.84 

WESTON METERS 
Model 301 D.C. Milliammeter 

3 -inch flush mounting type. Scale 
reads 0-500. Bakelite case. Accurate 
within 2%. 
K10697- $3.95 YOUR COST 

Model 476 A.C. Voltmeter 
3 -inch flush mounting type. Scale reads 0-3. For use on 
all commercial frequencies. Movable iron type. 

YOUR 
YOUR9- $3.45 
COST 

JEWELL Model 54 D.C. Milliammeter 
3 -inch flush mounting type. Scale reads 1-15. In Bake- 
lite case. Accurate within 2%. 

$3.45 K10700- 
YOUR COST 

GET 
04 

FREEßTHER`RA CATALOG LISTING 5t1,0p10 BARGAiNS 

Oklr 

UlHOLCSflL£ 11 1 1110 o.511V1Cf. Iñ: 
NEWYORK,N.Y. CHICAGO,ILL. ATLANTA, GA. 
1 0 0 SIXTH AVENUE 901 W. JACKSON BLVD. 430 W. PEACHTREE ST., N. W. 

BOSTON, MASS. BRONX, N.Y. NEWARK, N. J. JAMAICA, L I. 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., Inc. 
g100 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed please find check money order 
is for merchandise listed on attached page. 

Rush FREE 1938 Catalogs No. 69&70-6M7 

INAME 

1 
ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

PAI 3111 ' PASTE COUPON ON PENNY POST CARD 
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day trick, and the record will bear me out. 

Perhaps a thousand dollars or more per 
message was consumed in crude oil and wages 
and overhead and steam for the turbines that 
drove the rotary spark gap. Perhaps twice that 
sum was spent, considering the fact that it 
required a force of land -wire operators, wire- 
less operators, engineers in the power house, 
cooks who prepared grub for the hungry mob, 
wear -and -tear on the miles of antenna wire, and 
black paint for the roof of the hotel at Bolinas 
where the sea -gulls chose to paint it white. 

So, brother amateur, when I hear you fel- 
lows complain about the static you get on 20 
and 40 meters, it always takes me back to 20 
years ago, 'way down there in Hawaii, and 'way 
up there on 2,000 meters . . . where static is 
born, not made! 

RADIO IN IT S ENTIRETY! 
"ß-A" serves the trade with every need in radio- 
complete 160 -page catalog of nationally known 
radio receivers, public address, parts, supplies and 
equipment. Orders shipped same day received. 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE COMPANY 
1012-14 McGEE ST. KANSAS CITY. MO. 

UP-TO-DATE CATALOG AVAILABLE 

A5 
s 

\ 

NOW 
You Can See It 

Demonstrated 
At Your 
Dealers 

AMERICAN CODE READER 
Now that the first rush of orders has been taken care 
of we want to take a deep breath and say: "Thanks"! 

To you Hams who have waited to actually see the 
Code Reader before buying, we say: "Go to your 
Jobber today". He has it on demonstration. You'll 
see how efficiently the Code Reader takes code at all 
speeds up to 125 wpm. You'll see how the beginner 
can use it in conjunction with the American Audio 
Oscillator to permit him to see and hear his fist at 
the same time . . , thus enabling him to improve it. 
You'll also see how to make personal tape recordings 
when the Code Reader is connected in series with a 
key and 4.5 dry cell. 

Yes, sir, just walk into your Jobber's today and walk 
out with the Code Reader. 

LIST PRICE, LESS TUBE (1-76) $20.00 

AMERCODE TAPE, 250 FT. ROLL EACH 25c 

AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 
1650 BROADWAY DEPT. R-12 NEW YORK, N. Y. 

56 Megacycles 
[Continued from Page 72) 

We don't expect much morning -and -evening 
five meter dx during the winter over 500-1100 
mile paths, but somewhat longer dx should be 
possible from late morning to mid -afternoon 
when the F2 layer virtual height and critical 
frequency are favorable. Let's try to get all the 
dx we can during the next several years of fav- 
orable sun -spot conditions so things won't all 
die out as ten meter work did from 1929 to 
1934! 

DX 

[Continued from Page 68) 

all, that's where the fun is-going after them and 
working as many as possible. So, everytime you 
hear of a new one which is more or less- rare, let us 
know. Of course, the frequencies listed will not have 
to be guaranteed as to accuracy, but get them as close 
as possible. 

Well gang, that's about it for this time. CUH 
just popped in with word that a few of the boys in 
our locality have just hooked this UT3AC in Mon- 
golia. His frequency centers about 7028 and spreads 
out each side with about a T6 note. CUH is all 
worked up now and can't figure out how he is going 
to get on 40 tomorrow a.m. with only a 20 meter 
antenna up in the air. Charlie has a new super -final 
using a couple of W.E. 251Á's in p.p. This should 
spur you "guys" a bit to get on the roaring 40 again. 
And you can bet I'll be after that UT3 tomorrow 
myself. Even the W9's will have to wait. 

Don't Forget, 

"See you on 40 in December" 

SPECIAL ... Photo Electric Cells 
A high quality photo electric cell suitable for a variety of electronic 
uses. With suitable relays these cells can be made to open doors, turn on 
or off lights, motors, etc. Hook-ups on photo electric devices are found 
in all the leading radio publications, suggesting the use of these cells. 
Standard 4 piong base. Rulb same size as 201A tube operates on 90 
volts or less. These cells sell for not less than $5.00 elsewhere. 
SEND FOR OUR 32 -PAGE CATALOG. Your Price $1.79 
ARROW SALES CO., 27 SO. JEFFERSON ST., CHICAGO 

34" x 

KEEP Your Home ORDERLY 
Don't leave magazines scattered all over the house. 
Gold Shield Holder will keep them CLEAN and in 
monthly sequence. 

9/16" Macle of heavy cardboard, covered with Genuine Dupont 
fabricoid, holds 24 magazines. 

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT 
Give them to your friends ($1.00 value). Holder, 50e 
each, 1J for $2.50 prepaid. Nickel silver Autogram 
initial 10e each. Two or three initials look swell on 
the bottom right hand corner of the holder. Write for 
wholesale prices. 

123/" GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS 
x91/2" 99 Hudson St., Dept, R, 11th Floor, New York City 
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The Marketplace 
(a) Commercial rate: 10c per word, cash with order; 

minimum, $1.00. Capitals: 13c per word. For consec- 
utive advertising, 15% discount for 3d, 4th, and 5th 
insertions; 25% thereafter. Break in continuity re- 
stores full rate. Copy may be changed often as de- 
sired. 

(b) Non-commercial rate: 5c per word, cash with 
order; minimum, 50c. Available only to licensed am- 
ateurs not trading for profit; our judgment as to 
character of advertisement must be accepted as final. 

(c) Closing date (for classified forms only): 25th of 
month; e.g., forms for March issue, published in 
February, close January 25th. 

(d) No display permitted except capitals. 
(e) Used, reclaimed, defective, surplus, and like 

material must be so described. 
(f) Ads not relating to radio or radiomen are ac- 

ceptable but will be grouped separately. 
(g) No commissions nor further discounts allowed. 

No proofs, free copies, nor reprints sent. 
(h) Send all Marketplace ,ads direct to Los Angeles 

accompanied by remittance in full payable to the 
order of Radio, Ltd. 

(i) We reserve the right to reject part or all of any 
ad without assigning reasons therefor. Rates and 
conditions are subject to change without notice. 

EXTRA height transmitter chassis for under -chassis mounting of 
tuning condensers, etc. Any size. Portable racks. Specials. 
R. H. Lynch, 970 Camulos, Los Angeles, Calif. 

WANTED -1500 New QSL-SWL customers. SAMPLES! Fritz - 
455 Mason, Joliet, Illinois. 

QSL's. 300 one -color cards $1.00. Samples. 2143 Indiana Ave- 
nue, Columbus, Ohio. 

MEET THE GANG ON 5. Bulletin describing efficient, stable, 
and inexpensive long lines oscillator is yours. Write Paradio 
Sales Co., 124 Garrison Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 

FOR sale. Thordarson plate transformer, 1500-2000 each side, 
1 kw. Make offer. W9ANO, 900 North Willowbrook, Comp- 
ton, California. 

CRYSTALS: Eidson "T9" genuine X cut, 40 and 80 meters 
$1.60, fully guaranteed. "T9" ceramic plug-in holders $1.10 
postpaid. COD's accepted. Eidson's, Temple, Texas. 

600 watt c.w. and 300 watt phone xmtr. for sale. Relay rack 
mounted. Finest parts used throughout. HK -354C in final, 
35Ts in modulator. Oversize transformers. Sell complete, ex- 
cept for mike and crystal, $250.00. For further details write 
W6JYN. 

QSL's-HIGHEST QUALITY-LOWEST PRICES. RADIO 
HEADQUARTERS, FT. WAYNE, INDIANA. 

METER Repair -Accurate and dependable service. Standard types 
of meters repaired in 24 hours. Repairs priced so that anyone 
can afford them. Write for price quotations. Braden Engineer- 
ing Company, 305 Park Drive, Dayton, Ohio. 

QST'S year 1916 wanted. Sell or trade issues 1919-1933. W9EWH. 

SELL SW3 coils, power, 53-XtaI-10s-801's final. $1.00 or trade 
for arc welding generator. Everett Stidham, 918 N. Helena, 
Anaheim, Calif. 

800 watt separatelyexcited a.c. generator rebuilt from old Dodge. 
$17.50. Also fywheel, coupling, mounting base, and gas en- 
gines. Write Katolight, Mankato, Minnesota. 

SALE or trade. Janett converter 115 volts d.c. to 110 a.c. 60 
cycles, 500 watts. Like new. W3DYE, Perkasie, Pennsylvania. 

RADIO Engineering, broadcasting, aviation and police radio, 
servicing, marine and Morse telegraphy taught thoroughly. All 
expenses low. Catalog free. Dodge's Institute, Polk . Street, 
Valparaiso, Ind. 

FOR Sale: 7 -tube super, a.v.c., b.f.o., standby switch, R meter. 
91/2" x 12" x 18" cabinet. Good condition. Plug-in coils for 
160-80.40-20. $25.00. W9UUC, Box 335, West Liberty, Iowa. 

SURPLUS Gear --New HK154, WE242A, T55, used pair 150T, 
Silver 5D, etc. W6MUK, Modesto, Calif. 

QSL Cards? Bliley Crystals (BC3 $3.35 ; HF2, $5.75), W8DED, 
Holland, Mich. 

RK -20 final fone c.w., transmitter ; 4 bands ; 3 power supplies ; 

tubes ; meter. Sacrifice, $40.00. W6BEI, 118 South Crescent 
Heights Blvd., Los Angeles, WYoming 7335. 

OUR 75c crystals for 160 and 80 meters are fine. Letters of 
praise arrive daily. Faberadio, Sandwich, Illinois. 

COMPLETE training for all Amateur and Professional Radio 
licenses. New York Wireless School, 1123 Broadway, New 
York. 
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BUYER'S GUIDA 
111é'here t® Suzy It 

PARTS REQUIRED FOR BUILDING EQUIPMENT SHOWN IN THIS ISSUE 

The parts listed are the components of the models 

built by the author or by "Radio's" Laboratory staff. 
Other parts of equal merit and equivalent electrical 
characteristics usually may be substituted without 
materially affecting the performance of the unit. 

500 -WATT PHONE-C.W. TRANSMITTER 
Final Amplifier 

C, Cardwell XG5OKD 
C2 Cardwell MT7OGD 
Meters Hoyt 579 
RFC Ohm, t e 1000 ma. 

10-20 choke 
T, Inca J5 
T2 Inca C32 
Coils Decker 

PORTABLE A.C. SUPPLIES 

Wire wedges, paper, collector ring, brushes and brush 
holders obtainable from S. W. Duncan, 408 S. Hoyne 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Motor base obtainable from above source ® $1.15. Also 
obtainable from W. W. Grainger, 311 S. San Pedro 
St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Motor rails (adjustable) obtainable from Grainger, or the 
one illustrated was obtained from Montgomery Ward 
& Co. Cat. No. 84A9831 @ 89c. 

Engines obtainable from following manufacturers, all of 
whom have distributors throughout the country: 

Briggs and Stratton Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. (So. 
Calif. Distributor: Electric Equip. Co., 1601 S. 
Hope St., Los Angeles, Calif.) 

Bi -Push 

C2, C; Bud 911 
Coupling condensers- 

Aerovox mica 

Exciter 

CH Inca D42 
Coils Decker Bi -Push 
SW, Bud 1010 toggle 

Lauson Motor Corp., New Holstein, Wis. 
Wisconsin Motor Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. (1 HP 

and up only) 

Johnson Motors, Waukegan, Ill. (So. Calif. Distribu- 
tor, B. H. Hebgen, 1361 S. Flower, Los Angeles) 

C, 
M 

Aerovox 608 
Hoyt 573 

SW2 Yaxley 1325 
SW3-Yaxley 1316 

Notes on Motors 
T, 
T2 

Inca J8 and J11 
Inca B15 

Sockets Amphenol In 1/2 HP type, Briggs and Stratton, use . model H. For 
1 HP use, model A. 

Briggs & Stratton washing machine motor (1/2 HP @ 

Class -B Modulator 
2300 r.p.m.) good for light jobs. Obtainable from 
Sears Roebuck (Cat. No. 23FM7110) for $27.95. A 

T, Thordarson T6414 Tubes Taylor 203Z one-to-one pulley ratio should then be used. This is 
T2 
M 

Thordarson 11M77 
Hoyt 573 

Sockets Johnson 211 
a very reliable and efficient engine. (B & S model 
No. WM.) 

Speech Amplifier 

All condensers-Aerovox 
C, Aerovox EM25 10µfd. 
C3, Cn-PBS5 8-8 jafd. 
C3 PR25 10 µfd. 
C,2, C13-G6 8 ,afd. 
Resistors-IRC Insulated 

R2, Centralab 72-115 
T, Inca C66 
T2 Inca G9 
T3-Thordarson 15D79 
CH, Inca D40 
CH2-Inca D4 

Final Power Supply 

C,, C2 --Aerovox 2005 con- 
densers 

R,, R2 Ohmite Brown 

Modulator 

C-General Electri 
9CE5A41 

R-Ohmite Brown Devil 
CH-Inca D42 

Devils 
R-Eagle 415A resistor 
T, Inca J3 

Power Supply 

c T,-Inca J3 
T2-Inca B24 
Tubes for both power sup- 

plies-Taylor 866 

Wisconsin Motors sold by Montgomery Ward on time. 
Briggs and Stratton sold by Sears Roebuck on time. 
Johnson motors make only a 5/8 HP (30 degree) . (This 

type is used on Pioneer 300 watt a.c. jobs.) 

ILLINOIS - Chicago 

CHICAGO RADIO 
APPARATUS CO., Inc. 

Established 1921 

415 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET 
(Near Van Buren Street) 

ALL SUPPLIES FOR THE SHORT 
WAVE FAN AND RADIO AMATEUR 
QUOTATIONS FREELY GIVEN ON 

ANY KIT OR LAYOUT 

Short Wave Receivers Taken in Trade 
Get our low prices 
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IT'S ZN HERE, O. M.! 

The STANCOR 
HAMANUAL 
New . s.. complete ... practical! 16 complete 
circuits from microphone to antenna post... 
transformers for all tubes.... Don't build or 
re -build until you have seen the Stancor 
Hamanual. . . . It has all the latest dope! 

4sh ?/okh yaae4 t04 ?'owc Cape! 

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 
850 BLACKHAWK STREET CHICAGO 
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WITH THE NEW 

RCA Model 
Transmitter 

RCA offers in this new design many worthwhile 
features that will appeal to the advanced amateur 
radio operator. Look these outstanding features over 
and carefully consider all the engineering features 
RCA Engineers have put into this-the most effi- 
cient-most economical 150 -watt transmitter ever 
offered by anyone. 

150 watts output C.W. and Phone from 10 
to 160 meters 
Special Speech Amplifier with Inverse Feed- 
back for high quality voice reproduction 
R.F. feedback practically impossible 
Modulation indicator 
Coils and crystal easily accessible 
Conservative ratings on all parts 
Transformers given special impregnation 
Circuits fully metered 
Attractive cabinets and panel layout 
"Tune-up" protection 
Low tube and accessory cost. 

R -F RCA -807 crystal oscillator, RCA -802 buffer/doubler, 
2 RCA -807 drivers, 2 RCA -808 final amplifiers. 

Audio-RCA-6J7 input, RCA -6C5 amplifier, 2 RCA -2A3 
drivers, 2 RCA -808 modulators. 

Power Supply-RCA-80 for speech ampli- 
fier, RCA -83 for exciter, RCA -5Z3 for bias 
and driver plate, 2 RCA -866 for high voltage. 

AMATEUR'S NET PRICE 
f.o.b. factory with speech 
amplifier and one set of62 5 00 coils but less tubes, micro- 
phone, crystal and other minor accessories. 
See yoursupplieror write fordescriptive literature 

AMATEUR RADIO SECTION 

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., Camden, N. J. A Service of the Radio Corporation of America 
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